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Abstract 

There is mounting evidence in the current literature which suggests that our collective understanding of 

engineering design is insufficient to support the continued growth of the engineering endeavor. Design 

theory is the emergent research field that addresses this problem by seeking to improve our understanding 

of, and thus our ability to, design. The goal of this author's work is to demonstrate that formal techniques 

of logic can improve our understanding of design. Specifically, a formal system called the Hybrid Model 

(HM) is presented; this system is a set-theoretic description of engineering design information that is 

valid independent of (a) the processes that generate or manipulate the information and (b) the role of the 

human designer. Because of this, HM is universally applicable to the representation of design-specific 

information throughout all aspects of the engineering enterprise. The fundamental unit in HM is a design 

entity, which is defined as a unit of information relevant to a design task. The axioms of HM define 

the structure of design entities and the explicit means by which they may be rationally organized. HM 

provides (a) a basis for building taxonomies of design entities, (b) a generalized approach for making 

statements about design entities independent of how the entities are generated or used, and (c) a formal 

syntactic notation for the standardization of design entity specification. Furthermore, HM is used as the 

foundation of DESIGNER, an extension to the Scheme programming language, providing a prototype-based 

object-oriented system for the static modeling of design information. Objects in the DESIGNER language 

satisfy the axioms of HM while providing convenient programming mechanisms to increase usability and 

efficiency. Several design-specific examples demonstrate the applicability of DESIGNER, and thus of HM 

as well, to the accurate representation of design information. 
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List of Symbols 

The notation presented in this section is drawn from accepted systems of notation in predicate calculus 

and axiomatic set theory. In addition, a number of symbols used exclusively by the author for the Hybrid 

Model (Part III) are also included. Usage of these symbols is restricted to Part III, wherein the formal 

statement of the Hybrid Model in the language of mathematical logic is presented. 

Basic logic and set theoretic symbols are: 

E 

= 

=df 

Set membership; for example, x E I is read "x is a member of I". This is taken to be 

primitive to the 1st order predicate calculus and so is considered an undefined primitive 

in axiomatic set theory. 

The identity operator, which is transitive (x)(y)(((x = y) n (y = z)) (x = z)), 

symmetrical (x)(y)((x = y) => (y = x)) and totally reflexive (x )(x = x). For 

example, x = y if every attribute of x is an attribute of y, and conversely. This is taken 

to be primitive to the 1st order predicate calculus and so is considered an undefined 

primitive in axiomatic set theory. 

Read as ". . . define as. . .", this symbol is used to introduce definitions (e.g. X =df fx : 

(x E Y) • (x E Z)}, which defines X to be the set of elements occurring in both Y and 

Z) and is distinct from the identity operator (above). 

C Subset relationship; for example, x c y is read "x is a subset of y". 

V The universal qualifier, read as "for all ...". Statements using V are composed of 

three parts: the V symbol, the specification of a variable or variables over which the 

8 
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quantification is performed, and a statement which is true for the variable(s). The parts 

are separated by parentheses. For example, V(x)(x E I) is read "for all x, x is a member 

of I". Also, if / is the set of all integers, V(x E /)(x > 0) defines all positive integers, 

and is read "for all x in I, x is greater than 0". 

3 The existential qualifier, read as "there exists...". Statements using 3 have the same 

form as statements using the universal quantifier. For example, 3(x E /)(x = 1) is read 

as "there exists an x in I, such that x equals 1". It is generally unclear whether this 

qualifier should be read as "there exists at least one x in I. . ." or as "there exists exactly 

one x in I. . .". A distinction is made in [1] between the two by using !3 to indicate 

the latter and 3 for the former. We adopt this distinction here because the semantic 

difference is relevant to the development of the Hybrid Model. 

Logical equivalence. This rule of inference is defined by the statement (x y) (x 

y) n (y = x). 

Logical not operator, read as "...not...", and resulting in the logical negation of its 

immediate consequent. For example, if x is true, then -ix is false. 

Intersection operator, read as "...and...". The result of this operation is the set intersection 

of its antecedent and consequent. For example, x n y results in the intersection of the 

set entities x and y. This form is used exclusively for set operations. Also, the form 

n,X, means the intersection of all Xi. 

• Boolean "and" operator. The result of this operation is true if both its antecedent and 

consequent are true. For example p • q is true iff both statements p and q are true. 

Inclusive union operator, read as "...or...". The result of this operation is the set union of 

its antecedent and consequent. For example, x U y is the set containing all the members 

of both set x and set y. Also, the form U, Xi means the union of all X. 

The boolean inclusive "or" operator. The result of this operation is true if either or both 

of its antecedent and consequent are true. For example, p + q is true iff (a) p is true, 

or (b) q is true, or (c) p and q are true. The exclusive union operator (i.e. the operator 
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the result of which is true if only one but not both of p or q is true) is defined by the 

expression (p + q) • -,(p • q). 

Material implication, read as "...implies...". Classically, this is the only kind of impli-

cation used in formal logic. The antecedent of = implies the consequent; that is, if the 

antecedent is true, then the consequent is also true. This operator is used when only the 

truth value of the antecedent is known and the value of the consequent is unknown. 

(. .) Angle brackets denote tuples, which are short ordered lists treated as single units. For 

example, V ((x , y))((x E I) • (y E I)) denotes an ordered pair of integers. 

D Superset operator. Equivalent to . 

D Superset-or-equality operator. 

0 The empty (or null) set. 

P(X) The power set of X; i.e. the set containing all subsets of X (including the empty set). 

A function is denoted by its name followed by arguments. The arguments are in parentheses. For 

example, VIEW(X, co) is a function whose name is VIEW, and whose arguments (in this case) are X and 

co. Functions may have no arguments. A function with one argument is called a unary function; a function 

with two arguments is called a binary function; a function with more than two arguments is called an 

n-ary function. A function returns some data entity. In general, a function is written f(x). 

Function variables (i.e. variables that represent functions) are written in greek characters, for example co. 

A predicate is like a function, but it can only return one of two values, true or false. 

The following symbols are used exclusively in the Hybrid Model. 

X ,Y , Z individual objects. 

Ci A collection i of objects. 

a, b, c attributes of objects. 

0 The set of all objects. 
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T The set of all object types. 

T,U,V types. 

C The set of all classes of objects. 

A The set of all attributes. 

D The set of all attribute domains. 

R The set of all attribute ranges. 

F The set of all view definitions. 

7 A view definition. 

IS_A The typing predicate, read as ". . . is a. . ." and used to relate objects to types. For 

example: IS_A(X, T) is true if object X is of type T, and false otherwise. 

INHERITS The inheritance predicate, read as ". . .inherits from.  and used to relate object types. 

For example: INHERITS(T, U) is true if type T inherits from (i.e. is specialized from) 

type U or, similarly, if type U is inherited by (i.e. is generalized from) type T. 

A The set of all aggregate predicates. 

6 An aggregate predicate. 



Glossary 

This glossary contains terms relevant to the work presented herein that are not commonly used in 
engineering, but that are quite common in other fields. For each term in the glossary, the page where the 
term is first used is given in parentheses. 

Abstraction Mechanism: A device or technique whereby details are removed from some collection of 
information leaving only that which is considered essential. Abstraction mechanisms permit the 
ordering, or organization, of information. (page 19) 

Cartesian Product: The cartesian product of two sets A and B is defined as the set of ordered pairs 
such that the first element of every ordered pair is a member of A and the second element of every 
ordered pair is a member of B. (page 85) 

Completeness: The property of a formal system wherein exactly all true statements can be proven true 
and exactly all false statements can be proven false. (page 48) 

Consistency: In logic, the state of a formal system containing no contradictions; that is, a formal system 
is consistent if all aXiOITIS and theorems in the system are valid (see below) with respect to each 
other. (page 48) 

Design Entity: A unit, not necessarily realizable in and of itself, of relevance in design; an information 
model of real world structures of use in a design process, but not including the design process itself. 
(page 74) 

Dynamic Data Modeling: The modeling of semantic properties and the manipulation of data structures, 
often in reference to database transactions. (page 157) 

12 
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Encapsulation: The discretization of a quantity of information into a meaningful structure that can be 
treated as a single unit. (page 76) 

Epistemology: The study of a theory of the nature and grounds of knowledge, especially with reference 
to its limits and validity'. (page 81) 

Formal System: A system consisting of a set axioms taken as premises, and a set of rules by which 
theorems may be proven by application of the axioms. (page 19) 

Heuristic: Something valuable for empirical research, but unproved or incapable of proof. (page 34) 

Isomorphism: In logic, the relationship between a formal system and some perceived aspect of reality. 
A formal system is isomorphic to some real-world phenomenon if it models it correctly. (page 40) 

Ontology: A branch of metaphysics relating to the nature of being; a particular theory about the nature 

of being or the kinds of existence2. (page 90) 

Paradox: In logic, a statement that can be proven both true and false in a given formal system. (page 48) 

Static Data Modeling: The description of data objects and their relationships without considering of the 
operations in which such structures may be used. (page 111) 

Universe of Discourse: The domain about which all interesting arguments are made. For example, in 
set theory, the universe of discourse is that of all sets. (page 74) 

Validity: In logic, the state of being true under any interpretation; that is, a statement or formula is valid 
if it can never be false. (page 38) 

From Webster's 7th Dictionary. 
2From Webster's 7th Dictionary. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Preamble 

What is engineering design? 

In the broadest sense, the issue addressed by this work is that humanity lacks a sufficient understanding 
of the process of engineering design. Although simple enough to phrase, this problem has been an issue 
of contention for years, and the sometimes very emotional arguments made by various proponents of one 
viewpoint or another, methodology A or B, system X or Y, have possibly done more harm than good. 
It has always struck this author as highly suspicious behavior when one is unable to refrain from overt 
generalization and emotional rhetoric to convince an audience. Unfortunately, members of all the various 
schools of thought involved in the debate may be accused of this kind of behavior, leaving one with the 
distinct impression that no one is completely right. 

However, the unavoidable facts are these: engineering design has existed in one form or another since 
ancient times. In this interval, design has changed — evolved — not only in response to our ever-increasing 
understanding of the physical universe, but also in other, relatively arbitrary ways, responding to forces 
not particularly natural: sociological, psychological, environmental, governmental, and political. All 
these forces have had a hand in shaping design as it is now, and their continued influence has required 
designers and design researchers to adapt to their exigencies. 

15 
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The one constant throughout the history of engineering design has been that the requirements placed on 
designers and on the products they design have continually increased in complexity. Similarly, as we gain 
more knowledge about the universe, that much more information can be applied to the problems we have 
to solve. The complexity of most current-day design problems is many orders of magnitude greater than 
that of problems faced by the designers of the last century, and there is no reason to suspect that this trend 
will change in the future. Correspondingly, in order to meet the challenge of today's design problems, we 
must learn to manage all the information at our disposal in an efficient, concise and timely manner. 

Design researchers are thus faced with the task of dealing with this complexity; simply ignoring it is 
unacceptable. In response to this challenge, a new field of research has emerged: design theory. Its goals 
are (a) to respond to the increasing complexity of engineering design problems, (b) to increase confidence 
in our solutions to the design problems of the future, and (c) to overcome limitations and difficulties 
associated with the process of design by providing more consistent, logically structured methodologies 
and techniques. 

Furthering our understanding of design is a worthwhile goal because it leads to verifiable explanations 
of the phenomenon of design. Historically, explanations of this kind in other fields (such as physics, 
medicine, etc.) have led to progress, advancement, and new insights into the nature of the phenomenon. 

Many segments of the design process are still based in large measure on arbitrary, ad-hoc decisions and 
processes. Still, design theory has provided a focal point for the efforts of hundreds of researchers, and 
their work has already made notable contributions towards the goals stated above. It marks the beginning 
of a new stage in the evolution of design, a renaissance of sorts; we, as designers, are collectively and for 
the first time attempting to examine our role in society, and to examine design itself critically, objectively, 
logically. Holding design theory as a central concept, researchers are striving toward a level of formal 
rigor in engineering design, a certain scientific legitimacy that has, to date, been rather elusive. 

In the recent past, engineering design has been considered largely an "art" or even a "skill", an endeavor 
not amenable to formalization and scientific scrutiny. This is changing: the introduction of expert 
and automated systems, quantitative cognitive design research, new methodologies such as concurrent 
engineering, new forms of mathematics (for example, fuzzy logic) and other technological and scientific 
innovations are permitting a new view of design to develop, a view in which technology and creativity, 
science and intuition are linked in a symbiotic relationship, forming a whole that is greater than the sum of 
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its parts. It is not unlike the Renaissance, during which time science grew from a highly mystical practice 
to the much more rational, reasonable, and far more useful endeavor, it is today. As this maturation 
process continues, we will have to examine the engineering design enterprise and possibly change our 
ideas about what it really is. In order to be successful, every effort must be made to maintain a flexible 
yet definitive framework within which design and design theory can evolve in a formal manner. 

It is this author's humble desire to contribute to this endeavor, and to help the engineering profession 
develop to its next plateau. 

1.2 Premises 

The relevance of the work presented herein depends on the acceptance of certain premises. These premises 
cannot be proved in any mathematical or logical sense of the word because they are extralogical, that is, 
they are empirical, deriving directly from observation of the state of design and of reality. As such, the 
most that can possibly be expected is to provide sufficient empirical evidence to suggest an acceptable 
degree of confidence. 

These premises are discussed here, at the outset, so as to define the boundaries within which the rest of 
this work exists. 

Design is not well-understood. There is no clear, precise definition of what design is. It has, for example, 
been referred to in the recent literature as "...the evaluation and satisfaction of many constraints...." 
[2]; "...planning for manufacture..." [3]; a largely intellectual, cognitive process [4]; an "...ill-defined 
art...which lacks formal definition..." [5]; a somewhat "mystical" process [6]; a "...socially mediated 
process..." [7]; and many others. All these descriptions are, to be sure, partly right. But the totality 
of what is involved in design is lost in each case. Certainly, many researchers have been motivated to 
perform design research expressly due to the apparent lack of current understanding [8,9]. 

Design is not currently efficiently performed or taught. In a recent report [10], the National Research 
Council (USA)1 has taken the position that engineering design education is weak, and that this weakness 

l in collaboration with the National Science Foundation and other bodies 
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is preventing the best available design practices from reaching industry. This point of view has been 
advocated widely, both in the United States, and in Canada [11, 12]. Educators must find new ways to 
communicate effectively to students if these students are to someday design effectively. But without a good 
understanding of what design is and how it is performed, such necessary communication is impossible. 
Thus, the burden finally lies with researchers, who must advance our basic understanding of design. 

Formal theories of design would lead to improved practical methodologies. A fonnal theory is a 
logical, objective system for the maintenance of knowledge and the investigation of phenomena. Formal 
theories are the cornerstone of both the natural and engineering sciences. The establishment of formal 
theories of design may provide the benefits to designers that they have provided to scientists. This notion 
has been echoed by other researchers (e.g. [13,14]). 

It is possible to formalize at least segments of the design process. A number of methodologies and 
techniques already exist, defined in at least informal terms, that have provided considerable insights, if not 
into the nature of design itself, then at least into the more practical aspects of the engineering endeavor. 
The structure currently used every day in design processes all over the world did not exist a century, or 
even a decade, ago. There is no indication that we have yet exhausted all the directions in which such 
a structure can extend. Whether the design process as a whole can be entirely automated remains an 
open question; still, there are many areas where increased formalization is possible and desirable. The 
advantages are numerous: improved communications and tools for teaching, more reliable analysis of 
designs for correctness, information integrity and shorter development times are but a few [15]. 

1.3 Statement of Thesis 

The thesis of this work is: axiomatic set theory provides a basis whereby design information can 
be rigorously specified independent of design processes giving rise to or otherwise manipulating that 
information. 

This statement captures the essence of a number of arguments, all of which will be presented and 
examined in this document. Such terms as axiomatic set theory, design information, design process and 
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so on will be defined where possible in accordance with commonly accepted practice; in some cases, 
where conventional definitions are vague or imprecise, an attempt will be made to specify them more 
fully. Some terms, such as isomorphism, have specific denotations in logic; since this work focuses on 
the use of logic, we will use the logical rather than engineering definitions. A glossary of important terms 
is provided at the beginning of this document. 

The heart of the work focuses on the derivation of a formal system called the Hybrid Model of design 
information (HM); the system consists of nine axioms and various definitions and theorems. The axioms 
capture essential properties of design information within a logical framework, including five abstraction 
mechanisms that permit the organization of information according to various criteria. The axioms will be 
presented in the notation of mathematical logic; explanation and discussion will be presented in English. 

In order to demonstrate the application of formal systems to practical issues in engineering design, a new 
programming language for engineering computation, called DESIGNER, shall be presented. DESIGNER 
relies on HM for rigor. It represents a computational model that captures arbitrary information about 
specific design entities and permits the organization of that information; it is not intended to capture 
methodological or procedural information about the design process itself. It will be shown that a strong 
continuity of logical rigor exists from HM through to the implementation of DESIGNER. Various examples 
specific to engineering are included to demonstrate DESIGNER'S capabilities. 

Given the novelty of design theory as a field of research, a significant body of fundamental work does 
not yet exist. This is indicated in the premises (Section 1.2). The author's work must remain somewhat 
general, if for no other reason than this. In the process of developing the theories and ideas presented 
herein, the author has also developed a number of collateral notions which, though not directly associated 
with the precise topic of this work, impact upon it in an ancillary capacity. This material is nonetheless 
relevant and original, and is included in this document for the sake of completeness. 

With this in mind, the author also defines the thesis of this work in a broader sense; namely that the use 
of formal logic can significantly improve our understanding of design, and provide a framework within 
which highly effective tools for managing the complexity of design can be generated. The answer to 
the question of the specific thesis of this work, stated at the beginning of this Section, will be used to 
corroborate this more general statement. 

It is noted that this dissertation directly addresses what is given in [4] as the first mistake of current 
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design education: "We have done very little research to develop a fundamental scientific understanding 
of engineering design processes." 

1.4 General Remarks 

As design theory continues to gain acceptance and popularity, the organizational aspects of these research 
efforts will become increasingly important. Successful organizational techniques rely on the detection of, 
and accommodation to, the structure that exists within information available to designers. The creation 
of these techniques must occur in a logical fashion. Paraphrasing Quine [16], the truths of logic may be 
reckoned among the truths of design, thus making logic an essential basis of its formal understanding. 
Throughout this work, arguments will be structured in as logical a manner as is possible, and logic will 
be invoked often as the basis upon which we will make our observations. 

Efforts in design theory have rightly depended on the use of computers for their capacity to store 
information accurately and to calculate and maintain the complex relationships that exist between data. 
As is noted in [17], "...the human brain is better able to recognize than recall...." Computers, with their 
relatively infallible memories, are of great assistance in this regard. Furthermore, as the world economy 
continues to move from a product and service base to an information base, information management issues 
in design will become more important [7,18-20]. 

Design research in the recent past has examined the use of databases, application-specific languages and 
expert systems, as well as more theoretical studies in such areas as constraint satisfaction and symbolic 
computation. These tools have been applied with varying degrees of success to component assembly [21], 
design exploration [22, 23], solid modeling [24], finite element analysis [25], etc. The unique nature of 
design suggests that generalized information management approaches will not necessarily support all of 
its aspects [26-28]. 

Currently, however, there is growing concern regarding the semantics of engineering design. Many recent 
research efforts have met with limited success because not enough is understood about the meaning of 
the information we use. The understanding we do have tends to be empirical and intuitive [29,30] and its 
organization is neither particularly structured nor logical. In response to this, researchers have begun to 
backtrack, seeking a return to sound, logical first principles in design. Two notable examples of this trend 
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are [4,31]. The notion of the existence of formal first principles for design has guided the author's work 

presented herein as well. 

The importance of the organization of design information cannot be overemphasized. This issue is 
strongly tied to the search for semantic formalization. To organize information means to order it. The 

imposition of order on information is identical to the extraction of meaning from it, and makes explicit 

such information as would otherwise be implicit only. Increasing the amount of explicit information 

present in a collection of data decreases the amount of interpretation that must be performed to extract its 

semantics [32,33]. Therefore, the study of organizational schemes for design information is synonymous 

with the study of its semantics. The theme of organization pervades the author's work. 

The search for a formalization for engineering design must necessarily be conducted in a logical, scientific 
and internally consistent manner [4]. For this purpose, the author has selected axiomatic set theory and 

discusses it briefly in Section 8.2. The role of logic in design is critical to the development of the author's 

theory, and will be discussed in detail before the actual theory is presented. 

This document is arranged in five Parts. The central three Parts form the body of the work, beginning 

with the most general and theoretical remarks, and proceeding towards more specific matters. Part II will 

focus on the role logic plays in design, indicating some of the short-comings of the current understanding 

of design and indicating how logic can help resolve these problems. 

Part III deals with the central thesis and presents the Hybrid Model (HM) of design information. Naturally, 
no discussion about design information can be carried out without some reference to the design process, 
but the author will demonstrate that it is both reasonable and advantageous to separate information about 

a design artifact from the actions carried out on or with this information. It is essential to understand 
what forms of information are available before any meaningful discussion regarding design processes can 

occur. Thus, the theory deals specifically and only with design information. The design process will be 

discussed only insofar as to define the design information management problem. Issues such as concurrent 

design are not addressed because they are aspects specific to the design process; that is, they affect how 

information is manipulated, but not the information itself. 

Part IV will describe a new programming paradigm devised by the author, built upon HM. The intention 
is to indicate the immediate benefits that can be reaped from a formal theory such as HM, and to provide a 
testbed with which further research in design theory may be conducted. Various design-specific examples 
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will demonstrate the capabilities of the resulting computational system. 

Finally, Part V will conclude the work with a general discussion of results and directions for future 

research. 

A glossary of important terms and a list of symbols are provided at the beginning of the document. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Survey 

2.1 Introduction 

This Chapter will present a survey of recent literature examined in the course of performing the work 

reported herein. Due to the relative youth of design theory as a research field, literature directly within 

the field is not abundant. However, the author has found a great deal of information in the peripheral 

areas of formal logic, computer-aided engineering, concurrent engineering, and computer science which 

is relevant to the matter at hand. 

Because this dissertation is squarely within the field of design theory, comments that will appear in this 

Chapter shall be biased in that direction. In other words, the primary criterion for the evaluation of other 

research shall be the degree to which it contributes to the overall understanding of design. In some cases, 

this contribution will be slight; this does not mean that the surveyed work is of no value, but only that it is 

of limited use strictly within design theory itself. Given the nature of this survey, literature dealing with 

theoretical aspects of computer programming, as well as fields such as formal logic and others will not be 

dealt with directly. 

The author has found that the existing literature can be divided coarsely into three categories: design 

theory, computer-aided engineering, and cognitive and concurrent design research. These three categories 

are not decoupled; some cross-over is bound to occur as techniques are applied to various domains 
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(for example, the application of a specific design theory to the generation of a computerized designer's 

aide). However, principal contributions by various researchers can be categorized on the whole using this 

scheme; it shall be used here to help organize this survey. 

2.2 Design Theory 

Surveyed work which the author classifies as design theoretic in nature is hallmarked by three properties. 

First, computer technologies are not essential to the contribution of the work; that is, the principal 

contribution is not simply a new computerized designer's aide, database, or other program. Second, 

design theoretic work aims at a unified view of design in the most global sense, not only as it affects some 

very specific task within design (for example, synthesis and analysis of mechanisms [34]). Although such 

work may contain strong theoretic elements, it is not design theory because it deals with specific tasks and 

excludes issues of integration with other aspects of the design endeavor. Third, the role of the designer is 

not central to the development of the work; this excludes issues of cognition, intuition, judgment, etc. 

The efforts of two researchers in particular are exemplary of the work currently being done in design 

theory: 

Nam P. Suh has recently published a text [31] wherein he sets forth an axiomatic theory of design. Suh 

assumes that a design problem can be stated in terms of functional requirements (-Rs) and that its solution, 

a design artifact, is defined in terms of a number of design parameters (DPs). He argues for this approach 

based on the empirical evidence of how design problems are commonly stated, and how their solutions 

are commonly specified. 

Based on this assumption, his theory contains only two axioms, eight corollaries and sixteen theorems. 

We will examine only the axioms here, since the corollaries and theorems may be derived from them. The 

first axiom is that the FRs of a design problem should be independent of each other (i.e. uncoupled). He 

argues that coupled functional requirements indicate some misconception of the design problem; several 

examples are provided to support this notion. The second axiom of Suh's theory is that the information 

content of a design specification should be minimized. The intention here is to ensure that there is no 

duplicated information or information arising from coupling between FRs. It is shown that, all else being 

equal, a set of uncoupled FRs leads to a "simpler" design (i.e. having a minimum required information 
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content) than an equivalent set of coupled FRs. 

Suh's theory does not formally define an exact procedure to be followed in an arbitrary case in order to 

find an appropriate solution, but rather defines a collection of rules that a designer can use to analyze 

a design problem and guide evaluation and subsequent iterative redesign of a solution until it becomes 

satisfactory. 

Although the theory is for the most part presented in English, a chapter is reserved near the end of the 

book for a restatement of the theory in the language of predicate logic. This author notes that though 

the statement of Suh's theory is amenable to representation in predicate logic, a number of important 

concepts are defined as primitive predicates only informally (such as feasibility, measure of information 

content, and coupling). Since logic is a field wherein an argument is only as strong as its weakest link, 

such informality at the very outset of the presentation can only be taken as a shortcoming of the theory. 

Nonetheless, the text is replete with examples ranging from the design of a can opener to the re-organization 

of the Engineering Directorate of the National Science Foundation, and is an ideal vehicle for the 

introduction of logical structured thinking processes into the field of design, both as an educational tool 

and as a general reference. 

The second principal contributor to design theory is John Dixon (eta!) who, in numerous papers and articles 

(e.g. [9, 13, 29, 35, 36]) strongly advocates a more "scientific" approach to design and design research. 

Rather than the generally philosophic approach taken by Suh, Dixon's work centers on experimentation 

with computers to prove or disprove general notions relevant to design. In [9], for example, a taxonomy 

for various kinds of design problems is described. The criterion for ascribing a particular problem to one 

kind or another is based on the nature of the initial state of knowledge when the problem is defined, and the 

final state of knowledge at the problem's solution. For example, phenomenological design is characterized 

by a function to be supplied and a physical phenomenon that will provide that function. Each kind of 

design problem thus recognized, argues Dixon, suggests a class of solution methods. Thus the taxonomy 

of design problems is seen as leading to a corresponding taxonomy of design methodologies. As these 

taxonomies become more detailed, Dixon also reports on various software systems devised to satisfy 

taxonomic and other requirements. The systems are then used to determine what advantages are provided, 

if any, by the approach. The main contribution of Dixon's work is seen by this author as the explanation of 

the nature of various kinds of design problems and the classification of known and newly devised solution 
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techniques based on experimentation using computers. Many of Dixon's classifications are quite coarse, 

but since no other taxonomic systems have yet been widely accepted, he has little alternative. Two other 

classifications that he and his co-workers have advocated include: the separation of design into (a) design 

problems, (b) the people who perform design and (c) the environment within which design occurs [37]; 

and categorization of design theories as prescriptive' (tending to describe how design should be carried 

out), cognitive-descriptive (describing what design seeks to achieve) and computational (formalization 

through computerization) [38]. These systems all seek to provide flexible tools to guide researchers 

towards a better understanding of the nature of design, rather than a series of rigid, inflexible structures 

defining exactly the nature of design as a process. 

Insofar as purely theoretic research is concerned, special comment should be also made of three other 

efforts: 

The first is the Extended General Design Theory proposed by Yoshikawa in [39]. The importance of this 

work is three-fold: firstly, it was a fairly early attempt to employ some techniques of logic to discuss 

the nature of design; secondly, it sought to place design in a more global framework and discussed the 

relationship between design and such fields as physics, philosophy, and technology, by representing the 

universe as perceived by man as divided into three distinct domains: logical, conceptual and physical; 

thirdly, Yoshikawa was one of the first to advocate the distinction between what design is versus how 

design is performed. From this starting point, Yoshikawa began investigating the nature of design, thus 

including from the very outset the notion that design must occur within an environment, by which it is 

affected and which it affects. This view of engineering as part of the human experience has more recently 

become quite relevant in nationally mandated efforts to improve design as an endeavor [10]. 

The second is the notion of recursive design as proposed by Ward [40]. Design is seen as recursive (rather 

than iterative) in cases where the design problem may be broken down into smaller and smaller components 

by the recursive application of some single methodology. This differs from the more conventional iterative 

approach in that an iterative design process is applied many times to a detailed design alternative, its goal 

being convergence of successive solutions when compared to an externally defined set of criteria. The 

advantage of recursive design is its ability to implicitly handle a wide number of design alternatives, 

something that typical iterative techniques do not do well. However, if the resulting tree structure of all 

'sometimes referred to as normative. 
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alternatives in a recursive design process is not carefully "pruned" to eliminate unacceptable designs as 

early as possible, it can lead to an intractable number of solutions. The notion of recursive design is quite 

new, but shows some potential, especially in concurrent engineering environments. 

The third and last notable theoretic effort is that of Fauvel [41]. In his approach to modeling design, no 

emphasis is placed on any one aspect. Rather, two abstract notions, embodiment and activity, are used to 

model any design entity. An activity is any procedure or methodology used by a designer; an embodiment 

is the resulting effect of that procedure or methodology on a design. This essentially functional approach 

is particularly flexible and capable of providing an integrating framework for the overall design endeavor. 
It is also reminiscent of the model developed in this thesis (see Section 8.1). 

Dixon is also a leading proponent of so-called feature-based design (e.g. [42-45]). A feature is generally 
considered to be a modeling entity more immediately relevant to design and manufacturing than a simple 

solid or other geometric model. It is often used in connection with efforts to integrate design and 

manufacturing. However, even Dixon himself states that the exact nature of a feature has yet to be 
defined [42], and other researchers (e.g. [46, 47]) have demonstrated that feature-based approaches are 
not computationally feasible over large feature sets. Nonetheless, the importance of features as modeling 
structures makes it worthy of note here. Unfortunately, researchers have almost invariably treated features 
as the basis for the construction of software systems rather than legitimate conceptual structures to aid in 
the generation of design theories; nonetheless, since we are interested in design theory and not engineering 
computation, we discuss features in this survey only insofar as they represent a conceptual tool useful in 
design theory. Dixon is one of the few who have used the notion of a feature to guide the development 
of his design research. Features have found use in the study and generation of taxonomies of design 
entities [48,49], formal languages for the specification of spatial relationships [50,51], and the integration 
of design and manufacturing [52-54]. 

Another area wherein a great deal of work of a design theoretic nature has been done is the area of 
constraints. A constraint is generally defined as some kind of relationship between variables or parameters 
that restricts the set of acceptable values that the variables may have assigned to them. Constraints capture 
a restriction placed on a design by the nature of the design problem: thus all constraints on a particular 
design must be satisfied for the design to represent a possible solution. The constraint satisfaction 
problem has been determined in the general case to be NP-complete [55,56]; that is, all but trivial cases 
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are computationally intractable [57]. Constraints also affect design optimization and simulation [58-62]. 

Thus, finding alternative strategies for dealing with constraints remains an active research area. 

The first real attempt to treat the notion of "constraint" as a modeling tool mathematically appears to have 

been by Friedman and Leondes [63-65], wherein not only a general mathematical treatment of constraint 

theory was given, but various kinds of constraints relevant to the engineering domain were examined. 

Since then, work in the theory of constraints has continued in two principal directions: computation and 

theory. The computational aspects of constraints will be discussed in the next Section. Insofar as the 

theoretic aspects of constraints as concerned, many efforts have been directed in the use of constraint 

theory to optimize design; notably, the work of Wilde [66] who introduced the notion of monotonicity 

and established several principles by which monotonicity can be used to optimize mathematical models 

of design artifacts. All this work has been continued by many others, including [2, 22, 58, 67-72]. 

Also, various specific aspects of constraint theory as applied to design have attracted the attention of 

researchers: the role of constraints in discrete event systems for modeling design processes [73,74]; 

the representation of spatial constraints to model shape and physical structure [75,76]; categorization of 

constraints types [77]; and the use of constraint networks as models of design processes [78]. 

There are many other research efforts that have contributed to the development of design theory; to even 

mention them all is an intractable proposition. However, a glimpse of a few can indicate the depth and 

richness of ongoing research of potential relevance: 

Various mathematical and logical forms have found their way into design theory, with the goal of advancing 

the integration of otherwise disjoint aspects of design, including: probability and fuzzy logic applied to 

the representation of uncertainty in the design process, especially in top-down approaches [47, 79]; 

predicate calculus [80] applied to the capture of design knowledge [14]; and integration through the use 

of information management techniques and information theory [81-83]. 

The development of general methodologic frameworks for particular sub-domains of the general design 

process has attracted considerable attention, including Design for Manufacture (and Assembly) [84], 

design for quality [85], generalized techniques to assist in the organization of design knowledge for 

the sake of simplifying its complexity [86-88], and efforts to create viable taxonomies or classification 

systems for design problems, methods or entities [17,89,90]. 
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2.3 Computer-Aided Engineering 

Into this category falls the majority of the work (over 50%) of which the author is aware, and consists of 

models and actual implementations of computerized design aides. Efforts in computer-aided engineering 

often have implicitly defined within them models or portions of models of design in general. This has 

been necessary because formal bases for design do not yet exist. Indeed, the need for formalisms for 

design information and processes is often regarded as an essential prerequisite for achieving integrated 

computerized design systems [91,92]. Such conceptual models and formalisms guide the development 

of software systems. The motivation for the development of the conceptual model arises primarily from 

the requirements of software design, rather than from the requirements of design in general. In many 

cases, this has resulted in confusion between the modeling requirements of design and the exigencies 

of computer programming. We defer a detailed examination of this issue to Section 4.3; here, we shall 

examine the breadth and nature of recent work by other researchers. As indicated in the introduction to 

this Chapter, emphasis shall be placed on contributions to design theory rather than to computer-aided 

engineering. 

The most noteworthy effort is that of Charles Eastman et al [93-98]. This work presents a new conceptual 

data model, called the Engineering Data Model (EDM), that defines classes of designed products called 

product models. The content of a product model corresponds to a design database schema (i.e. the 

organizational structure of a design database, not necessarily the actual data within it). One of the major 

advantages of EDM is that it is entirely independent of both hardware and software considerations; this 

separation greatly simplifies the system, permitting clearer definition of important notions for design 

without the need for actual computation. Additionally, notions of formal logic are used as the base upon 

which EDM is built; this provides rigor to permit the "correctness" of a particular product model to be 

investigated. EDM product models are defined entirely in terms of three primitive constructs (domains, 

aggregations and constraints) plus several higher level constructs built up from the primitives. 

The important contribution of Eastman's work from the point of view of design theory is that EDM 

provides a formal structure for design information, albeit for the express reason of generating database 

schema. This structure could be used to examine the nature of design information itself. In this regard, 

EDM is unique in all the work of which this author is aware for its completeness and rigor. 
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However, there are two shortcomings in EDM that this author feels are significant. Firstly, EDM is a 

descriptive (or declarative) form, as opposed to an axiomatic form. EDM is meant to permit, among 

other things, reasoning about product models, but a descriptive form does not provide the apparatus 

to perform this reasoning in a formal manner [99]. As well, descriptive forms have been found to be 

domain-dependent, which can lead to difficulties in computability [100]. Axiomatic systems, on the other 

hand, inherently provide all the apparatus needed to check for correctness (i.e. the notion of "proof" of a 

model) and systematic model construction. 

Secondly, although EDM remains quite detached from the exigencies of computer programming, the 

fact that it is a data model requires it to treat such issues as identity (i.e. naming, equality, etc.) from 

a computational point of view. This introduction of computational issues can unnecessarily complicate 

investigations geared to the study of design information in general. 

Another notable contribution is that of Crawford and Anderson [78,101], in which a computerized system 

for general modeling of design is presented. The key advantage is that the system is capable of modeling 

solution processes as well as design problems themselves. In this way, a higher level of unification is 

achieved than in other efforts, and different categories of solution techniques can be established to assist 

in solving novel design problems. However, as is typical in these efforts, the strictly descriptive attitude 

taken in the work limits the use of the proposed system to the study and analysis of designs. Also, the 

connection between the proposed system and formal bases (e.g. logic) are not examined, thus raising 

questions as to whether the validity of the system can be demonstrated. 

The need to express structure as an essential property of data in a computational environment has 

encouraged the development of various taxonomies, including taxonomies for design decisions [100], 

for mechanical systems [17], for design tasks [102], and for semantic operations on design knowledge 

[29, 103]. As well, to capture the procedural aspects of design, numerous models of design have been 

suggested, including meta-model evolution [102], the molecular data model [104], the state/transition 

model [105], the structural data model [106], and multi-layered logic [107]. These are noteworthy because 

they all represent modifications or extensions of existing data models (e.g. predicate calculus [80], the 

relational model [108], the entity-relationship model [109, 110], semantic data models [28, 111], etc.) 

leading to the conclusion, supported by many, that conventional data modeling techniques are insufficient 

for design. This underscores the need for additional design theoretic research, since we cannot depend on 
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existing schemes to provide the needed structure. 

One data modeling technique deserves special mention because it was originally designed to provide 

support especially for non-conventional applications such as engineering, and because it has become the 

most popular approach to managing information: object-orientation. Though a detailed discussion of the 

nature of object-orientation is unwarranted here, it is quite relevant to distinguish it as possibly the most 

promising approach to design information management yet devised. In particular, the object-oriented 

approach specifically addresses the short-comings of its predecessor, the relational data model [1081. The 

relational model was conceived to address the needs of business and commercial applications, but as 

many design researchers have indicated, design's data modeling requirements are quite different from 

those of other application domains [25,93,112-118]. In particular, object-orientation is seen as providing 

a far richer set of abstractions for the construction and organization of design models, independence from 

implementation issues, reflection (for automatic analysis of design models), unified language definition 

for both programming and database applications, and so on. From a design theoretic point of view, 

object-orientation can permit the computer to become a more useful tool for investigative studies into the 

nature of design by hiding many of the more mundane and irrelevant issues of computation from the user. 

It must be noted here that of all aspects of design, conceptual design, arguably the most important aspect 

of the design process, is the least well understood of all. This is made abundantly clear by the failure of all 

attempts to computerize it [17,60,119,120]. One tool has been indicated, however, as a possible solution 

to this particular problem: parametric design. In parametric design, details of various components, 

assemblies, etc. are ignored for the sake of capturing in parameterized form the essential attributes of 

design entities. In this sense, this author suggests the term schematic design may be more appropriate as 

it carries a more direct connotation of an abstract nature and of the intention to capture only those aspects 

that are essentially representative of the entities being designed. Parametric design has been investigated 

in detail by others, including [61, 75, 121, 122]. We note, however, that two issues regarding parametric 

design remain problematic, especially from the point of view of design theory. First, parametric design 

does not permit cyclic relationships to exist between data; yet the existence of such structures has been 

indicated in constraint networks, especially in conceptual design [122]. Second, though parametric design 

may solve the problem of conceptual design, it has been demonstrated to be too restrictive for use in 

optimization [61]. Whether these problems indicate a shortcoming in parametric design, or a deeper 
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inadequacy in our understanding of conceptual design, has yet to be determined. One possible alternative 

is variational design, which adopts a different mathematical formulation than does parametric design, and 

which has been shown to manage cyclic constraint networks well. 

Many other computational approaches have also led to insights into the nature of design. Efforts making 

use of systems engineering [83,101] have demonstrated the usefulness of modular approaches to control 

complexity. Various research projects involving the construction of database systems for design have in-

troduced the notion of abstraction mechanisms as techniques to organize and integrate our understanding 

of design in general; these include structural entities like features [2,123], task-specific views of informa-

tion [56,112], and hierarchies, aggregations and other classification forms [106,124-126]. Research into 

the practical aspects of constraint management have provided numerous approximations for the solution 

of the constraint satisfaction problem (see previous Section) [23,24, 105, 127-130]. 

2.4 Cognitive and Concurrent Design Research 

The third category of research is distinguished by a concern for understanding, in whole or in part, the role 

of the human in design; that is, rather than being concerned directly with design itself, workers in this area 

are concerned with the mental functions of human designers when they perform design tasks. Similarly, 

some researchers (e.g. [39, 120]) have distinguished between how design is performed (by humans) as 

opposed to what design is. Although not commonly considered together, cognitive design research and 

concurrent design do share an interest in the actions of the designer. 

Cognitive design research is concerned with what might be referred to as the psychology of design, and 

seeks to explain, or at least quantify in some manner, the particular mental processes a designer may 

use. The author also includes expert (and other knowledge-based) systems research in this category, since 

these systems model the designer's ability rather than design itself or some aspect of it. 

Concurrent engineering, on the other hand, is concerned with sociological issues. The principal tenet 

of concurrent engineering is that the involvement of all interested parties in a design process from the 

outset can markedly improve the decision-making abilities of the group as a whole. This kind of design is 

far more information- and coordination-intensive than conventional, purely sequential design processes 

and thus requires a much more refined strategy to assure efficient, accurate and timely communication 
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between team members. This requirement has led to great activity in the use of computer tools to help 
document design processes and communicate information between designers. Thus, again, the role of the 
human in the design process is the central concern. 

2.4.1 Cognitive Design Research 

This author has several reservations as to the relevance of cognitive design research to design theory. This 
issue will be dealt with in depth in Part II. For the current discussion, an abbreviated version is sufficient. 
Very little is understood of how the human mind functions; additionally, the outward signs of mental 
function (speech, gestures, etc.) do not necessarily relate directly to underlying cognitive process. Indeed, 
there is some evidence to suggest that "thinking" as we normally consider it is a purely unconscious 
process that we may never directly observe or even experience [131]. This detachment suggests that 
too much may interfere with any attempts to control the cognitive function so that it may be observed 
in a scientific manner. One is therefore left doubtful of efforts involving the use of artificial intelligence 
techniques to create expert systems and other knowledge-based systems for design which are all rooted 
in the presumption of some basic understanding of the human cognitive function. 

However, it must also be said that there have been notable contributions to design theory made not 
necessarily from individual efforts in cognitive design research, but rather by the whole of the endeavor. 

Specifically, the various efforts of which the author is aware in the recent literature [8, 21, 24, 102, 103, 
132-136] are supportive of the following observations: 

First, expert systems suffer from a phenomenon called combinatorial explosion when applied to very wide 
application domains. This means that the amount of information that must be managed by these systems 
becomes intractably large as more and more different kinds of problems are included. However, for 

very specific domains, expert systems have been known to generate reasonably efficient solutions. This 

suggests, as has been noted in [102, 103], that though the original goal of expert systems as the ultimate 

design tools may never be achieved, they may be very useful as smaller components of large, integrated 

design systems (e.g. the design of cams [21]). As well, a very significant dependence on the structures 

used to represent information is indicated. 

Second, expert systems, like human designers, require a certain period during which they are "trained-up" 
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for the kinds of tasks they are to perform. During such training periods, the system will not perform 
correctly since it is still learning. The resource drain that must necessarily occur during training of 
expert systems has not been addressed in any of the efforts of which this author is aware. As well, 
the information base upon which expert systems draw during this period is often heuristic. Heuristic 
knowledge is empirical in nature, often unprovable and usually based on the knowledge of particular 
experts in a field. So, while expert systems may perform more rapidly than humans, and are less likely 
to be the source of simple mechanical errors, they will carry with them all the inaccuracies of a human 
designer. 

Third, the notion of knowledge is not precisely defined. The term has been associated with both the 
act of learning and its results2. This author is surprised that such a vaguely defined notion has been 
used to motivate the creation of so many computer software systems (i.e. knowledge-based systems). A 
fundamental aspect of these systems is that they can operate in various "intelligent" ways on information; 
one might suppose that knowledge is then tied to the process of using information. But again, we lack 
understanding of how the mind acts on information; we must therefore suspect any effort to mimic this 
behavior computationally as being based on rationalizations rather than real scientific understanding. 

Fourth, as indicated in [24], most design "knowledge" imparted to expert and other such systems tends 
to be routine knowledge. This would seem to indicate, then, that expert systems would be unable to cope 
with new kinds of design problems. This has been indicated not only in the existing design research, but 
also in a more general sense in artificial intelligence [137-139]. 

2.4.2 Concurrent Engineering 

Concurrent engineering has enjoyed significantly more success than has cognitive design research. As 
stated above, the goal of concurrent engineering is to parallelize the design process, bringing upstream 
various functions normally left until late in the design process (e.g. assembly planning). Engineering 
establishments that have adopted concurrent techniques have boasted marked savings in time-to-market, 
development and production costs, and wastage [100, 117,140,141], in some cases exceeding 50%. The 
degree of savings has surprised many, and caused a number of researchers to investigate concurrent 

2Based on Webster's 7th Dictionary. 
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engineering with the aim of identifying exactly how these savings are achieved. This work is on-going 
and very few results of consequence have been reported. However, researchers have identified that 
communication of information is likely the key to effective concurrent engineering. 

Effective communication in a technical field such as design requires a formalized notation for the specifi-
cation of information (i.e. a language) and a flexible yet strict framework within which information can 
be arranged and organized [107]. This has led to the adoption of hypertext (also called multi-media) as a 
key computational tool for concurrent engineering research [32,135,142-144]. In essence, hypertext is a 
modeling technique for information upon which no organizational schema is available a-priori. Thus users 
of hypertext systems not only supply the information but also the various "hooks" by which the system 
can organize the information. The important contribution of such systems is that information that would 
otherwise have been only implicit (because no schema exists to capture it) can be made explicit [81]. Here 
is one possible use of expert systems to aid designers, though indirectly. A suitably trained system could 
examine a hypertext database and organize it according to various other schema identified as significant 
in a design environment. This idea has yet to be researched. 

Finally, because concurrent engineering places great importance on the conceptual stages of a design 
process, a number of cognitive researchers have investigated the nature of communication between group 
members in concurrent engineering teams [7,47, 135, 145, 146], and have identified various techniques 
of "negotiation" and sharing of knowledge whereby group decision-making can be assisted by various 
formal techniques (e.g. case-based reasoning [1451). It is noted in closing that cognitive research has 
had a more noticeable impact on concurrent engineering, possibly because of the increased availability of 
externalized evidence (communication between group members) of the design process. 

2.5 Summary 

This Chapter has presented a survey of recent literature on design theory and the associated fields of 
computer-aided engineering, concurrent engineering and cognitive design research. On the whole, the 
body of work, though not particularly voluminous due to the relative youth of the field, clearly indicates a 
preoccupation with the integration of the various aspects of design. Some research has dealt with specific 
theoretical aspects of design (such as constraint satisfaction), whereas other efforts have been larger and 
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less detailed in scope, seeking a general framework where particular efforts may be seamlessly combined. 
Some successes have been demonstrated as the results of this research percolate from research institutions 
into industry, but there is as yet no consensus as to the final form of a fully integrated design endeavor. 
Nonetheless, the successes achieved to date indicate that the principle of an integrated view of design is 
worthy of further study. 



Part II 

THE ROLE OF LOGIC IN DESIGN 
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Chapter 3 

Introduction 

The approach used in this work is quite novel: though tools of logic — such as set theory and predicate 

calculus — have often been invoked in supporting roles in design theory, there is no evidence of any work 

in design that takes logic as its sole foundation. The author finds that the uniqueness of this approach 

warrants some explanation, and that the explanation itself can go a long way to clarify the nature of 

engineering design, and indicate ways in which more robust formalisms can be achieved. 

The purpose of this Part is twofold. First, the general role of logic in design theory will be discussed. 

Some of the problems confronting design theorists will be examined, and possible solutions based on the 

application of logic will be considered. A fairly wide range of topics will be covered, but the underlying 

notions are few and distinct. Second, a number of terms and notions of logic that are not particularly 

well-known in design — but that will be used extensively in the Parts to follow — will be introduced and 

discussed in detail. 

Some important notions should be introduced before any other consideration, because of their importance 

in the sequel. First, we define logic as "...the study of methods and principles used in distinguishing 

correct (good) from incorrect (bad) arguments [80]." Indeed, a definition of logic that is both precise 

and compact is difficult to find since such a definition would to some degree depend on logic itself for 

correctness, and, as shall be shown, the validity of such self-dependent definitions is suspect. Fortunately, 

great effort has been expended by philosophers and other thinkers to resolve this problem; the interested 

reader is referred to the introduction in [16], where the overall nature of logic is discussed very clearly if 
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somewhat verbosely. 

The notion of proof is also important. In logic, a proposition is proved if a valid argument can be 

constructed so as to demonstrate that the proposition is true. This is a well-accepted, conventional 

definition of the term for classical formal logic. Variants exist, depending on the form of logic used. For 

example, in fuzzy logic [147, 148], there are gradations of truth; thus it is possible to have propositions 

that are more or less true than others. However, for the current work, classical two-valued (i.e. true and 

false) logic is sufficient. 

Another important notion is that of validity. Validity refers to the correctness of an argument, but not to 

the truth-hood of its premises. Thus the classical example "If every man is mortal and Socrates is a man, 

then Socrates is mortal" can be shown to be valid without making any statements about the premises 

"...every man is mortal..." and "...Socrates is a man...". The advantage is that we can distinguish clearly 

between the premises of an argument and the procedures used to reach conclusions. Also, logic provides 

the means to check those procedures for incorrect intermediary steps. Although logic may also assist 

in determining the correctness of the premises of an argument, this is a separate consideration. Often, 

premises of arguments are based on observed facts, which are by definition empirical and which usually 

cannot be proved in the technical sense of the word. Although this restriction may appear to limit the 

applicability of logic — especially with respect to a domain with such strong physical ties as design — the 

notion of validity lets us prove or disprove arguments, which are the building blocks of reasoning; and 

reasoning is an essential component in design. 

The issue of validity of particular formal systems is problematic; this was established by &Mel in his 

work on incompleteness. However, insofar as formal systems may be considered valid, they offer a far 

more rigorous means of treating phenomena such as design than any other available technique. It thus 

remains advantageous to employ formal techniques in design theory. 

Logic is considered to be independent of the physical universe; it is for this reason that truth of statements 

such as ". . .Socrates is a man. . ." cannot be decided. Indeed, it is possible to generate formal systems 

that are in no way related to any aspect of physical existence. However, some formal systems have been 

found to be very useful in explaining and predicting the behavior of physical (extralogical) phenomena. 

As engineers, we are particularly interested in formal systems that do relate in some way to the physical 

universe. These formal systems are our logical models of phenomena. The success or failure of a particular 
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logical model depends on its perceived correspondence to the phenomenon being studied. Logicians call 

the correspondence between a model and an observed part of reality an isomorphism [149]. The more 

accurate and complete the isomorphism is between a model and a phenomenon, the better the model. The 

notion of isomorphisms will also play a role in determining the extent to which formal theories for design 

can be considered valid; this will be explained in the following Sections. 

Furthermore, logic is, on the whole, objective. It is considered to be valid regardless of human cognitive 

function. It is interesting to note, however, that there does exist work in logic meant to formalize such 

naturally subjective domains as belief systems [150]; such work has found technological application (for 

example, in the treatment of distributed systems such as computer and communication networks). It 

would appear, then, that if we are to maintain a certain objectivity in design research, logic should be 

considered a very important and useful tool. 

To motivate the discussions to follow, the presentation in this Part will begin with an examination of 

terminologic and taxonomic issues, and the inherent vagueness with which notions and concepts in design 

are currently defined. This view has been expressed by others in the field, especially Dixon, in [4]. Next, 

a distinction is drawn between the conceptual models that we use to understand design phenomena, and 

the computational models we use to implement our conceptual models as design aides. This distinction 

is important because it can significantly simplify the complexity of design theories. We then examine the 

concept of "self-reference" in the context of design theory. Self-reference can prevent valid formalizations 

in any domain; the author argues that it should be avoided in design theory if valid formalizations are to 

be found. Next, the notion of design as an artificial science is introduced as a means of discussing the role 

that formal logic plays in the establishment of useful frameworks within which design can be studied. The 

conclusions of these discussions motivate the formulation of two conceptual design theoretic tools. The 

first, a layered logical structure for design, outlines a technique whereby different degrees of abstraction 

in design information may be identified and classified. The second, called a design space, is meant to 

help study the relationships between various notions, methodologies and approaches to design. 



Chapter 4 

Motivating Discussion 

4.1 Terminologic Considerations 

There is no rigorous terminology or nomenclature for important concepts and notions in engineering 
design. Terms that designers and design researchers use are often defined in whatever fashion is most 

convenient to them (e.g. the various definitions attributed to the term feature in [13,51-53]). This is not 

an indictment of the abilities of these persons or the quality of their work, but rather an indictment of our 

collective ability to define the nature of design itself. 

The nearest convention we have in this regard is the engineering drawing. Although the graphical nature 

of engineering drawings can capture some information efficiently, drawings alone, even if computerized 

(via CAD systems), cannot capture all the information necessary to represent the nature of a design in an 

efficient and usable way [32,94]. 

A lack of standardized nomenclature results in bad communication. Between designers, this can have 

disastrous consequences. In computerized systems, it can lead to inefficient, incompatible software 

systems that stymie rather than stimulate the abilities of designers. 

At a deeper level, this indicates a significant disagreement on the limits or boundaries of various notions 

and concepts. What is engineering design? What is a solid model? At what point does a geometric model 

become a solid model? Should a finite element mesh be considered an analytic model parallel to a solid 
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model, a particular manifestation of a product model, or an entirely separate kind of model? To what 
extent are constraints a valid modeling form? Is constraint theory a modeling technique or a technique 
of analysis? These questions indicate just how vaguely design is defined, a notion echoed in the work 

of many researchers [29, 31, 39, 1511. They cannot be answered because there is consensus neither of 
nomenclature nor of the associated underlying concepts and notions. 

The importance of this problem is underscored by its impact on our ability to teach design. In order 
to teach, we must communicate effectively. Without effective communication, the imprecision and 
inconsistencies of the teacher will tend to be passed on to the student. Thus, the problem perpetuates 
itself. The relationship between design theory and teaching design is discussed in some detail in [4,10,36]. 
Recognition of key primitive notions is essential to attain a more formal understanding of design. The 
establishment of more precise conceptual definitions and their corresponding terminologies would assist 

us to resolve many difficulties now being experienced. 

By simple analogy, consider the nomenclature of chemical compounds. For example, a sulfite is different 
than a sulfide, which is different than a sulfate. At once, these terms concisely and exactly capture 
significant differences in composition and behavior of these various classes of distinct, yet related, 
compounds. The importance of this nomenclature is not so much that it accurately differentiates between 

various classes of compounds, but that it represents a collection of very precise definitions and notions 

that are consistent with the rest of the formal structure called chemistry. 

This kind of precision is missing in design and design research. As things stand today, it is difficult — if 
at all possible— to generate a nomenclature of design parallel in precision to that of chemical compounds. 
However, if this were possible, the benefits to be reaped would be great. Of primary importance is the 

increased efficiency and security of information transfer. A universally recognized nomenclature would 

virtually eliminate the subjective interpretation of engineering information and thus greatly diminish 

the chances of misinterpretation of that information. Designers will then be able to spend more time 

discussing the nature of their designs and less time arguing over how the designs are presented. 

Also, increased efficiency in communication can have important consequences to the development of 
software systems meant to assist the designer. Specifications for software systems will be more robust 
because the models they implement will be more precisely specified. Computers are not yet able to deal 

well — if at all — with vaguely defined data. Implementation details would be easier to manage if the 
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computational models of the problem domains included precisely defined notions. 

In searching for a nomenclature for design, it will be up to design theory researchers to provide the formal 

systems and methods needed to assure the validity of the nomenclature. The tool they will use to provide 

it will have to be logic. The author's propositions in this regard are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 6.2. 

4.2 Taxonomic Considerations 

A taxonomy is an orderly structured system of classification based on presumed or observed properties. 

Taxonomies are used to classify entities and thus permit their study at higher (i.e. more general or abstract) 

levels than that of individual entities. Taxonomies are also very useful in systems containing many 

individuals and many different kinds of individuals; being able to classify individuals can be a great tool 

to assist in the management of information about the individuals and how they relate to each other. 

This problem is nicely stated by Chignell eta!, in [143]: 

"One of the most annoying things. . . is the feeling that one cannot keep up with this broad 
literature of things that one should know about. Drawing on psychological theory, it seems 
that the task of the researcher might be simplified somewhat by providing a framework or 
organizing schema within which to understand and absorb the frightening amount of possibly 
relevant material that should be dealt with." 

One of the important aspects of taxonomies is that they need not be complete and entirely correct to 

provide valuable assistance to researchers. The taxonomy used for the classification of living organisms 

is a good example of this. Though it is not perfect (some disputes still go on as to the nature of certain 

organisms), it is for the most part a highly useful tool in such areas as the study of evolution, animal and 

agricultural husbandry, teaching, and so on. 

Taxonomies could help design theory in many ways and at many levels. At a practical level, they could 

assist in standardizing parts and components, leading to universally compatible part catalogs, annotated 

libraries, etc. They could be used to classify design processes and so provide a framework within which 

designers can select appropriate methods for different kinds of design problems. Also, they could assist 

in the classification of manufacturing techniques, promote modular construction and thus help not only in 
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product manufacturing, but also in the design of the plants and assembly facilities used. 

In design theory itself, taxonomies could help us understand differences and similarities in various 

theoretical systems, which in turn provide a means to evaluate new ideas. We could also use this 
knowledge to identify classes of problems that require more research, and criteria that can be used to 
optimize their solutions. 

Taxonomies for design and design research have not yet been developed, though there have been various 
attempts [77,87, 152]. In many cases, the taxonomies are derived in a generally ad-hoc manner [52]. A 
good taxonomy must be based on formal reasoning, and the principal criterion used in the search must be 
that of validity. The premises of taxonomic arguments are those notions for which taxonomies are sought: 
these notions are captured by a nomenclature. Demonstrating validity of the taxonomy does not include 
demonstrating validity of the premises. 

Insofar as taxonomies are ordering mechanisms, we can look to logic to provide a number of tools to 

facilitate their generation. In Chapter 10, five specific mechanisms by which design information can be 
ordered will be discussed and demonstrated to be sound with respect to their logical foundation. These 
mechanisms can be taken as general principles with which taxonomies of design entities can be formed. 

4.3 Computational Considerations 

The author has noted that many suggested models of design inherently involve computational aspects. 

Examples of this are: [117], where little distinction is made between the conceptual problems of classifying 

design function in mechanical design and the computational issues surrounding the implementation of 

their classifications in computer systems; [126], wherein the factors affecting data flow in a design 

activity are suggested to arise both from design requirements and from the requirements of computerized 

implementation of their system; [77], wherein computational models of knowledge engineering are used 

as a basis for formal design process models; [123], where integrity of stored information is seen as an 

important aspect of design; and [125], where a relationship is indicated between the "business process" of 
computer-integrated manufacturing and the maintenance of software. It is noted that all these efforts fall 

at least nominally within the domain of design theory, and thus indicate a possible relationship between 

design theory and computer science. 
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The author suggests that a distinction must be made between conceptual and computational models. None 
of the above-noted models actually require implementations. Each presents a certain view of design, and 

contributes to our understanding of it, regardless of how the systems are implemented. The distinction 

between implementation of a tool and the model upon which it is based is termed by the author as the 

distinction between computation and conceptualization. Models can and do exist as formal theories, 
independent of their implementations. 

In general, a conceptual model might provide formal descriptions of the kinds of information that must 
be present, the kinds of operations that are defined on the information, integrity and other constraints 

that are to be satisfied, as well as the general philosophic background. A computational model defines 

the implementation of the conceptual model, and might specify the kind of scopingl to be used, atomic 

data structures, type-checking semantics, transaction control and so forth. An appropriate computational 

model is based in part on the requirements of the conceptual model. Problems arising from differences 

between the two are often referred to as impedance mismatches [27]; but the problems themselves are all 

computational problems, and do not necessarily reflect the nature of the conceptual model itself. 

Issues of implementation— such as the selection of a base programming language (e.g. C versus Smalltalk) 

— can greatly affect the success of a particular model of design. Also, computational theory can be a 

useful tool in design theory for its ability to formalize actions and procedures that manipulate information. 

But in the purely theoretic arena, any mechanism could be used, albeit awkwardly. This is due to the 

deterministic nature of the computer itself. In other words, the implementation does not affect the validity 

of the conceptual model itself. 

The converse of this is also true: given a particular implementation, any valid conceptual model can 

be captured. To be sure, the efficiency of a particular implementation does depend on the relationship 

between the model and implementation techniques. However, it is noted that the term "efficiency" in this 

case denotes efficiency of the implementation and not of the model. 

Therefore, the evaluation of implementations of models does little to effectively compare the underlying 

conceptual models, which should be evaluated on logical grounds based on their ability to explain and 

predict phenomena of interest. The inclusion of issues pertaining to the implementation of a formal 

conceptual system in a computerized environment can unnecessarily increase the system's complexity by 

'The scope of a data structure is the region of program code in which it is active or accessible. 
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introducing a false coupling between the model and the implementation. This does nothing to increase 

the robustness and secure validity of the model, nor does it verify or increase the efficiency of the 

implementation. 

It is, in fact, possible to separate issues of conceptualization from those of computation: [31,40,52] and the 

work presented herein all achieve this separation at least to a degree, and still make meaningful statements 

about design. Although these and other related efforts can be used to develop design software systems, 

the fact that they are not directly tied to the development of software permits them to be used for a variety 

of other reasons, such as teaching aides and research tools, in non-computerized arenas. 

The author finds it curious that model generation for design should have become so tightly connected to the 

development of software systems, but believes that the connection arose from the historical roots of design 

theory in the development of the first CAD systems. Computers, being deterministic machines, cannot 

deal well with the arbitrary nature of the way design was once conducted. Hence, techniques were sought 

that made design more amenable as an application for the then-emergent computer technologies. Graphic 

rendering technology is a direct progenitor of today's solid modeling programs [121]; constructive solid 

geometry itself eventually led to features [5,51]. Since then, our understanding of both design and the 

underlying logic of computation and information theory have led to the realization that formal models are 

useful and important tools independent of their use in computational tasks. 

4.4 Summary 

In this Chapter, the author has presented a discussion intended to motivate the pursuit of a more complete, 

formal understanding of design. In this regard, we have examined terminologic, taxonomic and compu-

tational considerations. There is currently no consensus regarding the definition of important terms and 

notions that are often used in design research and practice. Without such a consensus, misinterpretation 

of design information and incompatibilities between subsystems cannot be avoided or even controlled. 

Furthermore, there exists little coordinated organizational structure for design information (taxonomies, 

etc.) that can streamline the specification and communication of information vital to the design endeavor. 

Finally, the coupling of design with computational considerations unnecessarily complicates investiga-

tions of design. In order to improve the state of our understanding of design, all these issues must be 
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addressed. 



Chapter 5 

A New View of Design 

5.1 The Notion of Self-Reference 

Hofstadter, in [149], states "It is very important when studying formal systems to distinguish working 

within the system from making statements or observations about the system." Hofstadter is writing 

about the concept of self-reference', and though it may seem simple enough in this short quotation, the 

concept is one of the most complex and consequential of this century. It is a notion fundamental to all 

the arguments present in the above-cited, Pulitzer Prize winning work. The problem of self-reference is 

defined formally by Godes Incompleteness Theorem, which states that no system can reference itself 

and be proved valid. A system without self-reference will not be able to prove some statements that are 

nonetheless valid; a self-referential system, on the other hand, will permit the proof of all valid statements 

plus certain invalid ones as well (i.e. a paradox). Put another way, no system that can be proved valid can 

be complete. No other notion of logic has had more important consequences, and yet been so universally 

accepted as necessary. For example, in classical set theory [153], the existence of the universal set cannot 

be demonstrated without appealing to self-reference; yet set theory with self-reference and the universal 

set is easily proved inconsistent (i.e. containing invalid parts). Moreover, it can be shown that any formal 

system that corresponds to number theory through an isomorphism is incomplete; i.e. there are some 

1Self-reference is also known as reflection; however, the author prefers the former term for its direct denotation of systems 
that are aware of, or act upon, themselves. 
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truths that cannot be proved [149, 154]. 

Although mathematics and logic is limited in rigor due to incompleteness, the fact remains that both 

these disciplines have contributed inestimably to our understanding of the physical universe. There is no 

a-priori reason to think that similar contributions to our understanding of design are not possible. 

The kind of paradox that can occur in self-referential systems is exemplified by the sentence "This sentence 

is false." In fact, self-reference abounds in the English language (e.g. "This is an english sentence."), 

indicating that english cannot be proved valid. The fact that such self-referential english sentences can be 

quite meaningful to humans does not bode well for the validity of the human mind. In fact, the mind itself 

is self-referential: how else can we think about the mind? The mental processes that we call "thinking" 

are part of an entity capable of self-reference, and the concern with logic of scholars through the ages 

is an effort to justify our thinking processes and validate the results thereof. Indeed, self-reference, or 

self-awareness, appears to be a property unique to the mind among all natural phenomena; it is difficult 

to think of gravity, DNA, or a airplane as being self-aware. While the author is not suggesting that the 

mind will forever elude formal understanding, we do suggest that any formal understanding of the mind 

will be of a different order than our understanding of other natural phenomena because of the mind's 

self-referential nature. 

Because english, and other natural languages, are so often used in design to communicate information, 

self-reference can also appear in our ideas about design. A statement such as "Conceptual design is a 

component of the design process" is self-referential; a design process that takes into account properties of 

itself is self-referential. Design itself tends to be self-referential, as is evidenced by existing research: "A 

major part of the design activity is concerned with the development of the design process itself [101]." 

Any self-referential system that seeks to formalize design will be logically inconsistent. Furthermore, it 

is impossible to determine the extend of the inconsistency working within the system itself. If we are to 

find a reliable, logical system with which to model design, we must ensure that it does not contain the 

notion of self-reference. 

The issue of self-reference is perhaps one of the greatest stumbling blocks facing design researchers, if 

for no other reason than that it is human nature to treat the universe in a self-referential way. However, it 

does seem possible to the author that beginning carefully from first principles, and striving to avoid the 

designers' self-referential mental processes (e.g. intuition, opinion, etc.), design can be at least partially 
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formalized into a system that is valid with respect to its logical foundation. In the Sections to follow, the 

author will present the beginnings of such a formal system for design. 

The author has found the use of the terms subjective and objective to provide a useful viewpoint in this 

regard. The term objective is defined as existing independent of the mind, belonging to the sensible world, 

being observable or verifiable especially by scientific methods2. Insofar as design is (at least in part) a 

function of the human mind, there is obviously a subjective component to it. The subjective aspects of 

design are all prone to self-reference by their very nature. However, not all of design is subjective. Any 

objective component of design may be treated formally. Moreover, as research into design progresses, it 

may be found that aspects of design considered heretofore subjective can be treated quite objectively. 

5.2 Design as an "Artificial" Science 

5.2.1 The Scientific Approach 

A number of researchers have suggested recently that a more "scientific" approach should be employed 

in the study of engineering design. Two noteworthy examples of this point of view are [11] and [31]. The 

argument for pursuing such a scientific approach generally proceeds as follows: 

• The objective of science is to provide a precise and logical understanding of natural phenomena. 

• Design as an endeavor is currently not precisely defined, and tends to be highly subjective, much 

as science was before the Renaissance. 

• Therefore, those mechanisms that provide precision and structure for science may also be able to 

do so for design. 

The relationship between science and design theory will be discussed in this Section. The author postulates 

that there is a part of design that can benefit the most from an approach based on logic rather than science. 

Whereas logic is seen as a necessary progenitor of both the "natural" sciences and design theory, science 

and design theory themselves are seen as equals related through logic. Because of the egalitarian nature 

of this relationship, the author introduces a new term, artificial science, which is intended to connote 

2Paraphrased from Webster's 7th dictionary. 
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the formal nature of design theory while distinguishing it from the natural sciences. The essence of this 

relationship is depicted graphically in Figure 5.1. 

Design 
Theory Science 4 

the study of the study of 

Design Natural 
Phenomena 

Figure 5.1: Relationship between design theory and science. 

The techniques espoused by supporters of a scientific approach to design research generally seek empirical 

data about design (e.g. [117, 122, 126, 135]). The scientific method is used as the basic methodology in 

such projects: observations are made of designers at work; then, formal models are sought that can predict 

(at least to a degree) the behavior of designers when confronted with particular situations. Some call this 

kind of research cognitive design research, and the procedure used is in essence the same as that used by 

scientists to investigate natural phenomena. 

Although the current literature indicates that cognitive design research has yielded many useful results, 

the author views such research as being targeted not at design per se, but rather at the mental processes 

of the designer, and as such tends to the subjective. This view has been espoused by at least one major 

proponent of new fundamental research into design ( [4]). The distinction is important because statements 

about how designers think do not necessarily relate to design itself. We have stated earlier that mental 

processes occur within a self-referential system (the mind) and thus are unprovable by conventional logic 

techniques. However, these mental processes can be rationalized as soon as they are externalized; that 

is, as soon as these mental processes become manifested outside the mind — be it in the form of a CAD 

drawing, an english sentence, or a mathematical formula — they leave the realm of the self-referential mind 

and can be analyzed logically to a greater extent than if the designer's cognitive functions were included. 

In this way, the author differentiates between those parts of design that cannot (currently) be formalized, 

namely the subjective mental processes of designers, and those that can (and should) be formalized, 

namely all extemalizations of those processes. We note that our intention is not to remove the creative, 

cognitive components from design, but rather to provide the means by which to analyze the results of these 
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processes in a logical manner, thus helping the designer to channel his/her imagination and creativity in 

directions that will maximize results. Many of the best mathematicians and scientists throughout history 

have been very creative and intuitive people, and have used these characteristics in their work to great 

advantage. This should be the case in design as well. Also, formalization of the non-mental segments 

of design can be beneficial to cognitive design researchers by providing them with a yard-stick against 

which to make observations and compare theories. 

5.2.2 Design Versus Natural Phenomena 

The scientific method is a trial and error technique, the goal of which is the creation of models based on 

observations that let us understand a given phenomenon. The logical and mathematical models created by 

scientists have provided excellent isomorphisms to various natural phenomena. Based on these successes, 

it could be argued that logic in some way reflects an essential property of the universe. However, this 

proposal begs the question of whether the universe is deterministic [16]. In order to avoid this contentious 

and rather philosophical issue here, the author adopts a somewhat less aggressive position: that formal 

models approximate some underlying structure of the observed phenomenon. 

An important assumption is built into the scientific approach to design theory; namely, that there is a 

correspondence between design and natural phenomena, and that this correspondence allows researchers 

to treat design as a natural phenomenon. In other words, the same isomorphisms are relevant to both 

design and natural phenomena. The author contends that this assumption is misleading; we make our case 

with the following argument: 

Design, unlike natural phenomena, is "contrived" in that it is a purely human invention. While nature may 

be considered as existing without any action on the part of humans, design is not independent of human 

beings; in fact, the designer is the only agent by which design is manifested at all [14]. 

Also, the evolution of design has proceeded over the years in a more or less ad-hoc manner, responding not 

only to the emergence of new scientific and technological understanding, but also to various sociological, 

economic and governmental pressures, none of which can be said to be particularly natural (in the scientific 

sense of the word). 

It may be argued that since the human mind is a natural phenomenon, processes that occur within the 
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mind (such as design) should be considered likewise. The author argues against this position. There is no 

dependence of natural phenomena on human beings. However, design requires the existence of the mind. 

This distinguishes design from natural phenomena. 

Science has had little success in understanding the human mind so far [155-157], much less success than 

it has had in understanding natural phenomena such as gravity, nuclear reactions, and DNA. One possible 

explanation is that the isomorphisms that have successfully been applied to natural phenomena are not 

accurate with respect to the human mind, and because design is a construct of the mind, we may say 

the same about design. If we cannot understand the mind, how can we understand design, which is an 

invention of the mind? The author is forced to conclude, then, that it is inappropriate to treat design as a 

natural phenomenon that can be studied scientifically, because it is a mental process. 

5.2.3 The Role of Design Theory 

Having apparently cornered ourselves in this way, we are left asking whether any formalization of design is 

possible at all. The solution to this quandary lies in recognizing that we do not need the same isomorphisms 

to apply to design as apply to natural phenomena. Because design is a mental process, it can benefit from 

the same logical thinking that permits scientists, mathematicians and logicians to solve problems more 

complex than they could if they had only their intuition and creativity to guide them. But because design 

is not bound by the structure of nature, we are free to make of it whatever we choose. 

Though relatively unconstrained by nature, design theorists should nonetheless seek as formal and objec-

tive a definition of design as possible. We are free to do so without being constrained by the influence of 

science because design is not a natural phenomenon. No formal system is related de-facto to reality; it is 

the discovery of isomorphisms between the formal system and reality that makes it relevant. Any system 

for which an isomorphism to a phenomenon can be found becomes a candidate model that can be used 

within the scientific method. The use of logic is required because it is the only tool mankind has devised 

so far to reason in a reliable and repeatable way. Design theory should thus depend on logic, but not on 

science, for rigor. Hence, the author views design theory as a sibling, or equal, of the natural sciences, 

sharing with them a dependency on logic (see Figure 5.1). 

This is not to say that design is not related to nature at all. Usually, the ultimate result of design is an 
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artifact having some physical existence; thus it must relate to nature in some way. But this is what design 

does; here we are concerned with what it is. 

In summary, the author contends that design theory should be concerned with finding logical systems 

that can formalize design without necessarily relying on the isomorphisms of the natural sciences. In an 

effort to emphasize this notion, the author introduces the term artificial science to describe design theory. 

This term has been chosen to distinguish clearly between design theory and the natural sciences while 

preserving the idea of some commonality between design and natural phenomena. 

The author notes that there is already a tendency to consider design in some way artificial; for example, the 

term synthesis is often used to describe the methodical generation of a design artifact, even in conventional 

design contexts (e.g. [34]). While synthesis is often taken roughly to mean creation, it has a connotation 

of artificiality that is generally missing in contexts where creation is used3. 

Since design is something that begins in the human mind but ends in the real world, there are some aspects 

of design that logic cannot be expected to capture on empirical grounds. In addition to creativity, intuition 

and opinion, "facts" from the real world cannot be dealt with using logic alone, in the same way as the 

atomic premises of the syllogism about Socrates in Chapter 3 cannot be dealt with using logic alone; 

here is another region where natural phenomena influence design, and where the conventional scientific 

method may be used. Still, there remain many aspects of design that are candidates for formalization 

through logic. 

To this end, the author postulates that a logical system to model engineering design can be achieved. The 

system would be used to represent facts and to reason about design. Theories about design and design 

information may be derived within the model and eventually supported or disproved by logical analysis, 

experimentation (i.e. application of the theory to test situations), and observation of the resulting systems. 

The derivation of a logical system for design as an artificial science is the principal goal of the author's 

work. The first concern is to identify tools of logic that provide good isomorphisms. In seeking such a 

system, a return to first principles has been found necessary to limit empiricism, self-reference and the 

influence of the designer's mental processes. The result of the author's efforts in this regard is presented 

in Part III. 

3Based on definitions for synthesis and creation in the Oxford English Dictionary. 
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5.3 Summary 

This Chapter has discussed the advantages and problems associated with the use of formal systems in design 

theory. While they represent the best understanding mankind has of logical, structured argumentation, 

formal systems are inherently limited by G6del's Incompleteness Theorem. Nonetheless, no superior 

approach to systematic, formal reasoning exists, so in order to maximize the degree of rigor in any 

attempted formalization of design information, formal systems should be considered an essential tool. 

Furthermore, the author introduces the term artificial science to describe design theory as a sibling of 

the natural sciences, sharing with them a dependence on logic for formal rigor. It is unreasonable to 

expect our understanding of natural phenomena (the domain of the natural sciences) to contribute to 

our understanding of design, because design is manifested as a construct of the human mind rather than 

being a natural phenomenon independent of human cognition. Although we lack a good understanding 

of the human mind, the externalizations of our thought processes can, and should, be subjected to logical 

analysis. Such analysis can identify inconsistencies that might otherwise escape detection. Furthermore, 

the formal techniques of logic can help a designer channel his/her creative and intuitive energies in 

directions more likely to lead to successful design solutions. 



Chapter 6 

Logical Solutions 

6.1 Limiting Self-Reference in Design 

In preceding Sections, it has been suggested that it is possible to construct a valid formal system for those 

parts of design that are independent of human mental function. Such a system should be able to deal 

not only with specific information regarding a particular design artifact, but also with various degrees of 

abstract information that are equally essential to the design endeavor. However, we must impose a certain 

structure upon the system to avoid self-reference. The structure is such that the total system is composed 

of logical sub-systems of increasing degree of abstraction. Each sub-system is capable of referring to 

other, lower layers, but not to itself, or to higher (more abstract) layers. This is in essence the solution 

suggested by Bertrand Russell to a large class of paradoxes in the original derivations of classical set 

theory [153] that arose due to self-reference. The resulting layered structure consists of one layer for 

each degree of abstraction. In the general case, where the domain of a logical system includes the entire 

universe, an infinite number of layers would be needed to capture all possible abstractions. Fortunately, 

due to the relatively restricted domain of design (with respect to the general case), and because each 

layer would have a distinct meaning in design (via the isomorphism), a layered system of logic should be 

tractable. 

In this Section, the author presents the beginnings of such a layered system. The presentation is necessarily 
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quite general, but it does suggest the overall structure of the system, and indicates how the various degrees 

of abstraction are delimited based on the notion of avoiding self-reference'. The structure is depicted 

graphically in Figure 6.1. The relationship between the Hybrid Model (HM) and the rest of the layered 

structure is also shown in the figure. HM is presented in Part III. 

I 
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Statements 
about 

Statements 

Statements 
about Artifact 

Hybrid 
Model 

STRUCTURAL 

Design 
Artifact 

Abstract 
Functional 
Information 

Functional 
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FUNCTIONAL 

Figure 6.1: Logical structure for removal of self-reference 

At the lowest (least abstract) level of the system, is the design artifact itself; this is the actual part/object 

that is the goal of a design process, an actual physical entity. We immediately divide the system into two 

different but complementary branches. On the one hand, there are all the statements that can be made 

about the artifact at any instant in its existence (or even before or during its creation); on the other hand, 

there are all the actions that are required to create the artifact, to use it, to maintain it, etc. The separation 

is essentially one of structure (description) versus function (procedure). The branches are complementary 

in that they both relate to the design artifact. The structural branch is static, time-independent and 

prescriptive, while the functional branch is dynamic, time-dependent and descriptive. Furthermore, the 

'It is interesting to note that though the system described in this Section is not self-referential, the description itself presented 

herein depends on self-reference to achieve its end. 
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structural branch addresses the issue of what design is, whereas the functional branch deals with the how 
of design's occurrence and procedure. 

At higher levels of abstraction, the functional branch captures the design process used to create the artifact 
and issues of cognition by the designer. Thus, the functional branch may exhibit self-reference. The 
structural branch exhibits no self-reference because it does not consider the role of the designer. Thus in 
this framework, we can identify and limit the effects of self-reference. 

The structural branch captures the state of information pertaining to a description of the artifact at various 

degrees of abstraction. Since this description is independent of the actions that caused the information 
to be discovered or generated, it is applicable uniformly throughout the design process. Also, since the 
description is independent of the agents responsible for those actions (the designers), it is also applicable 

to any design process; that is, the information description is independent of the design process. Thus, it 
is possible to control self-reference in the structural branch. HM, which is the heart of the author's work, 
is contained entirely in the structural branch. 

Each layer in the proposed system makes statements about the preceding layer, this is the case in both 

branches. Thus, the first layer beyond the design artifact in the structural branch contains statements 

about the artifact, capturing concrete facts about it. The second layer contains statements regarding the 

classification of these facts, and by extension, the classification of different artifacts. The next layer (not 

shown in the figure) contains statements about different classification schemes and mechanisms. 

Similarly, in the functional branch, the first layer beyond the design artifact contains functions provided 

by the artifact and a functional breakdown of the artifact. The second layer contains actions taken to create 

(design or manufacture) the artifact. These actions may be affected by the cognitive processes of the 

designer. The next higher level (not shown) contains more abstract information about those instructions. 

Classification of actions would also occur in this layer, and can include judgmental and intuitive remarks 

about the relative merit of those instructions. The next level (also not shown) would include statements 

used to reason about the classifications and would include issues of decision making and negotiation 

between designers. This information would be used in the generation of different design methodologies, 

their analysis and comparison. 

The process of abstraction is used in both branches to move from one layer to the next. Clearly, the 

abstraction could continue ad infinitum, generating innumerable layers. However, the kinds of statements 
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captured by these layers would quickly become so abstract as to be entirely meaningless. At this time, 
the author believes that three or four layers should be sufficient to capture all relevant information. It is 
also noted that this layered structure can be useful in the generation of design taxonomies by providing a 
criterion for separating statements (i.e. information) based on the degree of abstraction used. 

6.2 Categorization of Design Aspects 

In response to the lack of formal terminology and taxonomy for design and design theory, the author 
proposes a mechanism that can assist in the organization of relevant notions and their corresponding 
terms. The mechanism proposed herein arose from the author's consideration of many aspects of design, 
only one of which is mentioned here, by way of an example. 

Keirouz et al [122] discuss the differences between variational and parametric modeling from the point of 
view of constraint satisfaction in conceptual design. The current author considered how best to categorize 
the cited work: it did not belong strictly in any one of the three areas mentioned (modeling, constraint 
theory and conceptual design) but seemed to relate to the three together. 

This kind of tightly interwoven dependency between various aspects of design is indicative of the high 
degree of complexity required to accurately model it. Consideration of each of the aspects alone is not 
sufficient because a large part of the complexity arises from the relationships that exist between them. The 
author therefore sought some mechanism that could represent the various aspects of design as individual 
components while also capturing the relationships that exist between them. The mechanism is intended 
primarily as a conceptual tool, an aid to stimulate clear thinking about a potentially confusing problem. 

The author's research suggested that in a real design process, there are a number of different, fairly 

independent aspects that interrelate. Due to the richness and complexity of these relationships, a multi-

dimensional approach seemed appropriate. 

The author thus proposes the use of a design space composed of orthogonal axes. Each axis represents 
an independent aspect of design. In this system, different relationships, approaches and techniques can 

be classified and compared. A particular relationship can be represented as a point, line or region in the 

design space. The author has identified four orthogonal aspects of design: artifact modeling (the A-axis), 
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behavioral modeling (the B-axis), meta-modeling (the M-axis), and model implementations (the I-axis). 
Each aspect is assigned to an axis in the space, each of which is discussed briefly below. Figure 6.2 
represents the four dimensions of the design space as two three-dimensional spaces sharing two axes, and 
includes a shaded area representative of the "locus" of the work described in [122]. 

6.2.1 Artifact Modeling 

The ultimate goal of a design process is the production of an artifact or product. Thus, one aspect of 
design is the ability to state in precise terms the nature of the artifact, that is, the generation of a model 
of the artifact itself. Information from this model is eventually used in a number of other areas (analysis, 
manufacturing, etc.). 

For this reason, one axis in the design space is allocated for design artifact modeling techniques, including 
the physical aspects and the physical relationships between components in the artifact. Variational and 
parametric modeling, as well as various solid modeling techniques, would all be represented on this axis. 
In Figure 6.2, artifact modeling is represented by the A-axis. 

It is interesting to consider the role of constraints in artifact modeling. Are constraints, vis-a-vis constraint 
satisfaction, a necessary part of artifact modeling? Or are they essentially orthogonal to artifact modeling? 

There are ongoing efforts in the field to investigate "constraint-based design" from points of view ranging 

from knowledge-based systems [23,55] to alternate parameterization schemes [72, 158] and constraint-

based design [67]. These efforts have all had at least some success in embedding constraints into other 
design aspects. However, constraint theory is in the most pragmatic sense an analytic technique and not a 

modeling technique: it permits the mathematical study of the capability of an artifact to provide a given 

functionality [63] (this notion is discussed in more detail in the next Section). The author recognizes that 

constraints can also be used to analyze and study modeling techniques; but in such cases, the constraints 
apply to the model, not to the artifact being modeled, and so must be regarded separately. The design 

space being discussed in this Section is meant to study design; hence, constraints are not involved in the 

artifact modeling axis. 
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6.2.2 Behavioral Modeling 

Behavioral modeling captures the other side of the artifact modeling coin. This aspect of design is con-
cerned with modeling the response of the artifact to stimuli provided to it from its operating environment. 

Constraint satisfaction is a primary technique with which to model system behavior. In many cases, a 
design problem begins with the specification of some objective function to be met by a design. This 
objective function is derived from issues concerning the environment within which the design is to 
function, and takes the form of a constraint. Other constraints, including those internal to the artifact 
itself, are usually derived in some fashion from the objective function. 

Constraints permit the creation of mathematical models of artifact behavior. Mathematical modeling of 
systems (e.g. finite element or kinematic analysis) is therefore also included in this aspect of design. 
Optimization and simulation based on the mathematical representation of behavior are also included. 

Constraints capture the relationships between form and function, and also between the artifact and the 
environment within which the artifact is to function. They thus represent the link between an artifact's 
structural model, which is usually represented as being isolated from its environment, and the rest of the 
world in which it is intended to function. 

A second axis of the design space is used to represent behavioral modeling, and is labelled the B-axis in 

Figure 6.2. 

6.2.3 Design Evolution, or Meta-Modeling 

Such notions as conceptual design, detailed design, concurrent design, etc. do not relate directly to the 
artifact itself, but rather to the system by which the artifact is produced. As discussed in Section 5.1, such 

notions exist at a different level of abstraction than those of artifact and behavior modeling. By treating 

more abstract notions separately, we can eliminate a possible source of self-reference in our framework. 

Conceptual, detailed, strategic, and other "kinds" of design are meta-modeling techniques that permit the 

study of the models themselves, rather than of the thing that is modeled (the design artifact). 

Thus, a third axis is needed to represent these meta-modeling notions of design theory. In Figure 6.2, 

meta-modeling information is represented by the m-axis. 
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6.2.4 Implementations 

In Section 4.3, we indicated that a distinct separation should exist between models of designs and design 

processes, and how we implement those models. It is appropriate then to propose a fourth axis in the 

design space to represent the implementations of the aspects of design represented by the other axes. 

Computer implementations of formal models is one component of this axis, but implementations need not 

be dependent on the use of computers. Whenever an idea, formalized or not, is implemented in any way, 

a number of other issues that are implementation-specific — issues that are not important at the modeling 

level — must be considered. All these implementation issues and the techniques we use to handle them 

are represented along the fourth axis of the design space. We have labelled the last axis as the I-axis in 

Figure 6.2. 

Insofar as computers are concerned, all issues regarding software design, testing and usage would be 

represented on the implementation axis; these include matters regarding databases, computer languages, 

graphics, etc. 

6.2.5 The Example, Revisited 

By way of example, Figure 6.2 shows the regions occupied by the work in [122], mentioned at the 

beginning of this Section. We may quantify the cited work as a volume in the design space bounded by the 

design aspects marked on the axes: parametric and variational modeling, conceptual design, and constraint 

satisfaction (also labelled in Figure 6.2); and since the work does not discuss issues of implementation, it 

appears as a two-dimensional region in the ABI-space. 

The quantification that is possible through the use of the design space can permit a new degree of 

organization in the work of design researchers. Its graphical representation permits easy visualization of the 

relationships that exist between different research efforts. It could be used to organize individual research 

projects within large groups and indicate regions where more work is needed or where different projects 

overlap. It may also find use in the organization of engineering corporations and controlling/regulatory 

bodies by clearly malting the boundaries of the areas of influence of each body. The design space can even 

be used to organize conferences and other meetings by permitting visual identification of areas covered 

by each presented work or representative group. 
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6.2.6 Relationship to the Layered Structure 

There is a relationship between the layered structure in Figure 6.1 and the design space in Figure 6.2. 
The layered structure separates degrees of abstraction in design, whereas the design space separates 
orthogonal aspects of design. The A (artifact modeling) and B (behavioral modeling) axes of the design 
space represent the structural and functional branches of the layered structure respectively. Also, the 14-axis 
(meta-modeling) captures the increasing degree of abstraction that occurs through the layered structure. 
Since the layered structure does not deal with implementation issues, there is no correspondence with the 
I-axis. 

Therefore, both the layered structure and the design space capture the same basic philosophical notions, 
albeit from different points of view. 

6.3 Summary 

The author has suggested two possible solutions for addressing problems in design and design theory 
caused by logical inconsistency. The first is a logical layered structure that permits the clear distinction 

of different degrees of abstraction (Section 6.1). Being able to classify statements made about design 

according to their degree of abstraction, we may better avoid circular and self-referential arguments that 

cannot be validated. In other words, it contributes to clearer thinking about design. 

Secondly, the design space described in Section 6.2 permits the visualization of the relationships offered 

by various approaches and techniques in design and design theory along four orthogonal (independent) 

metrics: artifact modeling, behavioral modeling, meta-modeling, and model implementation. Again, the 

principal goal is to clarify the relationships inherent in our understanding of design so that we may study 

and improve that understanding. 



Chapter 7 

Discussion 

This Part of the author's work has covered a fairly wide range of topics, but the underlying philosophic 

notions are few and distinct. The goal of this summary is to consolidate the matters presented above. 

The author has identified some problems in design and design theory that arise from the lack of a formal base 

upon which rigorous understanding can be developed. The changing, growing nature of design is in part 

responsible for the lack of accurate taxonomies of design components, notions, methodologies, etc. The 

fluid nature of design's development makes finding a correct and meaningful taxonomy quite like hitting 

a moving target. The non-logical ad-hoc nature of the evolution of design is also to blame. Its relatively 

arbitrary development has led to the introduction into common usage of vaguely and/or inconsistently 

defined concepts and terms. Ill-defined classification systems for design artifacts, components, systems, 

etc. have hampered the generation of appropriate tools with which design can be studied in an abstract 

sense. Subjectivity introduced by considerations of the designer's role in design has introduced self-

reference, which in turn leads to inconsistent design theories. These shortcomings have harmed our ability 

to communicate and have spawned incompatibilities between the various aspects of design, leading to 

so-called "islands of automation". The inability to communicate properly has also affected our ability to 

teach design, and thus perpetuates the inconsistencies. 

Empirical studies are unlikely to lead to a more scientific understanding of design because the influence 

of self-reference within such frameworks cannot be dealt with. Of course, existing design theories and 

methodologies can be valuable in guiding our search for a logical design theory, but we should not be 
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surprised when inconsistencies in our current understanding are found. 

Self-reference can be minimized only by forming logical systems for design that do not include the 
subjective, cognitive functions of the designer. Logic offers us many techniques that can be used in this 
regard. These techniques must be diligently applied throughout our efforts, much as they have been in 
the formalization of science. 

Theories of design can be regarded as being either functional or structural in nature. Functional theories 
describe artifacts from the point of view of the functions they provide and the actions needed to create 
them. These seem most prone to self-reference because the actions can be traced to the cognitive functions 
of the designer. Structural approaches can result in formal theories without self-reference; such theories 
take the form of prescriptive informative descriptions of design artifacts at various degrees of abstraction. 

Some may argue that the intensive use of logic in design can stifle such intangible and qualitative things as 
creativity, opinion, intuition and judgment. The author maintains that this is not the case. Logic does not 
squelch creativity and intuition, but rather channels it, helping to keep the designer from making errors 

that would adversely affect productivity and efficiency. It helps a person have more informed opinions 
and make more educated judgments. 

Three informal, conceptual tools have been introduced. These tools are meant to clarify and study the 

postulated logical structure of design. The notion of design as an artificial science is presented to reconcile 

the differences between the "natural" sciences and design theory, and to present a point of view that permits 
design researchers to take advantage of the formal tools of logic more fully. The layered logical structure 

presented in Section 6.1 permits the modularization of design by degrees of abstraction. It allows for the 

identification and subsequent elimination of some occurrences of self-reference from design theory, and 

may be useful in the generation of design taxonomies. Finally, the notion of a design space permits the 

classification of the various techniques available to designers, and assists in the organization of the efforts 

of design researchers and theorists. 

The intention in this Part has been to introduce in a relatively informal but detailed way the domain 

of the author's work. Having established this definitional framework, we may now proceed to detailed 

considerations regarding the structuring of design information. 



Part III 

FORMALIZING DESIGN 

INFORMATION 
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Chapter 8 

Introduction 

This Part of the author's work is devoted to an examination of design information with the aim of 

formalizing its structure. This is done by proposing a formal system that relies on axiomatic set theory for 

internal consistency. The author calls the resulting model the Hybrid Model (HM) of design information. 

The origin of the name "Hybrid model" is in the author's original research in combining object-oriented 

data models [159] with hypertext [160], hence the use of "hybrid". Since then, HM has evolved into an 

entirely different kind of model. 

In keeping with the observations made in Section 6.1 regarding the limiting of self-reference through the 

use of logical layers of increasing abstraction, we will present HM in two Chapters. First, matters relating 

to actual design information will be dealt with in Chapter 9; then, the organization of that information will 

be dealt with in Chapter 10. 

As well, it was indicated in Section 6.1 that a distinct separation between structural and functional 

descriptions of design artifacts lends itself well to the control of self-reference, an instinctively human 

action which has been argued to be detrimental to the development of rigorous design theories. This implies 

a separation between design information and processes that manipulate or otherwise use that information. 

It has already been suggested [7, 161, 162] that design information can be considered separate from the 

engineering design process. 

Finally, the author contends that a good understanding of design information must precede any real 
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understanding of the design process itself. This issue will be discussed in Section 8.1, and motivates the 

central thesis of this work: the search for a formal theory of design information. 

8.1 Modeling the Design Process 

In this Section, the author presents a model of the design process with the intention of supporting the 

hypothesis regarding the separation of design information and processes. It is presented only to the extent 

that it provides a reference point for the development of HM, and brings to light several important aspects 

of the design process that have affected the development of HM. The model regards the design process 

from a functional point of view, and we refer to it simply as the functional model (not to be confused with 

the functional branch in figure 6.1). 

We begin by making the relatively trivial statement of a generic mathematical function, namely: 

Y = f(x). 

Here, f is some function that maps an input value represented by the variable x to some output value 

represented by the variable y; indeed, y and f(x) are identical. Now, from the point of view of design, 

we rewrite this equation as: 

S = d(P). 

P represents a design problem, S its solution and d the design process. We may state this in words as: 

"There is a design process that operates on a particular design problem and results in a corresponding 

design as a solution". This is not an unreasonable statement to make, and though it may still appear 

trivial, it does carry some important implications: 

Clearly, the solution depends on the problem (the output is the dependent variable). Also, as stated above, 

S and d(P) are identical. 

From a purely mathematical point of view, one may be inclined to stop here. But there is more than one 
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way to design a certain entity. That is, given a particular design problem, there may be more than one 

design process d that can provide equally acceptable solutions. Selection of a design process depends at 

least in part on the kinds of information about the problem that are available to the designer. (It would 

also depend on optimization considerations, as well as on the more subjective preferences and judgments 

of the designer.) 

If the input is badly or incorrectly defined or specified, then selection of an appropriate solution function 

may be difficult or impossible. That is, if the design problem is badly stated, or is based on faulty vaguely 

or verbosely presented information, then the selection of a design process is prone to error (since, as is 

indicated above, the design process is dependent on the problem), and thus reduces confidence in the 

solution. Therefore, the problem must be clearly understood and precisely defined before a solution 

process can be selected and applied. 

There is another issue that is an essential component of almost every non-trivial design task: iteration. 

That is, a (possibly dynamically changing) design process will be applied iteratively to a design problem 

in order to reach a final solution. We can represent this in our mathematical notation by: 

Si+i = d(Si + P). 

For each iteration i + 1, the design process d is applied to the problem plus the solution, such as it exists, 

at iteration i. Put another way, the solution at iteration i -I- 1 is based on both the problem and the ith 

solution. Without including the solution at iteration i in the argument to the design function, convergence 

would never occur. So, at each iteration in a design cycle, the existing — though possibly incomplete 

and/or incorrect — solution is used to drive the next iteration of the design cycle. The essential observation 

here is the "superposition" of the problem with the ith solution: correspondingly, the problem and the 

solution must be representable in a compatible way or the iteration process cannot proceed. 

In summary, the functional model provides two important insights into the requirements that must be met 

by a formal system for design information: 

• a formal understanding of design state information is necessary before the design process can be 

successfully formalized to any significant degree (i.e. design state information is independent of the 
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design process); 

• the organization of information is relevant both for the problem definition and the solution, and any 

theory of this information must be unified over both problem and solution domains. 

This approach differs from that taken by other researchers. Suh [31] states design problems in terms of 

functional requirements to be met by successful candidate designs, and solutions are stated in terms of 

parametric representations of variables. Another approach is taken in by Yoshikawa [39], who defines two 

separate spaces — a function space and an attribute space — and each of the design problem and solution 

are defined in terms of one of these spaces only. These approaches, among others, are similar in that both 

consider a design artifact (as represented by Suh's design parameters or Yoshikawa's attribute space) as a 

separate entity from the problem that caused it to be designed (the functional requirements or space). 

This dual representation of design information by functions on the one hand and parameters on the 

other makes unified representation of design problems and solutions much more difficult. As well, it 

introduces coupling between the form of the representation of information and the design processes that 

use this information. In its favor, such a separation of the domains of functional requirements and physical 

parameters is beneficial from a conceptual point of view, permitting modularization of the task into smaller 

segments that can be studied individually. However, it can also lead to a divergence at the theoretic level 

that will prevent final integration of these domains into a single, global theory. Also, it does not address 

the dependence of iteration on the successful combination of information regarding both problems and 

partial solutions. 

The approach presented herein by the functional model is superior because it simplifies the management 

and organization of design as an endeavor. In an iterative process such as design, the cumulative 

information generated from the iteration is an essential component of finding a correct solution. In order 

to merge the accumulated information with the design problem for the iteration to continue, a unified 

representation of both problem and solution must exist. The functional model of design maintains the 

integrity of problem and solution specification while dividing the problem along a different and more 

important boundary between static, passive information and dynamic, active functions that transform the 

information. 

The author also notes that a number of other researchers have supported the notion of separating rep-
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resentation of information from processes affecting that information, including [14,41,42,87,163]. Of 

particular interest is Fauvel 's work [41], which suggests that the relation 

(Activity (n), Embodiment (n)) -+ Activity (n+1) 

is representative of the design process. An Activity ( i ) is some component process of the overall 

design process and an Embodiment ( i ) is the physical manifestation of the result of the completion of 

an activity. It is interesting to note the shift in point of view between the author's model and that of Fauvel. 

The latter is based on the notion that given some initial design activity, the results of that activity drive the 

selection and execution of other activities. The former is based on the notion that an initial embodiment 

(in Fauvel's terms) drives the selection and execution of activities that lead to other embodiments. 

The author maintains the functional model as presented above because of the observation that reliable, 

accurate and usable information must exist prior to the selection of any processes meant to act on this 

information; that is, the emphasis should be placed on information as the driving force behind a design 

enterprise. 

Fauvel reasons in detail on the role of various kinds of activities that are relevant to design, without 

dwelling on the nature of the embodiments. His results are quite clean and elegant; this encourages the 

author to believe that the separation of design information from design actions is not only appropriate, but 

necessary if design theory is ever to meet with success. 

8.2 Basic Structures and Concepts 

8.2.1 Basic Aim of HM 

8.2.1.1 A Prescriptive, Axiomatic Approach 

The aim of HM is to provide a prescriptive, axiomatic theory of the information present during the course 

of a design. Naturally, only information relevant to a particular design task is considered, thus restricting 

the application domain significantly. This restriction plays an important role in the development of HM; 

this is discussed below. 
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HM is prescriptive in that it prescribes a language for the specification of information for a design task. 

The term is not used to prescribe methodologies that should be considered norms (sometimes called a 

normative approach). Given the role of human cognition in design, the author believes that the best results 

can be achieved by a symbiotic relationship between the designer's innate capabilities (including such 

intangibles as judgment, creativity and intuition) and some more formal logical system. 

The term prescriptive is used to indicate that HM is a system that lies outside the actual thought processes 

of the designer, that is, it lies within an objective, logical domain. The author considers this a more 

reasonable objective than that of the descriptive school [11], which seeks to quantify and formalize the 

actual cognitive functions (i.e. mental content and processes) of the designer. 

HM is axiomatic in that it relies on axiomatic set theory as its foundation. The author's initial attempts 

sought a formalization based on existing information management paradigms (object orientation and 

hypertext in particular), but the lack of existing formalization in these fields was found to be insurmount-

able. Object orientation is often referred to more as a philosophy or point of view than an actual formal 

paradigm [27,164]; the status of hypertext is even more tenuous [143,160]. It became necessary to return 

to more basic first principles, and it was during the author's study of symbolic logic that axiomatic set 

theory presented the necessary isomorphisms upon which to base HM. 

Axiomatic set theory has taken on various forms [1, 16, 153], but every form is based on the classical 

theory developed by Zermelo and Fraenkel [80] and which is generally referred to as ZF set theory, or just 

ZF. This convention is adopted in the sequel, for brevity's sake. ZF requires only the predicate calculus 

and is thus derived purely from logic, without any extra-logical or other empirical influences. 

ZF deals with groups of completely general entities; a group of entities is called a set. The theory 

formalizes the nature of sets to such a degree as to permit the derivation of almost all the classical 

branches of mathematics and logic, including arithmetic, algebra and calculus [153]. The most interesting 

implication of set theory as far as the author is concerned regards consistency of theories that are supersets 

of classical axiomatic set theory. In [80], it is proved that any axiom system that can be rewritten in terms 

of 71' without introducing any new atomic statements, quantifiers or connectives, is consistent (insofar as 

ZF is consistent). In ZF, the primitives are = and E; connectives are binary operators such as II and U; 

and the quantifiers are V and 3. As will be seen, this consistency criterion is satisfied by HM. This means 

that we know at once that HM is no less consistent than ZF. 
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8.2.1.2 Universe of Discourse and Design Entities 

The term universe of discourse denotes the overall domain within which all interesting arguments are 

made. The entities contained within the universe of discourse comprise a complete vocabulary. 

In this work, the universe of discourse is that of design information; that is, the specification of — 

or statement of facts about — a design problem and the various components and aspects of its solution, 

without consideration to any processes required to generate that solution. Within this universe of discourse, 

the entities of relevance are whatever design entities are available to the designer in order that he/she may 

fulfill the task at hand. This greatly restricts the space of possible entities (as compared to, for example, 

ZF, where any item at all may be considered to fall within the universe of discourse). It is exactly because 

of the specific nature of the entities involved that much more can be said about them than is normally 

possible (as, again for example, in ZY). The notion of a restricted universe of discourse is essential in 

order to be able to derive HM at all. 

The author informally defines a design entity in HM as some real-world structure that is meaningful from 

a design point of view. This unit need not be physically realizable per se: it can be a purely conceptual 

item, such as a run of a finite element program or a manufacturing process plan. It can also be a feature, 

in that threads, holes, fillets, etc. are also design entities. HM deals, then, with the formalization of design 

entities. In the Sections following, the exact formalization is stated and discussed. 

8.2.2 Theory of Logical Types and Set Theory 

In ZE, if a universe of discourse consisting of all the possible sets is considered, it is very easy to generate 

a number of paradoxes that cause the theory to become inconsistent [80, 153]. A number of schemes 

have been suggested over the years to avoid these paradoxes. Two of the classical approaches are the 

type-theoretic approach, and the approach of class-inclusion. 

Class inclusion assumes a universe of discourse containing both sets and "classes", the latter being 

collections of sets (not sets of sets). The resulting theories are quite powerful, but tend to hide some of 

the features of set theory that the author considers important for design. The type-theoretic approach, on 

the other hand, tends to be more explicit, but more complicated to manage as well. 
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In a type-theoretic set theory, logical paradoxes are avoided by restricting the kinds of individuals that 

can exist in various sets. At the lowest level in the type-theoretic approach exist the individuals in the 

universe of discourse and the attributes that can be predicated on them (i.e. acted on by functions). At 

the next higher level exist sets (collections of individuals) and the attributes that can act on these sets and 

on individuals. At the 3rd level exist sets of sets and the attributes that are predicable on sets of sets and 

entities at lower levels; and so forth. There are an infinite number of levels. 

Furthermore, equations in a type-theoretic system cannot mix predicates from different levels ad-hoc, but 

only according to the following rules: 

xi = yi

xi E yi+1

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

where i represents the level of an entity. The first rule states that entities that are equal must exist at the 

same logical level; i.e. they must be, for example, both sets, or both sets of sets. The second rule states 

that if one item (x) is a member of another (y), then the former must be one logical level lower than the 

latter. Thus, if we consider that (a) x is a set, and (b) that x E y, then the rules of type theory tell us that 

y must belong to the level containing sets of sets (since x is itself a set). 

The problem with the type-theoretic approach is that the bookkeeping required to distinguish between the 

various levels complicates the notation. Fraenkel's solution is to add an axiom (the axiom of replacement) 

that embeds the concept of logical types, leaving the axiom which defines sets (the axiom of separation) 

untouched. Zermelo's (and Suppes') solution embeds the concept of logical types into the axiom of 

separation. Of all the choices, the author prefers Zermelo's for the following reasons. Firstly, it embeds 

all necessary information without unnecessary additions to the number of axioms or to the notation. 

Secondly, in the universe of discourse of design information, as will be seen, only a very few levels of 

logical types are needed, and distinguishing between their elements is relatively easy; it seems unnecessary 

to include all of the theory of logical types, which is, after all, intended to distinguish between entities 

that would be difficult to differentiate otherwise. Thirdly, and most importantly from our point of view, 

the Zermelo solution, flows quite naturally from design considerations and is a natural form of expression 
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of types of information relevant to design. 

8.2.3 Fundamental Structures and Isomorphisms 

The fundamental logical structure in HM is an object. An object captures a unit of information that is 

meaningful to a designer. Thus, an object is the formal representation in HM of the informal notion of a 

design entity. Sets will be used to represent objects. The fundamental isomorphism of HM, then, is that a 

design entity corresponds to an object (or set). The isomorphism is not part of HM itself (or ZF for that 

matter), but is an extralogical relationship discerned by the author between design and formal logic, and 

which gives meaning to the formal system (HM) from the point of view of design. 

A bolt, a truss, an airplane, a hole and a run of a finite element program would all be represented by 

objects. Objects may "contain" other objects (this is discussed below). The entity represented by an 

object need not be physically realizable (for example, a hole or a fillet), thus it includes features [42,53]. 

Objects may represent machining and other manufacturing processes. 

The use of objects is important because it permits encapsulation of information, i.e., the discretization 

of a quantity of information into meaningful structures that can be treated as single units. Encapsulation 

leads to the construction of ordered collections of information. This can greatly simplify manipulation 

of the information. For example, the alphabet is a structure containing the ordered sequence of written 

expressions of the phonemes that compose the English language. Similarly, a screw is an ordered collection 

of information that models a device used in the real world as a kind of fastener. 

Let the set of all objects be denoted by 0, and let X ,Y , Z be members of this set (i.e. individual objects). 

Axiom 1 (Uniformity of Structure) All design entities are represented by objects. 

Axiom 2 (Uniqueness of Object Identifiers) A unique object has a unique identifier. 

Although the relevance of axiom 2 may seem at first glance to be trivial, there is also a more basic, 

philosophical concern. We must be able to identify any design entity if we are to use it. The process of 

identification is essential in distinguishing between entities in the universe of discourse. The manifestation 

of the process of identification is the attachment of an identifier to an entity. Since objects model design 

entities directly, we must also be able to identify objects. 
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At a more practical level, an object is a conceptual tool that permits us to abstract, infer, and deduce 

information about design entities, and to classify them by their conceptual definitions. 

One of the principal concerns in any theory of information is that of ordering or organizing the information. 
That is, the definition of relationships between entities is of primary importance. It is a means of making 

explicit information that would be otherwise only implicit within a collection of data. In HM, this is done 

with relations and functions as defined in ZF. 

A relation is a statement that defines a relationship between entities. Given a collection of sets 

(A, B,C, . .), a relation R applied to the collection yields a set of ordered sequences (a, b, c, . . .) such 

that a E A, b E B and so on. The ordered sequence is often used as a representative notation for the 

relation itself. That is, (x, y) (where x E A and y E B) represents all ordered pairs arising from the 

application of some relation R on two sets A and B. 

A function is defined the same as a relation, with the added restriction that the relation R can map a single 

value of x E A to exactly one member of y E B. Functions are often written f: X Y and are read "f 

is a function that maps the members of set X to the members of set Y" [80]. 

It is noted that functions and relations as defined within ZF provide the formal grounds not only for 

mathematical functions and relations as they are understood outside the field, but also for relations 

in relational databases, methods in object oriented systems, procedures and routines in conventional 

programming languages and links in hypertext. They are also essential to the development of data 

modeling languages such as "Z" [165] and EXPRESS, which is the base language for the PDES/STEP1

project. 

Functions and relations are used to order members of sets, and their formalization is a key part of the 

author's work. This further extends the isomorphism between set theory and design information. HM 

currently supports five ordering mechanisms for design information based on functions and relations. 

They are discussed in Chapter 10. 

1PDES is the American Product Description Exchange Standard project; STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model 
Data) is its European equivalent. 
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8.3 Summary 

This Chapter has introduced the fundamentals upon which HM is constructed. An examination of the 

design process (Section 8.1) indicates that the separate treatment of design information and the processes 
that act on that information is possible and desirable. Furthermore, an understanding of relevant design 

information is a necessary prerequisite before an analysis of the design process itself can be attempted. 
Conceptual notions of logic, particularly than of logical types from set theory, are introduced as relevant 
building blocks from which HM is developed. The fundamental structures and isomorphisms of HM 

are introduced. In particular, the notions of a design entity and an object are introduced as the atomic 

information units from which design models are constructed. 



Chapter 9 

The Structure of Objects 

9.1 Introduction 

In this Chapter the nature of individual objects and their internal structure is explored and defined. The 

treatment is analogous to the basic definitions of sets in a. Only a few new terms and special sets are 

introduced to make the resulting theory specific to engineering design. This too is acceptable from a set 

theoretic point of view. No new primitives, quantifiers or connectives are introduced, thus maintaining 

logical validity. The special sets — A, D, 0 and R — are needed only to distinguish between the various 

base entities in HM; they will be defined as they are introduced in the text. 

9.2 Definition of Objects 

A design entity is defined by its observable, or otherwise known, attributes. Attributes define the structure 

of, and function provided by, the entity. For example, a tree is defined by its shape, size, strength of the 

wood, etc. In fact, the concept "tree" is really nothing but a label attached to a set of observed attributes 

that are shared by all trees [131,1661. Attributes are important in design because they model identically 

the properties of entities in the real world (as opposed to the perceived, conceptual or other worlds). 

Let the set of all attributes be denoted by A, and let a, b, c denote members of that set. 
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Definition 1 (Definition of an Object by its Structure) An object is a set of unique, identifiable, mea-
surable attributes. 

V(X) [(X E 0) (SET(X))• Ma) Ra E X) (a E A)])] • 

Since A is the set of all attributes, we can also write this as: 

V(X) [(X E 0) (X C A)1 • 

(9.1) 

(9.2) 

The set of all attributes A can be regarded as the set of all design variables (like Suh's design parameters 
[31]). Objects may then be seen as a natural form of grouping and treating these parameters. 

A unique design entity is one whose attributes differ in some way from the attributes of all other design 
entities. If two attributes (from two different design entities) are the same, then any operation that can 
be performed on the attributes will yield the same results. Since a design entity is a set of attributes, an 
operation applied to a design entity will yield unique results only if there is at least one attribute with 

a unique value in that entity. Therefore, design entities may be equated by examining the results of the 
application of operations to them, rather than examining their internal structure directly. Since objects in 
HM model design entities, we have the following aXi0111: 

Axiom 3 (Identity of Objects) If the sets of all attributes of any two objects have identical members, 

and if corresponding attributes in each object have equal values, then the two objects are identical. 

V(X) [V(Y) [(X = Y) E (V(P)(P(X) -_- P(Y)))]] (9.3) 

where P is any unary predicate. 

We note that axiom 3 is the same as the Axiom of Extensionality in ZF [80], i.e.: 

(A = B) =dj V(X)((X E A) r-2 (x E B)) 
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but is derived from design considerations rather than purely mathematical considerations. 

9.3 Views of Objects 

A number of properties of objects are very important from the point of view of design; these properties 
reinforce the isomorphism between set theory and design information. In this Section and those to follow, 
these properties will be introduced and examined. 

The first property is termed relevance by the author, and it is manifested as views of objects. 

One of the most useful innate human intellectual abilities is to mask out certain aspects of an object 
in favor of other aspects of the object that are of importance to us. For example, a person could very 
easily sort a collection of books by their size, though, if asked shortly thereafter, be completely unable to 
describe the colors of the books' covers. Being able to selectively ignore or recognize information lets us 

isolate and focus our attention only on areas of interest. The importance of filtering information in design 
environments has been recognized in the literature [17, 31]. 

A view of an object partitions its attributes, making only some visible and manipulable. Views do not affect 
the object itself, but establish a projection of the object wherein only certain attributes are accessible. A 
view partitions the attributes of an object according to criteria explicit in the view itself. After partitioning, 
the remaining attributes form a subset of the attributes of the object being viewed, that is, a view object. 
An attribute may be active in a number of views but need not be active in all views. 

Epistemologically, we can also make the following argument to support this approach. 

An "ideal" object is one that models a design entity in every detail, property, behavior, etc. Such a detailed 

model of reality is unlikely to be possible to construct, yet we can imagine it from a theoretical standpoint. 

In fact, we can likely not even form such a model mentally, but we can imagine that such models might 

exist. From a design point of view, not only is it likely impossible to construct such ideal models, but it 

is also unwarranted. In design, we are specifically concerned with only subsets of all the attributes of a 

design entity. Thus, the logical notion of a view permits us to project an ideal model of a design entity 

onto a relevant design model of that entity. 

We see, then, that the isomorphism between set theory and design forms a connection that extends from 
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the very notion of existence to a specifiable formal model of existence. 

If we consider a particular object to be a "complete" model of some design entity, then any proper subset 
of the members of the object can be considered a specific view of the object with respect to the selected 
members. 

Using the definition of subsets in [80], we can write in the notation of HM: 

V(X)(V(Y) [(X c Y) =df Rx E X) = (x E Y)]]). 

If (X C Y) but (X Y), the subset is a proper subset. The number of possible views of an object is the 
cardinality of the power set 2(X) of the object'. 

Many of these views would be trivially unimportant to a designer. But there is no way to define a-priori 
only the views that are relevant. Yet, we can restrict our definition of a view in a manner similar to the 
way that the definition of a subset is restricted in ZF. This kind of restriction also happily prevents certain 
kinds of logical paradoxes that would render the theory as a whole invalid. 

We begin with what is generally called the Axiom of Separation. 

3(S) [V(x)((x E S) ((x E A) • co(x)))] 

where there are no free occurrences of S in (to. This says that for any set A, and any propositional function 

(i.e. predicate) co, there is a set S that is a subset of A and that contains only members of A that satisfy co. 

When we say that there can be no free occurrences of S in (p, we mean only that co must not contain 

occurrences of 3(5) or V(S) since this would imply that S is defined in terms of itself and would lead 
to paradoxes. This is not a real problem in HM itself, because it would be meaningless to define a view 

with respect to itself, so a designer would likely never attempt it. However, it is enforced in HM for 

completeness and consistency. 

We refer to the Axiom of Separation as an axiom-schema because the symbol co represents a group of 

'The power set is a well-defined entity in classical set theory [80] 
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predicates. We may write the set of all predicates (p as (1). The equation above therefore actually represents 
a group of axioms, each having a different predicate substituted for yo E O. In Section 8.2.1.2, it was 
explained that the restricted nature of the universe of discourse of HM lets us investigate the nature of 
entities within that universe much more closely than is possible in ZF. Here is one example of the degree 
of detail that is possible: in ZF, little can be said about the actual predicates that can be substituted for yo 
in the Axiom of Separation; but, as we shall see below, in HM we can investigate a number of important 
groups of predicates that apply to design. Views are the first such case. 

We interpret the Axiom of Separation for HM views as follows: For an object X and any predicate co, 
there is another object Y whose set of attributes is a subset of the attributes of X, all the members of 
which satisfy yo. 

The Axiom of Separation is an axiom schema; in HM the axiom of views is in fact a subset of that of the 
Axiom of Separation. It can be written as follows: 

Axiom 4 (Axiom (Schema) of Views) 

3(Y) [V(a)((a E Y) a- [(a E X) • 7 (a)])] (9.4) 

where 7 contains no free occurrences of Y. 

7 is a new symbol, and is used to represent a subset of all possible predicates (io that satisfy the Axiom 

of Separation. In particular, 7 represents a predicate that "defines" a view; different 7 predicates will 

produce different views. y, then, is the criterion by which a specific view is defined. These criteria 

are attribute-specific. For example, if 7 were such that only attributes that modeled spatial dimensions 

satisfied it, the resulting view of an object would be its 3D geometric representation. 

Let the set of all views be denoted by r, and let 7 be a member of that set. 

The notion of a view being a subset of an object is captured by the following definition. 

Definition 2 (Views) VIEW() is a binary function whose parameters are an object and a view criterion 

specification, and whose result is another object called a view object whose attributes are a subset of the 

attributes of the input object selected according to the given criterion. 
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V(X) [V(7)(3(Y) [(Y = VIEW(X, -0) • (Y C X)D] . 

We can write this in a functional notation as 

VIEW: 0 P(0). 

(9.5) 

Objects that are the same in every regard are identical. This applies to view objects as well. However, 

this notion also suggests a relationship between the objects from which the views were generated. If there 

exists a view object that can be derived from two non-identical objects through the use of a single view 

criterion 7, then we define the two non-identical objects as being similar objects. 

The inclusion of similar objects in HM is motivated by the observation that for many design tasks, only 

a certain view of an object is sufficient to permit completion of the task. Since views are projections of 

objects, it becomes important to be able to make statements about the objects that give rise to such view 

objects. 

Theorem 1 (Similarity of Objects) Two objects are similar if the application of a given view criterion 7 

to the objects produces identical view objects. 

V(X) [V(7) [V(Y)((X , Y) -:..- (VIEW(X,-y) = VIEW(Y,7)))11 . (9.6) 

The symbol -, is used to denote similarity of objects. 

The author's motivation to have views of design information is five-fold. First, we have the epistemological 

argument presented earlier. Second, completeness requires that HM extend to cover the entire universe 

of discourse; and in a design environment, the universe of discourse includes views as relevant design 

entities. Third, from the standpoint of conciseness, views permit a structure to exist in the simplest form 

that maintains its semantics. Fourth, from an organizational standpoint, views permit information to be 
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ordered by its relevance to a task. Fifth, and lastly, views implement information hiding, which is desirable 
practically for a number of reasons. The designer will have a simpler task if only relevant information 
is visible. Information selected by view can be presented to the user in a more understandable form. 
Superfluous information can be excluded to increase efficiency and robustness. More practically, views 
can provide uniform interfaces to parts of a database even though the internal structure of the objects in 
the database may change. 

Views are an especially powerful tool when defined as components of attributes. For example, an attribute 
occurring in two different views may indicate coupling between the views. Alternatively, the sets of views 
of two objects can be intersected, whereupon the cardinality of the intersection set can be used to measure 
functional or other coupling. Similarly, small sets of views can be used in order to study how different 
types of attributes affect the coupling of two objects. 

9.4 Domains and Ranges of Attributes 

9.4.1 Set Theoretic Foundations 

The second important property of objects has to do with the structure of the attributes that compose them. 

Here, we introduce the necessary set theoretic background to formalize object attributes in HM. We begin 

by considering the formal definition of a relation on sets. 

V(x) Rx E R) = (3(u) [3(v)(x = (u, v))])} 

where x is an ordered pair, u E U and v E V (U and V are sets) and R is a relation. 

This is the definition of the cartesian product U x V = R. The domain and range of R are given by: 

dom(R) =df {x: 3(y)((x, y) E R)} 

ran(R) =df {y: 3(x)((x, E R)} . 
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Let D be the set of all possible attribute domains and R be the set of all possible attribute ranges. We may 
now write: 

A.---DxR (9.7) 

and dom(A) = D and ran(A) = R. Also, because of definition 1, we can write for an object X: 

dom(X) C D 

ran(X ) C R. 

9.4.2 Domains and Ranges in HM 

(9.8) 

(9.9) 

An attribute representing a property or behavior of a design entity is specified by two pieces of information. 

First, the concept that typifies the attribute is needed: its domain. In the most general sense, domains 

of attributes can include integers, real numbers, text, arrays, etc. The domains of attributes relevant to 

engineering design are discussed below. Second, a specification of how the property is exhibited by a 

particular entity is required. The set of possible values that an attribute can have is called the range of the 

attribute. 

Definition 3 (Domain of Attributes) The domain of an attribute is the abstracted, observable, quantifi-

able property of a design entity that the attribute represents. The domain of an attribute includes an 

associated dimensional unit. 

Definition 4 (Range of Attributes) The range of an attribute is the set of all values that are meaningful 

within the domain of the attribute, and any one of which may be the actual value within an arbitrary object 

containing that attribute. The set of values can be discrete or continuous, single-valued or multiple-valued. 

The dimensional units mentioned in these definitions are discussed below. 

Let D be restricted to the set of all attribute domains in HM only, and let R be the set of all attribute ranges 

in HM only. 
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Definition 5 (Attributes) Attributes are ordered pairs (d, r) where d E D and r E R, and the set of all 
attributes is the cartesian product D x R. 

The definition of the cartesian product and its relationship to ordered pairs is defined within ZF. We use 
IF here to provide a formal definition of attributes. 

Theorem 2 (Identity of Attributes) Two attributes are identical if their domains are identical and their 
ranges are equal. 

9.5 Dimensions of Measurement 

There is an important observation that must be made at this point regarding attributes for engineering 

design. To be meaningful, attributes must not only be observable; they must also be measurable. If an 

attribute is not measurable, its value cannot be compared to other values or used in computation, and would 

hence be comparatively meaningless. Therefore, the domains of attributes must include dimensions of 

measurement against which the attribute can be compared. This is another important property of objects 

in HM. 

In order to satisfy the condition of measurability of attributes given above, the author has defined the 
members of the set of attribute domains D to contain dimensional properties. The members of D in 

HM are: length, mass, time, cost, quantity (or enumeration), NDU (non-dimensional units, for ratios, 

etc.) or any combination of these (e.g. velocity, energy, and so on). Although only length, mass and 

time are commonly considered, the author has elected to add other dimensions because of their relative 

importance in engineering environments. This approach is far more powerful than schemes that only 

represent numeric quantities because it is a natural form of expression that is physically meaningful, 

and because it captures all the necessary semantics of dimensional standards at the axiomatic level. For 

example, correct dimensional analysis becomes an inherent property of HM. Dimensional information 

has also been found to be of great assistance in dealing with spatial constraints [167]. 

The members of R, the set of ranges, in HM are: integers (I), real numbers (7Z), boolean values (8) and 

text (7). The author is undecided as to whether complex numbers should also be included as possible 
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range values: though they are of use in many design methodologies (particularly in the area of analysis), 

they can also be considered as composites made up of two real numbers. 

The author believes this approach to be superior because it is a very natural form of expression that 

is physically meaningful, and it captures all the necessary semantics of dimensional standards at the 

axiomatic level. 

9.6 Constraints and Attributes 

Constraints are the principal driving force of the engineering design process. They are manifested as 

relationships between information regarding design entities. Insofar as constraints are vital to design 

information specification, they must be represented by HM. 

As with views (Section 9.3), constraints operate at the attribute level within HM. Both attribute domains 

and ranges may be constrained. Attribute domains may be constrained to be of specific types (e.g. modular 

assembly components might have a constrained kind of shape or material), and attribute values may be 

constrained to be constant-valued, single-valued or multiple-valued, continuous or discontinuous, and so 

on. 

The issue of constraints in design is far more complex than may be implied here. In general, the constraint 

satisfaction problem is characterized as NP-complete [55-57], which means the time required to solve the 

problem varies exponentially with the size of the problem. For even small design problems, the required 

computation can be intractable. However, the process of constraint satisfaction is a component of the 

design process itself, and therefore falls outside the bounds of the immediate concern of the author in 

this work. While this simplifies our task, we recognize that more work is needed before HM can support 

constraints appropriately. However, it should be clear that the specification of constraints, in the form of 

functions and relations that define subsets of attributes and objects, is inherent to HM. 

It is noted that the set D x R (discussed above) contains attributes that are meaningless in a design 

environment. For example, an attribute with the domain of quantity cannot have a range within the set of 

real numbers. Clearly, some constraints will be necessary just to keep a model consistent with respect to 

attribute definition. 
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9.7 Summary 

In this Chapter, the basic structure of individual objects and their internal structure has been presented 

formally. An object models a design entity, and is defined as a set the members of which are attributes. 

Each attribute has a domain, a range, and an associated dimension of measurement. A view of an object 

is a subset composed of attributes of the object that satisfy some predicate. Views permit the isolation of 

relevant attributes based on externally supplied criteria. Various primitive relationships between objects 

(e.g. identity, similarity) are also formailized. Three which issues remain for which further research 

is indicated. First, the role of views has been identified as key to a number of application domains, 

especially that of database design for engineering environments [94,168,169]; a detailed study of views 

could be highly beneficial to such efforts. Second, the unique approach taken with regards to dimensions 

of measurement should be investigated more fully. Third, the pivotal role played by constraints in the 

design endeavor makes their further study relevant and important. 



Chapter 10 

Ordering Mechanisms for Design 

Information 

10.1 Introduction 

In this Chapter, the author identifies various ordering schemes (abstraction mechanisms) that can be 

imposed on engineering information to make semantic content explicit. These mechanisms are derived 

from considerations of the types of information available to a designer and are defined within a set theoretic 

framework (i.e. HM). They represent primitive ontological notions based on how designers regard the 

universe. These notions cover the classification of design entities according to various criteria; though 

extralogical in and of themselves, these notions are well founded in empirical research in philosophy, 

psychology, and artificial intelligence [28,131,166]. 

The matter dealt with in this and the following Sections occupies a higher level of abstraction than the 

matter of Chapter 9: we discuss statements about collections of objects, rather than just individual objects. 

These collections are (classical) sets of objects, and they obey all the notions and axioms of ZF set theory. 

Objects are organized by establishing relationships between them. The kinds of relationships are inde-

pendent of the objects that take part. Consider, for example, X = f(Y), where X and Y are objects. The 

function f may be applied to many objects, and yield many objects. It thus defines sets of objects Ci and 
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Ci such that X E Ci and Y E C. The organization of objects, then, proceeds by defining the relations 

that in turn define sets of objects. 

We recognize now that the set 0, the set of all objects, is one of these collections. The relationship 

between the members of this set is that every member is an object. Similar arguments may be made for 

each of the sets introduced in Chapter 9. 

10.2 Types of Objects 

One of the most natural and useful abstraction mechanisms for ordering (or classifying) entities is by 

structural (as opposed to behavioral) similarities of the entities. Sometimes called "classification" or 

"typing", this mechanism is also a basis of human cognitive function in general. Ordering schemes of this 

type are only partial because many such schemes may be imposed on the same collection of entities, each 

yielding a differently ordered collection. The human mind thinks about entities so grouped by thinking 

about an abstracted (or generalized) entity that captures only that which is common to the members of the 

collection and leaving indeterminate (or at least variable) other aspects of the members of the collection. 

In HM, the generalized, conceptual entity meant to represent a partially ordered collection of design 

entities is called a type. The partial orders that types impose on collections of entities define relationships 

shared by the members of the collections, thus making information regarding the members explicit. Since 

objects in HM model real world entities, and since objects are defined in terms of attributes, types in HM 

must model relationships between objects by modeling relationships between attributes of objects. 

The distinction between a type and the collection of objects that the type models must be kept clear. A 

collection of partially ordered objects is, essentially, a set of sets, and hence exists at a different degree of 

abstraction (or logical level) than do objects. A type, on the other hand, models a collection of objects, and 

therefore exists at the same logical level as do objects. This distinction becomes crucial if we are to insure 

that HM is consistent. The notion of logical levels descends from Russell's Theory of Logical Types [153] 

and is a generalized mechanism to distinguish between sets, based on the degree of abstraction required 

to create the sets. The Axiom-Schema of Separation, as it is used in [1,80,153] and by the author, implies 

this same distinction between logical levels. Thus, ZF supports the distinction of logical levels according 

to Russell's theory. The distinction is also important to HM. 
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The key to providing a consistent theory of design information lies with the Axiom of Separation, which 

we have already seen in Section 9.3. Again, our approach is to interpret the Axiom of Separation in terms 

of design considerations and eventually draw forth a group of predicates that can be substituted for tp in 

the Axiom which has meaning from a design standpoint. 

For a given object, we might expect predicates such as "This entity has a threaded shaft" or "This entity is 

made of cold-rolled steel". For a type collection, we might expect predicates such as "This entity is a bolt" 

or "This entity occupies space and is made of metal". In considering type collections, we disregard any 

predicates that depend on the values of attributes of objects; i.e. we know at once that a predicate such as 

"This entity is 3.5 centimeters long plus or minus 1 millimeter" applies to an object, while a predicate such 

as "This entity has a dimension that we call its length" is clearly a predicate on a type. The distinction 

is that the former is a predicate on a design entity and the latter is a predicate on an abstract entity that 

generalizes some aspect of the former. Also, the former mentions an attribute domain (length) and a range 

value (3.5 centimeters . .. ) while the latter mentions only a domain. 

In other words, the process of generalization of attributes involves neglecting the values of the attributes 

and dealing only with their domains. That is, attributes that are predicable on type collections are not 

predicable on design entities or the objects that model them, but on generalizations of the design entities. 

In a more practical sense, we may state this as follows: 

In HM, objects are typed (or classified) by their structure: similarities in structure are expressed by 

similarities in the domains of the attributes of objects. Attributes of objects are quantitative measures and 

represent in HM only those quantitative aspects of design entities. 

The criterion used to define a collection of objects is based on attribute domains. An object is included 

in the collection if the domains of all its attributes map identically to all the domains in the criterion. 

Information defining the criterion is supplied by the type. 

Axiom 5 (Abstraction of Structure) Abstraction of object structure is based on generalization of object 

attributes and results in types, which are objects that model collections of objects that share structural 

features. 

Let a type collection be denoted by CT. 
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Definition 6 (Type Collections) A type collection is a set of objects, the domains of the attributes of all 

the members of which are the same. 

3(CT) [v(X) [v(Y) R(X E CT) • (Y E CT)) (dom(X) = dom(Y))111 (10.1) 

We note that the phrases (X E CT) and (Y E CT) obey the rules of logical types (see Section 8.2.2). 

We can represent all the information necessary to define a collection CT for types by means of an object. 

Specifically, for a type collection CT, a type T is defined as an object whose domain is the same as the 

domain of every member of CT. This defines the minimum necessary information to capture the notion 

of type collections. 

Because types and type collections are based on object domains only (i.e. range information is ignored), 

then any member of a type collection CT can fill the role of type T. That is, for a type collection CT, 

we may take any member object from CT and successfully use it as a type for that type collection. Thus 

type objects T are not actual objects distinct from other objects, but are rather ordinary objects that we 

consider in the role of representatives of their type. 

We may denote the set of all types by T, therefore T E T and T C 0. 

We define the binary predicate IS_A to capture the type relationship between two objects. 

Definition 7 (The Typing Predicate) 

V(X) [V(Y) [IS_A(X, Y) (dom(X) = dorn(Y))11 . (10.2) 

The author notes that if Y were defined to be the type for its type collection, then IS_A could be used to 

determine if arbitrary objects were "of a given type". 

Furthermore, it is redundant to have more than one type object for a given type collection. However, 

nothing has been said yet that would prevent two objects of a given type collection from being considered 

types. We can capture the uniqueness of type objects using a notation suggested in [1] to indicate the 

existence of unique individuals. 
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Theorem 3 (Theorem of Type Uniqueness) 

V(CT) [!3(T)(T E CT)] • (10.3) 

The notation !3 means ".. . there exists exactly one . .". 

Now let us return to the Axiom of Separation. It is written: 

3(5) EV(x)((x E S) E ((x E A) • co(x)))] 

and states that there exists a subset Sofa set A all the members of which satisfy y (with no free occurrences 

of S in cp). 

With regard to types, the author interprets the axiom as follows: there exists a subset X of the set of all 

objects 0 all the members of which satisfy a predicate 0. In this case, 0 is the predicate that differentiates 

objects by type — in other words, IS_A. We can then write the Axiom of Separation for types in HM as 

the following axiom schema: 

Axiom 6 (Axiom of Types) 

V(Y) 3(CT) [V(X)((X E CT) Rx E 0) • IS.A(X, 37)] • (10.4) 

The space separating "V(Y)" from the rest of Equation 10.4 is a convention used in symbolic logic to 

indicate the extent of an axiom with respect to a set of entities. In this case, it binds the use of Y in the 

axiom so as to explicitly define the range of values that Y can attain within the axiom. 

Types themselves represent our abstract concepts of design entities based on their quantifiable attributes; 

they define the properties of a set of design entities without defining the degree to which each real world 

entity exhibits those properties. 

In attempting to relate objects and types, the distinction between types and the collections of objects that 

types model is essential. Collections of objects are not directly comparable to objects because they are of 

different degrees of abstraction (see Section 8.2.2); that is, apparently intuitive statements such as X n CT 
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and X E T are invalid, the system resulting from their inclusion would become inconsistent, and there 

would be no way of assuring that all statements that can be formulated in HM can be proved. On the other 

hand, statements of the form 0 n T = T, or X E CT, are acceptable because 0 and T, and X and CT, 

are of the same degree of abstraction. 

This is a good example of the power of set theory: it forces us to think more clearly by giving us a system 

wherein logical errors are more easily detectable, without restricting our freedom to express consistent, 

relevant information. The majority of logical errors are detectable because "statements" in HM are 

theorems; if they can be proved within the system, they are valid (correct). Not all errors can be caught 

this way because of the inherent incompleteness of formal systems (see Section 5.1). 

The relationship between a type and objects of that type (the type-object relationship) is a one-to-many 

relationship. But the relationship between an object and its type (the object-type relationship) is one-to-

one. We would have to be outside the system to "see" that the current object's type has more than one 

instance; this would introduce self-reference that we want to avoid. Because one-to-one relationships are 

dealt with in a straight-forward fashion with functions, and because of the added complexity of dealing 

with both objects and type collections of objects, HM models objects as having types, rather than types 

as having collections of objects. 

Furthermore, types collections (CT) are not considered to be primary entities in HM. Design entities 

are the only entities of primary importance, since they are identified with real-world entities relevant to 

designers. Types collections, though essential on the theoretical grounds discussed above, are derived 

from objects. They are thus regarded as mutable, built from objects that are known or presumed to exist 

in some way. This must be the case because the underlying requirements of the criteria for the formation 

of types can change during the course of a design process, or as our collective understanding of design 

evolves. If we were to define types as immutable structures, we would be locking ourselves in to a 

particular viewpoint of the nature of design which might turn out to be insufficient. 

10.3 Aggregations of Objects 

We have seen that types permit the ordering of objects, using abstraction of the attributes of objects. 
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An aggregate is also an ordering device for objects, but it works through a different abstraction mechanism: 

recursive containment. Put simply, an aggregate is just a collection of objects. Membership in aggregate 

collections is based on entirely arbitrary criteria that depend on the exigencies of the problem at hand. 

This distinguishes aggregates from types, for which the defining criterion is precise and known a-priori. 

Aggregates permit the hierarchical ordering of objects of the same degree of abstraction (i.e. aggregates 

cannot mix objects and types). Design is strongly hierarchical. Parts may be assemblies of other 

parts. Even processes (for example, a finite element analysis, or a machining process) are composed of 

subprocesses. The larger the design problem, the more important hierarchical ordering becomes. 

Once again, we rely on the Axiom of Separation to guide us in formalizing our notion of aggregates. In 

this case, we write the Axiom as follows: 

Axiom 7 (Trial Axiom-Schema of Aggregates) There exists a collection of objects CA, all the members 

of which satisfy a particular predicate b, 

3(CA) [V(X)((X E CA) Rx E 0) • (5(X)1)] • (10.5) 

CA is an aggregate collection, and 5 is one of a set of predicates A used to define membership in the 

aggregate object that model these collections. 

However, we observe that (1)CA and 0 are collections of objects; and (2) b applies only to single objects 

in CA. Defining b in terms of CA breaks the restriction of free variables on the axiom of separation. 

Therefore, axiom 7 itself is not enough to define the relationship between members in an aggregate. 

The generally accepted theory of classes of sets [170], which accounts not only for sets but also for 

collections of sets, achieves nothing for us except the replacement of predicates like b by classes of 

objects that are defined in terms of S. 

Alternatively, we might consider defining S in terms of ni c(a2) where ai E CA and Ci is some predicate 

constraining ai. But in this case each constraint depends on only one member of CA, whereas we need a 

single relationship over all the members of CA. 

To solve this problem, let us begin by saying that a relationship is needed to define the nature of the 

components' use in the assembly. The relationship takes the form of a constraint on the attributes of the 
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assembly (an aggregate object). Thus, the constraint is at the same logical level as the aggregate, not at 

the level of the objects that compose the aggregate. Let /C represent these constraints. 

In general, a constraint of this kind on an aggregate will not act on all the attributes in the aggregate. For 

example, a constraint defining the relationship between two links in a four-bar linkage need not act on the 

other links. So, in general, a constraint will act on a subset of the attributes of an aggregate. 

Now, a view (see Section 9.3) is a subset of an object. If we define a certain view of the aggregate 

to contain only the attributes acted upon by some aggregation constraint K, we may then say that the 

constraint acts on all the attributes of the view. Now, we can begin writing another axiom, based on views 

of an aggregate. Each constraint K can be used to define a view criterion -y, which in turn defines a view. 

Thus a collection of constraints Ki for an aggregate leads to a collection of view criteria -yi and a collection 

of view objects 'Vi. We now define CA more precisely: CA =df V. 

Axiom 8 (Axiom-Schema of Aggregates) There exists a collection of views CA of an aggregate object, 

all the members of which satisfy a particular predicate b. 

](CA) [V(V)((V E CA) E' RV E 0) • 6(V)])] 

where 6(V) must be true for all views in CA; that is, 

6(V) =cif Ki 

(10.6) 

(10.7) 

This equation will be true if at least one Ki is true. It is noted that this is counter-intuitive: we might have 

assumed that all constraints must be simultaneously true (i.e. ni KJ), but this is not the case. 

Since attributes appearing in more than one view object of an aggregate are identical (not only equal or 

equivalent — see Section 9.3), we can create the aggregate object itself by simple union: Y = UCA = 

A graphical depiction of the aggregation of four links to compose a four-bar linkage is given in Figure 

10.1, including the link objects ground, input, coupler and output, all views, view criteria •-yi and 

constraints Ki. 
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The predicate set A is an important one: its elements provide the means of defining all the necessary 

relationships in an aggregate object. The consequences of this statement are made quite clear by consid-

ering a simple physical assembly of components. Objects would model each component. An aggregate 

object would model the assembly. It would be the role of the 6 predicate for that assembly not only to 

partition objects according to which are needed in the assembly and which are not, but also to provide the 

exact relationship that exists between the components in the assembly. In other words, it is the aggregate 

predicates A that permit the definition of how components in a physical assembly mate, the tolerances of 

the fit, the manner in which the mating occurs (the assembly process itself) and so forth. 

An aggregate object need not contain only other objects, but can itself have attributes. One obvious 

example of the kind of attributes that an aggregate itself might have are size and shape. These clearly 

cannot be derived from the components of the aggregate alone (e.g. information about a bolt tells us 

nothing about the assembly in which the bolt is to be used). This too is permitted by HM. Aggregate 

objects, then, are not just sets of objects, but an object with attributes whose values are other objects. 

At this juncture, we could begin a detailed study of the properties of the predicates in A, but shall not. 

This document is meant to be both an overview of HM and a statement of the fundamental axioms that 

compose it. In this spirit, then, we defer such discussions to future work. 

10.4 Classes of Objects 

In addition to classification by structure using types, objects can be also classified by the function they 

are meant to provide. The importance of capturing semantic content of function is best exemplified by 

conceptual design. 

Conceptual design is one of the first steps in a design process, and has the greatest impact on downstream 

decisions [17,42,171]. In general, conceptual design is considered to be the mapping between the function 

provided by some entity and the physical specification of the entity. Very little is known about conceptual 

design and we do not presume a simple solution to the problem here. However, the author has devised a 

mechanism to ease the development of a system of classification by function. 

The mapping between structure and function is not necessarily one-to-one: a particular structural com-
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ponent may provide more than one function, or vice versa. The mechanism of types discussed in Section 

10.2 is inappropriate: the mapping between objects and types is one-to-one. Therefore, the structural 

properties of the entity do not capture semantics of function. A mechanism different from typing is 

required. 

The author defines a class of objects as an aggregate object whose members all represent design entities 

that exhibit a given function. HM considers inclusion of an object in a class sufficient to establish that the 

object exhibits a given function. 

It is unclear to the author at this time whether a class should include information for modeling of the 

function itself, or whether this information should be contained by the member objects, or by the IS 

function of the aggregate that relates them. The relationship modeled by the function would permit access 

to the members of the class, much as IS_A provides, but without the constraints that IS_A imposes on the 

attributes of member objects. 

10.5 Specialization and Generalization of Objects 

10.5.1 Specialization of Types 

The abstraction mechanism of specialization is implemented in HM by inheritance of type. Inheritance 

is a mechanism similar to aggregation, but is controlled by the operation of set union. 

The difference between inheritance and aggregation is very important from a semantic point of view. For 

example, to say that an automobile inherits the attributes of its engine (e.g. power) is meaningless; the 

reason why humans can make sense of such statements is because we can interpret it correctly and extract 

the necessary implicit information from the statement. However, this highly informal and subjective 

approach is very undesirable. The correct statement that can be supported by a formal theory would 

be that the automobile is an aggregate, one component of which is an engine that has a certain power 

rating. Because HM is meant to formalize design information, the distinction between aggregation and 

inheritance becomes essential. 

A type, then, is the union of all the attributes of the types that are inherited by it. Union of sets is very 
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well understood in set theory and provides a simple and rigorous way to formalize specialization through 

inheritance. 

Using the Axiom-Schema of Separation again, we can write the following. 

Axiom 9 (Axiom of Specialization) For a given type T, if there exists a collection of types Cs such that 

T contains all the attributes of all the members of C5, then T is said to inherit from the members of Cs, 

and T is a type specialized from the types in Cs. 

V(T) 3(C s) [V(U)((U E Cs) KU E T) • (U C T)])] • 

We can define the predicate INHERITS as: 

(10.8) 

Definition 8 (The Inheritance Predicate) 

V(T)[V(U) [INHERITS(T, U) -F... (U c T)]] . (10.9) 

The phrase INHERITS(T, U) is read "type T inherits the attributes of type U". 

As in the standard definition of the union operation, duplicate elements are excluded from the union set. 

The identity axiom (axiom 3) defines the criterion by which duplicates are identified in HM. 

In design, specialization is an important mechanism because it permits the creation of specialized types 

from a collection of more general, abstract types. It is, therefore, a top-down procedure. 

Design also tends to be a top-down process [43, 49, 69, 106, 126, 167, 172], moving from the general 

(conceptual design) to the specific (detailed design). This impacts on how we treat design information. 

Because design begins from the general and moves to the specific, we can expect that at an arbitrary point 

along the development of a design artifact, information regarding the artifact will be incomplete in detail. 

Specialization, then, being a top-down process, is used in HM to permit incomplete information about 

design entities to be captured in a consistent manner, and to permit the generation of (application) specific 

types from general types. 
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10.5.2 Generalization of Types 

Generalization is the inverse of specialization, and from the purely theoretic point of view of HM, the 

relationship between the two is bidirectional (i.e. specialization and generalization are opposites but 

equivalents). Thus: 

Axiom 10 (Axiom of Generalization) If all the members of a collection of types CG have some attributes 

in common, then there is a generalized type T that contains those common attributes, and all the types in 

CG inherit the common attributes from T. 

3(T) 3(CG)[V(U)((U E CG) RU E T) • (T C U)1)] • (10.10) 

Generalization is important to design too, for two reasons. The first is quite practical: in an environment 

where a number of types of design objects have been generated independent of each other, generalization 

provides a formal mechanism by which we can unify our models of the objects. This kind of unification 

minimizes the amount of information needed to completely specify a design artifact model, making the 

model simpler and clearerl . 

The second reason that generalization is important has to do with theoretic, taxonomic concerns. One 

obviously desirable goal in design theory is the generation of usable, globally applicable taxonomies 

of design entities. The issue of taxonomy in design theory was discussed in Section 4.2. Taxonomies 

themselves can help standardize our models of design entities and control the information required for the 

models. Generalization in HM gives us a very specific formal methodology for generating design entity 

taxonomies. Taxonomies resulting from the application of generalization to types in HM would result in 

inheritance networks of types that would permit the classification (at least in theory) of arbitrary kinds of 

design entities. The issues involved in generating such taxonomies are interesting and many, and are not 

dealt with specifically in this document. 

'This corroborates Suh's second axiom of information minimization [31]. 
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10.5.3 Relationship Between Specialization and Views 

Assume two types, T and U, and a view criterion -yd that only examines object domains. If the types are 

similar under the view criterion, then the view objects formed by application of the criterion to the type 

objects are identical. Therefore, the view object itself is seen as a type from which types T and U inherit 

attributes. This may be written in the notation of HM as 

Theorem 4 (Similarity of Types) 

V(T) [V(U) [Y(7d) [(VIEW(T, -yd) = VIEW( U, ryd) = V) (10.11) 

(INHERITS(T, V) • INHERITS(U, V))]]] . 

This further reinforces the importance of views as an organizational mechanism: we see that views can 

be used to define the conditions whereby inheritance between object types occurs. 

10.6 Summary 

The author has presented in this Chapter five ordering mechanisms for objects: typing (by structure), 

aggregation, classification (by function), specialization, and generalization. These five mechanisms 

provide the means of organizing collections of objects in meaningful ways (in a design context); such 

organization of information is essential to maximizing the amount of explicit information a designer has 

available to him/her, which in turn can decrease the chances of misinterpreting design information. The 

ordering mechanisms are based on ontological considerations of real-world entities, not on the empirical 

evidence as provided by the conventional understanding of design. In this way, independence from design 

is maintained; we may then be more confident of the universal applicability of these mechanisms. 



Chapter 11 

Discussion 

11.1 General Summary 

HM is an evolving, growing structure, but the core of the model as presented here is accurate and will not 

change as the model develops. HM is a variant of classical ZF set theory, extended and interpreted to suit 

engineering design information. HM provides the isomorphisms that permit us to view design information 

in an objective, formal way. Specifically, these isomorphisms permit design entities to be represented by 

sets that can be grouped into subsets using criteria all finding their roots in the Axiom of Separation as 

defined in ZF; that is, the organizational axioms of HM (Chapter 10) are all axiom sub-schema of the 

Axiom of Separation. 

Other researchers [162,173] have suggested extending formal systems to suit design, but the author is not 

aware of any attempts as detailed or well-grounded in accepted logic systems as is HM. 

HM is not intended to automate the design process, but rather to provide a structured notation that makes 

information about design entities clearer and thus permits the designer to apply whatever thought processes 

he/she prefers. The author perceives the designer as existing in a symbiotic relationship with design tools 

such as HM, rather than being replaced by them. 

HM is based on a functional model of the engineering design process that views design information as 

separate from the various processes that act on this information during the course of design development. 
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The key issue that permits HM to be stated at all is that therein the universe of discourse of ZF is restricted 

to only those entities pertinent to design. In this way, we can make more specific statements (i.e. axioms) 

than ZF alone permits. 

The axioms of ZF are not altered by HM, and no new primitives, connectives and quantifiers are introduced. 

For these reasons, we are assured that HM represents a valid, consistent formal system of logic [80] (with 

respect to set theory), specifically geared to design information. 

Objects are sets of attributes, and capture meaningful information about design entities. This provides 

a natural form of expression for design information because objects are conceptually equivalent to the 

entities they model. Attributes are defined in terms of domains and ranges; domains of attributes in 

HM include generalized dimensions of measurement. Views permit objects to be partitioned according 

to criteria specific to particular design tasks. Relations and functions are used to define general classes 

of operators on objects, and provide a flexible, extensible mechanism for the logical representation of 

various kinds of relationships and constraints. The specific relationships of structural similarity, functional 

similarity, aggregation, specialization, and generalization are all captured formally by HM. 

Since HM applies to different design tasks, such as solid modeling, analysis, and so on, it presents 

an integrated approach to the specification of design information that is extensible: new entities and 

relationships can be specified using the model without altering the model itself. 

HM provides (a) a basis for building taxonomies of design entities, (b) a generalized approach for making 

statements about design entities independent of how the entities were generated (i.e. independent of the 

design process used to create them) and (c) a formal syntactic notation for the standardization of design 

entity specification. 

11.2 Future Work 

There are various fronts on which work on HM can continue. The role of constraints in the hybrid model 

must be examined, and suitable theory generated. A review of the current literature indicates that relatively 

little work has been done in this area. This may be because the design entities that are constrained have 

been vaguely and/or imprecisely defined in the past. The formal understanding of these entities provided 
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by HM may also help us understand the constraint satisfaction problem better. 

Classification of design entities by function is another area where current understanding can be improved; 

emphasis will be placed on this in the future work of the author. 

Due to the hierarchical nature of design entities (particularly mechanical design entities), aggregation is 

a key abstraction mechanism. Further study of the A predicates that HM supports for the definition of 

aggregates is warranted. 

At the theoretical level, a formal theory of design information will be a useful tool for the study of the design 

process itself by providing a uniform lexicon and grammar for information specification. The author notes 

that it is possible to blend ZF and first order predicate calculus [80]. The predicate calculus is the formal 

basis of such tools as expert and knowledge processing systems. Also, fuzzy logic [147,148,174] presents 

a unique opportunity for representing the notion of uncertainty in purely formal terms. It is interesting 

to speculate on the nature of the combination of these tools with HM, and their possible applications to 

design theory. 

At a more practical level, application of the theory to real design environments has the potential to improve 

communications between designers by providing a common vocabulary, to assist in the standardization of 

design specifications, and to lead to new and more powerful software tools to aid the designer. The latter 

avenue is explored in the next Part of this document. 



Part IV 

ENGINEERING COMPUTATION 
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Chapter 12 

Introduction 

The work presented thus far has been quite abstract. This has been necessary because little fundamental 

work exists in the area. Because of its abstract nature, practical applications of the author's work may 

seem difficult to identify. In order to address this problem, the author has included a major application: the 

impact of HM on engineering computing. The intention is to extend the perspective afforded by HM into 

more practical issues of computation in design environments. In particular, a software system developed 

by the author, called DESIGNER, will be presented and discussed as a demonstration of the gains that can 

be expected from the application of formal techniques. 

The influence of computer technology in design has become a strong one. Computers and computer 

software systems are used in every aspect of the engineering enterprise, from concurrent engineering, 

to CAD and analysis, simulation, manufacturing and production, and marketing. Although some may 

argue that this dependence is somehow detrimental to the profession of engineering, there is little doubt 

that computer technology represents the only currently available, feasible means by which to control the 

complexity of the engineering enterprise. 

The Information Revolution the world is currently experiencing is related to its predecessor, the Industrial 

Revolution. "By dramatically reducing the costs of coordination and increasing its speed and quality, 

these new [information] technologies will enable people to coordinate more effectively, to do much more 

coordination and to form new coordination-intensive business structures [18]." Coordination, in this case, 

is the ability to organize, or order, what we do, and the information we use to do it. One of the principal 
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gains we may expect, then, from formal theories like HM is the ability to generate software systems far 

more capable than existing ones to assist designers in their work. Indeed, successful software systems 

based on formal theories can provide a strong indication of the suitability of the theories themselves. 

Currently available programming and database systems are insufficient for engineering applications [32, 

42]. The high degree of complexity of modem design artifacts, the richness of the number and kinds 

of interrelationships in information, and the imprecision with which terms (such as design intent and 

functional description) are used have all contributed to this problem. Today's continuing and ever-

increasing rate of new engineering software development makes it evident that these issues have not yet 

been addressed properly. 

As well, there have been a number of arguments made recently in favor of a "language-based approach" 

to design ( e.g. [162, 175]). Such an approach entails the development of languages that permit the 

expression of design information in a computational environment that do not tie the user to a single 

methodology or solution technique. In this way, relatively small languages can permit the capture of 

relatively large quantities of information, while permitting the users a certain freedom of expression that 

would be missing if a precise methodology had been specified. The author's approach throughout the work 

presented herein has been to separate information from procedures that use the information, at both the 

theoretical and practical levels. The language-based approach, then, is quite sympathetic to the author's 

approach, and the programming language to be described in this Part may be regarded as a contribution 

to such language-based research in design. 

The inherent complexity and relatively ad-hoc nature of the design enterprise can overwhelm even the 

most powerful systems. In order to combat this, engineering software developers and researchers have 

rightly searched for methodologies emphasizing organization and ordering of information: increasing the 

degree of organization in a collection of information makes it more accessible, more concise and less 

likely to be a source of error for designers. However, the exact nature of the organizational forms that 

would best suit the engineering enterprise in general have to date eluded discovery. 

One problem not addressed in other current research in this area is that of general engineering computing 

[173]. Not since the creation of Fortran has a language been targeted intentionally for use by engineers 

(with the possible exception of Ada, whose success in this area has yet to be proven). Considering 

the great evolution that has occurred in design, it is not surprising that Fortran is unable to meet the 
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programming requirements of modem engineering enterprises. Given the high degree of complexity of 

design information, it is important that the paradigm match the conceptual model of the users. 

In order to motivate the arguments presented in this work, we shall begin by examining the relationship 

between software systems and engineering in an abstract way. This will permit us to distinguish between 

the general exigencies of engineering computing and the requirements of particular software systems. 

The domain of a software system is the collection of the kinds of problems to which the system can 

be applied. The software system maintains an internal computational model of its domain; that is, the 

system is a manifestation of this model. This domain-specific computational model is a unification of 

a formal conceptual model plus a general model of computation. For example, continuum mechanics 

and mathematics provide a formal model for finite element analysis; this, combined with a programming 

environment (which is a manifestation of a general model of computation), provides the computational 

model for finite element software systems. 

Engineers use a software system to solve problems within the system's domain; they are using the 

system's model of the problem domain to perform a given task. In order to do this, they must at least 

have some understanding of the system's computational model. This includes the formal model and also 

(unfortunately) some aspects of the general computational model. 

However, the users also have their own mental, or cognitive, models of the problem domain. If the 

user's model of the domain is incompatible with either the formal domain model inherent in the software 

system or the computational model of the software system itself, an impedance mismatch [27] results. 

As the name implies, an impedance mismatch represents an efficiency loss in information modeling. In 

this sense, the word "efficiency" refers to the ability of a system (formal or software) to precisely and 

correctly model necessary information in a timely manner with respect to the user's model. The greater 

the mismatch, the less usable the software system becomes, and the more likely inefficiencies and errors 

will dominate its use. 

Impedance mismatches between the author's formal domain model (HM) and the user's cognitive model 

are handled by the isomorphism described in Part III. The isomorphism provides a correspondence 

between the formal system and design information that effectively eliminates impedance mismatches 

arising from the use of HM in a design environment. In this Part, the author is concerned primarily with 

controlling impedance mismatches between the computational models of engineering software systems 
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and the user's cognitive model. 

Impedance mismatches are not bugs. Bugs are simple mechanical errors remedied in a relatively straight-

forward way. Rather, impedance mismatches arise from limitations in the programming paradigm selected 

for the design and implementation of the software system. These mismatches are problematic. They define 

from the outset the limits of the software system's functionality, and guide the programmers throughout 

the development of the system. The paradigm provides the conceptual framework for general computation 

within which the software will be created. Any limitations in this framework will be inherited by the 

software. If the selected paradigm is incompatible with the formal model of the problem domain or 

the users' cognitive model, the resulting software will be clumsy and error-prone, and its results will be 

difficult to interpret and use. But most importantly, there is no simple solution to this kind of impedance 

mismatch short of choosing another programming paradigm and rewriting the software from scratch. 

Clearly, then, the investigation and selection of programming paradigms is the key to controlling mis-

matches and improving the quality of software systems. Engineering researchers, as experts in the problem 

domain for which suitable software systems are to be developed, are likely candidates to be able to carry 

out such investigations successfully. 

The author expects that successful efforts will bring to existence entirely new programming paradigms 

evolved from existing ones, but significantly different in the computational models they support. These 

models will be based on formal theories about design that are currently under development by many 

different researchers, thus providing continuity of formal rigor from the domain model through to the 

implementation of support software. The design theories will provide the necessary formal background, 

and the computational models will provide the bridge from the purely theoretic world to the software 

systems that will be able to address real engineering problems. 

In the Sections that follow, a programming language for design information, called DESIGNER, will be 

introduced and discussed. DESIGNER is an implementation of a computational model based on HM, and 

must thus satisfy its axioms. Since HM describes the structure of design information without making 

statements about the use of that information, DESIGNER will deal with static data modeling only; that 

is, it will deal with the representation of information, not with its manipulation. Chapter 13 presents 

the requirements for a new computational paradigm for engineering. Based on these requirements, three 

programming paradigms are identified as the bases of the current work. Chapter 14 then introduces 
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certain key notions and the basic syntactic forms of the DESIGNER language. Chapter 15 follows up with 

several examples indicating how the DESIGNER language can capture design information effectively and 

concisely. 



Chapter 13 

Requirements for a New Programming 

Paradigm 

Many different programming paradigms have been used to develop engineering software, including 

functional, logic, imperative, object-oriented, and relational [176-178]; none have succeeded universally. 

The latest attempts, and those showing the most promise, are those that blend two or more paradigms. 

This is because each paradigm alone represents a particular projection of the "real" world to that of 

computation; that is, each paradigm performs only certain classes of computations very well, and in their 

purest forms do so to the exclusion of other kinds of computation. Although there are many problem 

domains where one paradigm alone can perform well, engineering, for all its complexity, is not one of 

them. Engineering problems can cover both numeric and geometric domains, both the precisely analytic 

and the numerically approximated, the ethereal (for example, using chaos theory to model turbulent fluid 

flow) and the practical (manufacturing process planning, amongst others). Clearly, an appropriate solution 

for the engineering enterprise must perform computations efficiently, yet remain flexible enough to meet 

its widely divergent requirements. 

Some of the requirements of a new programming paradigm for engineering have already been mentioned. 

To reiterate, a candidate paradigm must: (a) be supported by a formal model of the application domain; (b) 

capture the complex data structures typical of many engineering applications; (c) capture and manage the 

rich interrelationships that exist between these structures; (d) be representable by a formal computational 
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model; and (e) eliminate, or at least minimize, impedance mismatches. The author considers one other goal 

as well: the paradigm should provide an environment for continued research in engineering computing 

and design theory. 

It is noted that due to the current lack of formalism in engineering design, it is difficult to expect the 

immediate satisfaction of some of these requirements. We can, however, use such formalization as 

currently exists, and tailor our results in the future as our understanding deepens. Thus flexibility becomes 

another goal of the paradigm. In this context, flexibility is the ability to try new programming and modeling 

techniques easily without significant alterations to existing software. We may in this way substitute our 

lack of formal understanding of design with empirical analysis and the ability to experiment. 

The author has identified three programming paradigms as being of particular relevance in engineering 

applications: functional programming, semantic data modeling and object-orientation. We now briefly 

introduce these paradigms. 

13.1 Functional Programming 

The fundamental paradigm of functional programming is that a computation can be represented by a 

collection of (possibly complex) operations acting on (relatively simple) data structures. In the ideal 

case, no assignments ever occur, that is, there are no variables in functional programs, only functions and 

constants (e.g. numbers, strings, etc.). Though this approach is very elegant from a theoretical point of 

view, it does not take into account the exigencies of practical computation; for example, the integer 10 

is represented in a purely functional environment as the application of a function called successor 

to the integer 0 ten times. In a real programming environment, the computational overhead of such 

an approach would be completely unacceptable. Thus, most functional languages permit at least single 

assignment, i.e. a variable can be assigned a value only once during its lifetime. One does not change 

the value of a variable, but rather eliminates it in favor of an entirely new variable that has the new value 

assigned to it. This approach, though an acceptable compromise between the practical and theoretical 

aspects of computation, results in a computational model that is rather counter-intuitive and difficult to 

use, especially by people unaware of the theory of functional programming. To offset this, many currently 

popular functional languages (particularly LISP and Scheme) permit multiple assignment, but only in 
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certain controlled ways. Although it is commonly said that the functional paradigm does not permit the 

capture of state, this is a misconception. Functional programming only requires that manipulation of the 

state of a program be explicit. This ensures that unwanted and often difficult to identify side-effects do not 

occur in functional programs. References [176,179,180] discuss various aspects of functional languages, 

and [181] discusses some of the advantages of using the functional paradigm in engineering applications. 

One of the most novel ideas of the LISP family of functional languages is that of meta-circularity. A 

meta-circular language is defined largely in terms of itself, turning programs written in that language 

into extensions of the language itself. This permits the creation of self-modifying programs and active 

data structures. Meta-circularity also unifies the roles of programmer and user: it becomes easier for the 

"programmer" to understand the user's needs and for the "user" to have control over software programmed 

by others. It also permits the development of software in modular layers, all written in the same language, 

each layer expanding upon the capabilities of the preceding layers. 

The ability of these languages to treat programs as data (i.e. perform symbolic computation [179]) is of 

particular advantage in applications involving design information modeling. We can write functions that 

can examine design models and check for satisfaction of various kinds of constraints. The constraints 

may be specific to the domain (e.g. constraining weight or size of a component in an assembly), but they 

may also be computational in nature (e.g. database integrity constraints, normalization, etc.). We can thus 

unite database schema and instances of those databases (i.e. models of actual design artifacts), treating 

them with a single language and computational paradigm. This further integrates the roles, and thus blurs 

the distinction, between programmer and user. 

The greatest advantage of functional programming is the sound and detailed theoretical background upon 

which it rests [99, 182]. Firstly, the A-calculus presents a general mathematical theory of functions, and 

is based on set theory. Secondly, denotational semantics provides a notation (based on the A-calculus) 

for the representation and study of computation, permitting the evaluation and manipulation of programs 

as if they were algebraic expressions. Such formal computational theories provide the bridge between a 

formal design theory, and the implementation of software systems based on that theory. 

Although Scheme and LISP are rather similar, Scheme [183-185] was chosen as the base language for 

DESIGNER because its semantics is defined in much more formal terms than LISP. This means Scheme 

exhibits a higher degree of robustness and formal rigor than its predecessor. A particular implementation 
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of Scheme, Elk [186], was used because because it provides certain implementation features that made the 

development of DESIGNER quicker and easier in a uNDcl environment. It is noted, however, that DESIGNER 

has also been ported to another version of Scheme, called SCM2, which is more rigorously adherent to 

the existing Scheme standard [184] than is Elk. This indicates conclusively that DESIGNER is a legitimate 

extension of Scheme. 

Finally, it is noteworthy that there has been some effort [181, 187] to study and implement the notion of 

a database based on the functional paradigm. The significant advantage of the functional paradigm in 

this area is that the explicit management of program state can make database update management and 

normalization easier than in conventional approaches. 

The one notable disadvantage of the functional programming paradigm is that complex data structures 

are normally not supported. This restricts the organizational structures that can be imposed on design 

information. However, as will be demonstrated below, this deficiency can be remedied by the use of 

concepts from object-orientation. Although recently developed functional languages (e.g. ML, Haskell) 

have richer type systems3 and data structures, it is not yet clear how these mechanisms can be best used in 

an engineering environment. As well, the type systems supported by these languages are not necessarily 

compatible with the formal design theories they are intended to support. The author therefore favors the 

use of an untyped language (like Scheme) into which can be built whatever type information is found 

necessary. 

13.2 Semantic Data Modeling 

Semantic data modeling was originally conceived of to permit the creation and description of data schema 

that would then be coded into relational implementations [111]. It presented the advantage of ignoring 

implementation issues in favor of achieving a deeper conceptual understanding of the problem domain. 

Implementation issues were then dealt with using the relational data model [108]. Eventually, it was 

recognized that there were application domains where the richer assortment of abstraction mechanisms 

1UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. 
2SCM is maintained by Aubrey Jaffer, copyright 01989 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 
3In computational theory, type systems deal with the specification of kinds of data structures (e.g. integers, character strings, 

records, procedures, etc.). This is not to be confused with the use of the term "type" in HM. 
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available in semantic modeling would be of great advantage. Engineering was identified as one such 

domain. Since then, a number of different semantic data models have been generated and implemented. 

Two good surveys of the field are [28,111]. 

Because of the diversity of approaches taken by various researchers in semantic data modeling, it is 

difficult to identify key notions representative of the general approach. However, one very relevant notion 

has found use in the definition and implementation of DESIGNER, and is worthy of note here. Attributes 

of data structures in semantic data models are regarded as functions mapping one (group of) object(s) to 

another (group of) object(s). This is noticeably different from the view taken in object-orientation (see 

below), wherein attributes are commonly seen as constituent parts of data objects and are thus considered 

more structural than procedural. For example, given some objects modeling engines and some other 

objects modeling fuels, semantic modeling would define an attribute uses - fuel as a function mapping 

engine objects to fuel objects; alternatively, in object-orientation, an attribute fuel would be a component 

of engine objects whose values are chosen from available fuel objects. 

The author has found that the semantic modeling view of attributes is quite useful in implementing an 

object-oriented system within a functional language (i.e. DESIGNER). This is particularly interesting 

because it indicates a relationship between two very different computational paradigms (functional and 

object-oriented programming) by way of a data modeling system not originally intended for such a 

purpose. Exactly how attributes are dealt with in DESIGNER will be discussed in the Sections to follow. 

13.3 Object-Orientation 

Object-orientation has had as its goal, since its origins in the language Simula, the modeling of entities of 

interest to the user in a very high-level and thus usable manner [188]; in other words, object-orientation 

permits the creation of software models of "real-world" entities that are very similar to the users' mental 

models of those entities. By definition, then, object-orientation has at least the potential of minimizing 

impedance mismatches in applications where the information to be modeled must be presented and 

manipulated in as straight-forward a manner as possible [27], such as engineering design. 

An object is generally defined as an entity that can capture all relevant information about a particular 

real-world entity. Objects encapsulate their implementation, thus making their usage entirely independent 
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of how they function internally. This frees the user from having to understand the details of how the 

data structures operate. Encapsulation has been shown to provide many advantages in the development 

and use of software from the points of view of both computer science [159, 188-190] and engineering 

[25,112,191,192]. 

Communication between an object and another object or a user occurs by passing messages between 

objects; a message is a request that an operation be carried out by an object or group of objects. Objects 

can be active (dispatching messages to each other) passive (requiring an external agent for message 

dispatch), or some mix of the two. Similar kinds of objects can be grouped together in various ways, 

permitting different organizations of collections of objects that reflect the requirements of the problem 

domain. These abstraction mechanisms are particularly important in a domain like engineering, where 

the nature of relationships between data can be both very complex and very important. 

The greatest advantage of object-oriented systems is that they permit the modeling of complex, highly 

interrelated entities (such as those found in an engineering environment) in a more simple, flexible and 

elegant way than can other programming paradigms. The principal disadvantage of object-oriented 

systems is that there is still no consensus on exactly what the nature of objects should be: there are 

no formal models for computing with objects. It should be noted, however, that there are a number of 

on-going research efforts aimed at providing a more formal footing for object-orientation (e.g. [193-195]) 

both as a programming paradigm and as a database model. 

The author has identified three parameters that individuate object-oriented technologies. These parameters 

are discussed here insofar as selection of alternative approaches based on them helped form the overall 

structure Of DESIGNER. 

13.3.1 Message Passing Protocols 

The first parameter deals with protocols for message passing. A recent report by the Object Oriented 

Database Task Group of ANSI [196] differentiates between two kinds of message passing protocols. The 

first, classical message passing, is similar to that provided by languages like SMALLTALK-80 [197] and 

C++ [198]. The protocol defines a particular object as the recipient of the message. The message contains 

a selector, which is used by the receiver to identify a suitable procedure (called a method) to be invoked. 
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Methods are defined within object classes (see below). Other arguments to the method may also be 
provided by the message. The method is evaluated with respect to the receiver of the message and the 
result is returned to the sender of the message. 

The second form of message passing is called generalized or canonical message passing. In this protocol, 
a message takes the form of a function call. There is no explicitly defined receiver, rather, all objects 
are passed as arguments and treated equally. The result of the evaluation of the message is returned to 
whatever environment originally dispatched it. 

The classical message passing protocol permits methods to be associated only with those objects for which 
evaluation of the message is meaningful. Depending on the approach taken to define methods, this can 
improve encapsulation and is thus advantageous. However, it can also introduce asymmetry in the way 
actions on objects are regarded by the user. 

For example, in SMALLTALK-80, the message 3 + 4 is evaluated as follows: the object identified as 3 
is sent the expression + 4; a method associated with the appropriate class of objects is identified based 
on the receiver (in this case, integer addition) and evaluated by taking the value of the argument (4) and 
adding it to the value of the receiver. Now, if we had previously defined x 4-  3 and y <— 4, evaluation 

of the message x + y would result in x taking the value 7, while y's value remained 4. The asymmetry 
is manifested in the different roles played by the two terms x and y: although they would conventionally 
be considered equivalent in that they both simply represent values, classical message passing causes the 

role of x to be active and that of y to be passive. This asymmetry can become confusing, especially in 

more complicated cases typical in design. Furthermore, classical message passing causes side-effects; 

that is, the change in the value of x is an implicit change in the state of the program that is uncontrollable 

by the user. The existence of side-effects can prevent verification of software models of design entities; 

they are thus detrimental to the construction of reliable software systems. 

On the other hand, the canonical message passing protocol would evaluate x + y by using the function + 

to create a new object whose value is the sum of the arguments. This form eliminates the asymmetry and 

appeals to the intuition more than the classical form. The function is not bound directly to a type or class 

of object. Though this may be seen as a violation of encapsulation (i.e. the function is not defined within 

an object class), techniques exist to offset this loss while maintaining the advantages of the classical form. 

These techniques will be discussed below in conjunction with the description of DESIGNER. 
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Finally, the canonical message passing protocol eliminates the requirement for the special meta-variable 
self, which refers to the receiver of a message. In the classical protocol, methods are attached to object 
classes; there is no way to determine a-priori which particular object will have to evaluate a given method 
in response to a message. Therefore, there is no a-priori way to identify the receiver of a message. To 
circumvent this problem, researchers use a special variable commonly named self which, at any point in a 
computation, identifies the receiver of the currently active method. The problem is that self is an inherently 
self-referential structure, and makes verification of programs and software models very difficult. Since the 
canonical message passing protocol does not explicitly associate methods with objects or object classes, 
there is no need for this special variable, and we are spared a great deal of complexity. 

13.3.2 Abstraction Mechanisms 

The second issue regards the abstraction mechanisms used to group objects. There are two abstraction 
mechanisms currently competing as the principal mechanism for this purpose: classes and prototypes. 

They are both based on grouping objects by similarities in their properties. Generally known as "clas-
sification" or "typing", this mechanism is also a basis of human cognitive function in general, and is 

recognized as such by psychologists, philosophers, and artificial intelligence researchers [28,131, 166]. 

Classes are the older of the two forms, and are used in such languages as SMALLTALK-80 and C++. 

They define the structure and behavior of collections of objects. Classes are more abstract entities than 

are objects: the latter describe real entities to be modeled, whereas the former describe the objects 

themselves. They are commonly dealt with using the same syntactic forms as plain objects (instances), 

but have significantly different semantics. 

Prototypes, on the other hand, are plain objects that are used as templates to create other objects. They are 

entirely different from classes because classes are more abstract modeling entities than objects, whereas 

any object may be a prototype. Thus, the same syntax and semantics can be used uniformly throughout 

prototype-based systems. 

Prototype-based languages have the potential to replace class-based systems as the standard for object-

oriented programming because prototype-based computational models are simpler than class-based ones, 

but retain the full expressive power of the latter [199]. 
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There are problems with class-based systems that are dealt with better by prototypes, especially in engi-

neering computing. Firstly, schema — or meta-data — evolution is orthogonal to the development of objects 
in class-based systems, because classes and their instance objects are of different degrees of abstraction. 

In prototype-based systems, there is no orthogonality. This simplification can be of great assistance 
especially in engineering, where relationships are already complex without the added requirements of 

different orthogonal systems for data and meta-data. Secondly, version control, which is very important 

in maintaining accurate histories of designs, is greatly simplified in prototype-based systems. Thirdly, 

one-of-a-kind modeling of design artifacts is much more straight-forward using prototypes, since there is 

no need to generate classes for which there will ever be only single instances. SELF [200] is one system 

that has been demonstrated to provide potentially all of the benefits of classes while maintaining the higher 

flexibility associated with prototypes. 

13.3.3 Hierarchical Construction of Objects 

The final issue that distinguishes various object-oriented languages is the manner by which hierarchies of 

objects are constructed. Again, there are two principal alternatives. In inheritance, given a message, the 

corresponding method is searched for and used by the receiver in the evaluation process. The criterion 

upon which the search process is based depends on prescribed relations between various object classes. 

One class inherits from a super-class if its instances respond to all the messages to which instances of the 

super-class also respond. In other words, the receiver of a message in inheritance-based systems evaluates 

methods that have been located in other objects. 

Delegation, on the other hand, can be viewed as message transformation: given a certain message, the 

delegation constructs and transmits a new message based on the given one. The new message replaces 

the original and is re-dispatched in its place. Thus, in delegation-based systems, the receiver object is 

sent as an additional argument to whatever object has the method used to evaluate the message; this is 

the converse of what happens in inheritance-based systems. In general, inheritance is used in class-based 

languages and delegation is used in prototype-based languages. Though both these approaches have been 

used in various language implementations to date, neither has shown marked advantages over the other. 
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13.4 Combining Object-Orientation and Functional Programming 

Although functional programming and object-oriented programming are often considered to be at opposite 

ends of the language spectrum, it is interesting to note that many functional languages have had object-

based or object-oriented extensions for some time. Scheme (and LISP) have both been used to generate 

object-oriented systems [201-206], but almost all these systems have been class-based. Some systems 

(e.g. [2071) have supported prototypes rather than, or in addition to, classes, but none of these efforts 

capture the intention of a system that would be useful for design. They are general purpose programming 

languages or platforms for language research, and too primitive to be applied to formal design theories 

such as HM. 

It may be argued that a distinct similarity exists between the theoretical notions of an object and a 

closure [208]. A closure is a data structure often used in functional programming to represent the 

conjunction of a function with an environment, providing values for any variables or identifiers not 

otherwise defined within the function itself. Both objects and closures are capable of capturing the state 

of a computation. Although this similarity is quite evident, it is not sufficient to completely unify the two 

programming paradigms. However, it is a good sign, and indicative of possibilities for success. 

One distinct difference between functional and object-oriented programming that must be reconciled in 

any attempt to merge the two is the issue of static versus dynamic scope. In static scoping, values for 

variables may be identified by static lexical analysis of the program text. This means that the environment 

used to evaluate a given function is the environment that was current when the function was defined. In 

dynamically scoped systems, the environment used to evaluate a function is that which exists when the 

function is called. Arguably, functional programming is at its best in a statically scoped system [176], 

whereas, since the first version of SMALLTALK-80, object-oriented languages have favored dynamic 

scoping. Various approaches have been suggested in the literature [176,202,209]; a definitive solution to 

the problem does not appear to exist yet. The author's approach takes advantage of multiple assignment in 

Scheme to provide the minimal dynamic scope needed to support encapsulation of state. It is interesting to 

note, however, that the first object-oriented language, Simula, used static rather than dynamic scope [209]. 
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13.5 Summary 

This Chapter has introduced the requirements for a new programming paradigm for design, and identified 

three key existing paradigms that can be used to meet these requirements. The two principal requirements 

are: that the paradigm model design information in as direct a manner as possible (so as to eliminate or at 

least minimize impedance mismatches), and that formal rigor be maintained as far as possible between the 

formal domain model (HM) and the implementation of the programming paradigm as a real computerized 

tool. Object-orientation provides the modeling constructs needed to meet the first requirement, while 

functional programming provides the degree of formalization needed to meet the second requirement. 

Also, notions from semantic data modeling provide a unique, expressive and efficient mechanism for the 

treatment of attributes (as defined in HM) within a computational framework. 



Chapter 14 

Concepts and Forms in Designer 

This Chapter introduces the key notions and syntactic forms of DESIGNER, a prototype-based object-

oriented language implemented in Scheme. The primary goal of this exposition is to demonstrate (a) how 

object-oriented and functional programming can be effectively combined, and (b) that there are significant 

advantages in the use of formal tools to design and build software systems for engineering applications. 

Only the principal DESIGNER forms will be introduced in this Chapter. Other, ancillary forms will be 

introduced in the next Chapter as required for the various examples. 

In order to avoid circularity within the definition of DESIGNER, a distinction is made between actions 

of objects, and actions on objects. This distinction prevents the definition of DESIGNER from being 

self-referential. Since DESIGNER is meant to satisfy HM, which is not self-referential, it too must not be 

self-referential. 

Actions of objects are the operations they are meant to carry out. Requests for such operations take the 

form of messages. Actions on objects occur at a different degree of abstraction; in DESIGNER, these 

actions are captured by regular Scheme functions. 
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14.1 Syntactic Conventions 

Since DESIGNER is an extension of Scheme, it obeys Scheme's syntactic rules. Scheme is similar to LISP 

in that its fundamental structure is a list, denoted by values enclosed in parentheses. Function calls take 

the form of lists whose first element is the name of the function. For example: ( + 3 4) is a function call 

to +, with arguments 3 and 4. In the general case, we write a kind of statement (i.e. a form) in DESIGNER 

using the format: 

(FUNCTION-NAME ARGUMENT ARGUMENT—) 

where capitalized words represent the denotation intended of data in those relative positions within the 

call. An ellipsis (.. .) indicates zero or more items of the same kind as that immediately preceding it. 

Thus we could generalize ( + 4 5) as: 

(ARITH-OP NUMBER. . . ) 

where ARITH-OP stands for any arithmetic operator and NUMBER. . . stands for a sequence of at least 

one number'. 

Comments in Scheme are started by a semicolon and continue to the end of the line. 

14.2 Creating Objects 

Objects in DESIGNER are representations of objects as defined in HM. A DESIGNER object is a passive 

store of attributes; this treatment is in keeping with the selected message-passing mechanism (see Section 

14.6, below), the general philosophy of the functional paradigm, and the definition of objects in HM. 

There are three ways to create new objects in DESIGNER. The first is through the use of gen-object: 

(gen-object ) 

11n Scheme, arithmetic operators can take any number of arguments; for example ( + 2) simply returns 2, and ( + 3 4 5 
6) returns 18. 
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This is the most primitive object-forming function. It returns a new, empty data structure representing 

an object. The object has no attributes, will respond to no messages, and is in no way related to any 

other object. At the user's level, this function is of little use; however, it is at the heart of all other more 

sophisticated object-forming functions. 

An object is implemented as a vector2 containing (a) a list of the object's attributes, (b) a list of the object's 

parents, and (c) a list of constraint relationships between attributes in that object. The notions of parents 

and constraints will be discussed below. 

Secondly, existing objects can be cloned to form new ones using the form: 

(clone OBJECT) 

The argument of clone may be any object. A clone has all the attributes of its parent, the object from 

which it was cloned. The parent is the prototype for the new object. The attributes of the new object 

are automatically initialized to have values equal to the values of the parent's attributes. The parent/child 

relationship between an object and its clones is similar to the relationship between classes and instances in 

languages like SMALLTALK-80, in that the parent provides the information needed to define the structure 

of the child. Cloning is generally not intended for the user, but can be utilized in creating hierarchies of 

objects and quickly creating copies of objects. 

The third way to create objects is with the new form: 

(new PARENT-SPEC ATTR-SPEC INIT-SPEC) 

Because DESIGNER is a prototype-based language without the notion of object classes, new provides the 

functionality to instantiate existing prototypes as well as the functionality to create new prototypes. It re-

places both the class instantiation and subclassing mechanisms in conventional object-oriented languages. 

It is noted that new satisfies the axiom of specialization in HM. 

PARENT-SPEC is either a single object or a parenthesized list of objects that will be the parents of 

the new object. The set of attributes of the new object is the cartesian product of the attribute sets of its 

2Scheme vectors are fixed-length sequences whose values are indexed much as one-dimensional arrays are accessed. Fur-
thermore, the elements of a vector may be arbitrary Scheme objects, including number, strings, functions, etc. 
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parents. Since an object can have more than one parent, DESIGNER provides a kind of multiple inheritance. 

However, the axiom of specialization in HM restricts objects to be formed only by a union operation of 

disjoint parent objects; that is, the parents of an object cannot share attributes. 

Other attributes not available in any of the parent objects can be defined by means of ATTR- SPEC, a list 

of attribute specifications. If no extra attributes are needed to define a new object, an empty list, ( ) , must 

appear as the second argument of new. The exact syntax of attribute specifications is described in the 

next Section. 

Finally, INIT- SPEC is a sequence of forms providing initial attribute values. The syntax of an 

INIT-SPEC form is: 

(ATTRIBUTE-NAME INITIAL-VALUE) 

where ATTRIBUTE-NAME is the symbol by which a particular attribute is identified, and INITIAL -VALUE 

is a DESIGNER form that is evaluated to provide the initial value of that attribute. Only those attributes for 

which default values are insufficient need be initialized; default values are taken from the parents of the 

new object. 

All constraints are checked before a final value is returned from new. 

Finally, some general remarks regarding these forms are in order. 

Identity of objects is based on the corresponding axiom in HM (axiom 3). To be exact, two objects 

are identical if the sets of attributes of the objects correspond, and if the values of the members of each 

corresponding pair of attributes are equal. 

All the object-forming functions described above permit at most the addition of attributes to objects; no 

facility is currently provided for the removal of attributes. 

A clone keeps track of all of its parents. The sequence containing all parents of an object, all parents of 

the parents, and so on, is called the lineage of an object. Any object occurring in the lineage of an object 

is referred to as an ancestor of the object. Information regarding parents of objects is important for two 

reasons. First, it is used to create attributes in cloned objects, thus defining object state. Second, it permits 

sharing procedural information between objects of similar kinds: since an object knows what objects it 

descends from, it can behave like its parents. 
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The author has found that a prototype-based approach can also capture the conventional notion of object 
classes. In fact, the definition of a class-like object using only the low-level functions provided by 
DESIGNER'S prototype system has been successfully implemented. This supports the notion that the 
prototype-based approach is at once more general than, yet as equally expressive as, the class-based 
approach of languages like SMALLTALK-80. 

14.3 Attributes 

Attributes in DESIGNER are constrained values stored in objects. The constraints limiting the types of 
values an attribute can have are referred to as domain constraints. Examples of domain constraints 
include integer? and Cuboid? which are unary predicates that return True only if their arguments 
are integers or "Cuboids", respectively. The domain of an attribute in DESIGNER is the set of values 
that satisfies the attribute's domain constraint. Attributes are identified by a name unique among all the 

attributes of an object. 

Attributes are added to objects when they are created, using the new form introduced above. Attributes 
are defined within new by giving a specification of its component parts using the syntax: 

(NAME DOMAIN INITIAL-VALUE) 

where NAME is the name by which the attribute shall be identified , DOMAIN is a unary predicate defining 

the domain constraint, and INITIAL-VALUE is an optional initial value. If the initial value is omitted, 

the attribute is given the value no-val, a special symbol in DESIGNER indicating no assignment has 

been made. no-val satisfies any constraint in DESIGNER, and is intended to differentiate between object 

creation and assignment of values to object attributes. Such a distinction is important because a user will 

often know that a certain object will be used, but may not a-priori know exactly what the specific nature 

of the object will be [2]. 

When an attribute is defined, DESIGNER automatically defines a query function, used to query the attribute 

for its value, and a setter function, used to set its value. The syntax of these two kinds of functions is 

given as: 

(QUERY-FN OBJECT) 
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(SETTER-FN OBJECT VALUE) 

A query function takes an object as its single argument and returns the current value of the corresponding 

attribute in that object. A setter function takes an object and a value as its arguments and assigns the value 

to the corresponding attribute in that object. Assignment occurs if the domain constraint is satisfied; if a 

domain constraint violation occurs, an error message is displayed and no assignment occurs. 

The names of query and setter functions are based on the name of the attribute. For example, creating an 

attribute named length causes the creation of a query function named ? length and a setter function 

named length : . ? length and length: will function correctly for all objects with an attribute 

named length, and are created only once. This convention does not clash with Scheme's convention of 

naming predicates with a trailing question mark, yet provides sufficient connotation to make the meaning 

of these functions clear. 

The query and setter functions of an attribute are representative of the attribute itself; the implementation 

of attributes in DESIGNER is not visible to the user. From the user's point of view, these functions are the 

attribute. Thus we are taking advantage of the semantic data model's notion of attributes as functional 

mappings between objects. 

We note finally that the setter function makes use of the set! primitive in Scheme to alter the state of 

an attribute in an object. The author feels justified in this "corruption" of the functional paradigm insofar 

as attribute state is strongly encapsulated within objects; the side-effects are therefore controlled by the 

semantics of the setter function and beyond the reach of other objects and the user. 

14.4 Constraints between Attributes 

Domain constraints on single attributes are defined via domain predicates. Constraints can also be imposed 

between many attributes in a given object. These constraints are referred to as object constraints, and are 

defined using the following form: 

(constrain OBJECT ((NAME_.) FORM_.) _.) 
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where OBJECT is the object to be constrained, (NAME. . . ) is a list of the attribute names involved in 
the constraint, and the remaining forms FORM.. . are the body of the constraint, the evaluation of which 
should return a boolean value. To facilitate adding many constraints to a single object, more than one 
constraint can be given in each constrain form. 

Object constraints in DESIGNER are passive structures. That is, if a constraint is evaluated and found 
to be not satisfied, DESIGNER will signal this fact to the user, but will not attempt to alter the model in 
order to satisfy the constraint. The author reasons that the responsibility of such alterations should fall on 
either the user or some software system of a higher level than DESIGNER (e.g. a expert system, neural net, 
or other knowledge-based controlling system). DESIGNER is meant only to capture design information 
statically; it is not a goal-oriented manipulatory system. Put another way, DESIGNER is intended to answer 

the question What is this design? rather than How was this design created? 

A particular object constraint is checked whenever an assignment is attempted to any attribute involved 
in the constraint. However, the assignment occurs whether the object constraint is satisfied or not. This 
is acceptable due to the exigencies of design. It is often the case that in the course of a design process, 
various constraints may not be satisfied. This is quite normal in design [2] and does not necessarily mean 

the design is inadequate. It may be that the constraints or the design problem itself are not well-posed. 
That is, in design, the model of the artifact evolves as design proceeds, and it is normal for there to be 

instants when the model is inconsistent. These are not, and should not be treated as, fatal errors, but rather 

as intermediate steps. 

14.5 Function Overloading 

In Scheme, one may create and use a function without assigning the function a particular name. Such 

functions are called anonymous functions. Overloading of function names is achieved in DESIGNER by 

grouping a number of anonymous functions in a list accessible only to a special, generic function. Various 

definitions of the terms "overloading" and "generic functions" have been suggested in the literature 

(e.g. [197, 198, 210, 211]). Here, we use the term "overloading" to denote a language symbol that 

has multiple, non-exclusive definitions, and "generic function" to denote a function that can operate 

successfully on a number of different types of objects, where object types are defined by their ancestry. 
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In order to distinguish between different anonymous functions bound to the same generic function, each 

anonymous function has associated with it a signature indicating the number of parameters required by the 

anonymous function and a (possibly complex) predicate that is true only for sets of actual parameters that 

are acceptable for that anonymous function. The generic function is bound to a user-supplied name. When 
a generic function is called (by referring to its name), the actual parameters are compared by the system 
to the signatures attached to each anonymous function. The first anonymous function with a signature 

matching the actual parameters is applied to those parameters, and the resulting value is returned. 

Generic functions are created in DESIGNER using the overload form: 

(overload NAME HID...) (PREDICATE...) FORM...) 

where NAME is the symbol to be overloaded as a generic function, ( ID. . . ) is a list of formal parameters to 

be used in the definition of a particular anonymous function, and ( PREDICATE. . . ) is a list of predicates 

that, together with the list of parameters ( ID. . . ) , form the signature of the anonymous function. FORM. . . 

is the body of the anonymous function. To facilitate writing many overloadings of a single symbol at 

once, overload can accept many anonymous function definitions. 

By convention, names of generic functions begin with a colon (e.g. : volume). 

Generic functions combined with object lineage information permit the sharing of functions that act on 

objects (i.e. methods in conventional object-oriented languages). A signature may contain a predicate 

that checks for membership of an argument in the lineage of an object. This is equivalent to the IS.A 

relationship in HM and implies that the child object inherits from its parent. Thus, we can cause different 

behaviors in generic functions depending on the ancestry of its arguments. Examples are given in the next 

Section that demonstrate how this mechanism is similar to polymorphism in conventional object-oriented 

languages. 

14.6 Message Forms 

This author has found that the canonical message passing protocol lends itself well to implementation in 

a functional environment, especially if generic functions are used. It also maintains a single, consistent 

syntactic convention for the expression of both function calls and messages. Although classical message 
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passing had been implemented in earlier versions of DESIGNER, the canonical form is found to be easier 

to implement, much more efficient, and has led to a much more usable system. 

The canonical form diminishes the importance of inheritance and/or delegation. This is because it 

establishes methods to exist outside objects rather than to be part of them. Nonetheless, the ultimate goal 

of inheritance and delegation — the sharing of behavior (actions) between objects without requiring the 
existence of object classes or other higher-order structures — is achieved. 

14.7 Intentional Versus Extensional Attributes 

In DESIGNER, we distinguish between extensional and intentional attributes. An extensional attribute is 

one that has an actual value assigned to it, whereas the value of an intentional attribute is derived from 

the values of other attributes. Extensional attributes are static; that is, their values are not procedural. 

They are stored within objects themselves and are representative of the state of the object. Intentional 

attributes, however, are procedural (active) in nature. Messages implemented with generic functions 

capture intentional attributes. Examples of this are given in the next Section. 

The author notes that it is not always obvious whether a particular property of a design entity should be 

modeled with an extensional attribute or an intentional attribute. The criteria for making this decision 

are bound up in the requirements of the design process used, and can vary widely. For example, if the 

weight of a particular component is to be constrained, it may be preferable to model the component's 

dimensions extensionally, and its volume intentionally. However, if the constraint is based on a restriction 

of space that the component may take up, then it may be preferable to model its volume extensionally and 

its dimensions intentionally (e.g. as parameterized functions of the volume). This indicates a relationship 

between constraint and attribute specifications. An in-depth study of this relationship is deferred for future 

work. 

14.8 Summary 

In this Chapter, the author has introduced the principal notions and syntactic forms of DESIGNER, a com-

puter programming language that combines object-orientation in a functional programming environment 
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such that the aldOMS of HM are satisfied. In this way, continuity of formal rigor is maintained from 

the logical aspects of HM through to the implementation of DESIGNER itself. Though unconventional in 

some regards, the DESIGNER language provides a nurnberof mechanisms for the direct modeling of design 

information in a concise manner. 



Chapter 15 

Examples 

DESIGNER is an extension of the Scheme programming language, providing a prototype-based object 

system. A signature-based, canonical message-passing mechanism perrnits overloading of function 

names. Thus, DESIGNER objects satisfy the axioms of HM while also providing certain very convenient 

programming mechanisms to increase usability and efficiency. 

In addition to the actual object-oriented extensions of Scheme, DESIGNER also includes a library of 

generally useful objects. The library can be expanded by the user. Information used to generate some of 

the algorithms implemented in DESIGNER and in the prototype library was taken from [212-215]. The 

complete source of DESIGNER and of the prototype library is given in the Appendices. 

15.1 Simple Examples 

A simple example of the definition of two object prototypes is given in Figure 15.1. 

The first statement in the example defines Cuboid to be an object. It is generated by specializing a single 

object, Obj ect, defined within DESIGNER as the root parent of all other objects. The statement is not 

a message because it acts on objects. It is taken as a convention in DESIGNER that objects intended to 

be used as prototypes have capitalized names (e.g. Obj ec t, Cuboid) while other objects have names 

consisting entirely of lower-case letters. This rule is not enforced by the syntax of DESIGNER, but is used 

134 
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(define Cuboid 
(new Object 

((x number-gtO? 1) 
(y number-gtO? 1) 
(z number-gtO? 1)))) 

(make-type-predicate Cuboid) 

(define Sphere 
(new Object 

((radius number-gtO? 1)))) 
(make-type-predicate Sphere) 

(overload :volume ((s) ((Sphere? s)) (* (/ 4 3) Pi (** (?radius s) 3))) 
((c) ((Cuboid? c)) (* (?x c) (?y c) (?z c)))) 

Figure 15.1: Definition of two Objects. 

only to improve readability. 

Three extensional attributes are then added to Cuboid, named x, y and z, representing the dimensions of 

the entity. All three attributes are constrained to be numbers greater than zero by the domain specification 

number -gt 0? (assuming we accept a physical dimension to be positive and non-zero). A default value 

of 1 is assigned to each attribute. 

The second statement, (make-type-predicate Cuboid) , creates a predicate Cuboid? that 

takes a single argument and returns True or False, depending on whether the argument is an object and an 

ancestor of Cuboid. 

In the example, a Sphere object is also defined, as well as a predicate Sphere?. Sphere has one 

attribute representing a radius. 

Next, the symbol : volume is overloaded for both Cuboids and Spheres. It accepts a single argument 

descended from either Cuboid or Sphere, calculates the volume of its argument, and returns this 

value. This means that any object cloned from Cuboid or Sphere is a valid argument. : volume 

is an example of an intentional attribute; that is, an attribute defined as a function of other attributes. 

Representing intentional attributes as functions assures that the values of these attributes will always 

reflect the most recent values of the attributes upon which they depend. 

Domain constraints on extensional attributes are checked only when new values are about to be assigned 

to the attributes, since assignment is the only operation that can change their values. If the new value does 
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not satisfy these constraints, the assignment does not occur and an error is signalled. 

Constraints may also be imposed between attributes in an object. For example, if we wished to constrain 

the Cuboid object such that its y dimension is always twice its x dimension, we could write a constraint 

as in Figure 15.2. 

(constrain Cuboid ((x y) (= y (* 2 x)))) 

Figure 15.2: A constraint on Cuboid. 

This object constraint will automatically be checked each time an attempt is made to assign values to 

either the x or y dimensions of Cuboid or any object cloned from Cuboid. However, as discussed in 

the previous Section, violation of object constraints does not prevent assignment from occurring. 

Constraints on intentional attributes are represented differently. Since intentional attributes do not have 

explicitly defined values and are represented by functions of objects, constraints on these attributes occur 

at a different level of abstraction. For example, if there were a circumstance that required constraining a 

Cubo id-like object so that its volume were not to exceed 100 units, we could use forms similar to those 

in Figure 15.3. 

(define Thing 
(new Object 

((box Cuboid?) 
(max-vol number? 100)))) 

(constrain Thing ((box max-vol) (<= (volume box) max-vol))) 

Figure 15.3: Example of constraint on intentional attributes. 

This restriction on the formation of constraints on intentional attributes is reasonable because such 

constraints arise from the interaction of objects (design entities) with their environment, i.e. other objects 

with which they interact. In the example, the maximum volume is not a component of our model of 

cuboids. It is inappropriate, then, to embed such constraints within an object when they in fact model 

relationships between (possibly) many objects. 

At any time, the constraints on an object may be checked with the function check-object -constraints, 

which takes an object as its single argument, and returns a boolean value indicating whether the constraints 
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on the object's attributes are satisfied or not. 

(define box (new Cuboid () (x 3) (y 6) (z 5))) 
(?x box) 3 
(:volume box) =>. 90 
(define ball (new Sphere (r 5))) 
(:volume ball) 523.5987756 

Figure 15.4: Examples of DESIGNER queries and messages. 

Figure 15.4 shows examples of DESIGNER queries and messages. The text following the = symbol shows 
the return value when these statements are evaluated. The first statement defines a new Cuboid object 
whose dimensions are initialized to 3, 6 and 5 respectively. 

The second statement in Figure 15.4 is (?x box) . This is a query for the value of the attribute called x 
in object box. It returns the value 3. 

The third statement shows the retrieval of the current value of an intentional attribute of box: its volume. 

This is actually a message, though in form it appears the same as a function call. Because its single 

argument is a descendant of Cuboid, the anonymous function within : volume that returns the volume 

of Cuboid objects is evaluated. 

It is noted that Cuboid and box are both objects, and that there is no essential difference between them. 

In particular, either one may be used as a prototype for the generation of other objects. 

We then create a new Sphere object, named ball, with a radius of 5 units. The volume message is 

then evaluated again. But because its argument descends from Sphere this time, a different anonymous 

function is evaluated. 

DESIGNER'S ability to define functions that act differently depending on their arguments is similar to 

polymorphism and dynamic binding in class-based, object-oriented languages. In the terminology of 

these more conventional languages, we would say that volume is a message accepted by instances of 

both Sphere and Cuboid classes, but implemented by different methods in each class. 
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15.2 Multiple Inheritance 

DESIGNER supports a form of multiple inheritance. Objects may inherit from more than one parent object, 
but none of the parents may share attributes; that is, the sets of attributes contributed by each parent must 
be disjoint from the sets of attributes of all other parents. This restriction is imposed by HM to maintain 
its logical validity. Other object-oriented languages have attempted to support multiple inheritance of 
overlapping parents or classes, but none has succeeded completely. Indeed, the author considers the 
problematic nature of managing overlapping parents and classes in inheritance to be a clear indication of 
inconsistency, and prefers to restrict the possible kinds of relationships that can be specified for the sake 
of formal rigor. 

In order to introduce the notion of multiple inheritance as supported by DESIGNER, we include a small 
example based on an example in [210, 216] which deals with the conceptual modeling of vehicles, 
machines, and automobiles. Figure 15.5 gives both a graphical depiction of the model and the DESIGNER 
forms used to implement the appropriate prototypes. 

In the example, Automobile inherits from both Vehicle and Machine. The last three forms are 
queries demonstrating that the attributes of both parents have been passed on to Automobile. 

Although one may question the validity of modeling an automobile as in this example, it is used here only 
to demonstrate the straight-forward nature of the multiple inheritance mechanism provided by DESIGNER. 
The validity of using multiple inheritance as in this example is in itself worthy of study; however, we 
defer such discussion since it does not bear directly on the subject at hand. 

15.3 Mimicry of Classes 

Another example indicating the flexibility of DESIGNER involves the generation of a class-like object as 
might be found in other object-oriented languages (such as SMALLTALK-80). The implementation of this 
object requires the use of the low-level functions of DESIGNER and is less than 70 lines of code. A simple 
example of its use for queue objects (first-in, last-out lists) is given in Figure 15.6. 

The example demonstrates that the distinction is made between classes (e.g. Queue) and instances (e.g. q), 
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Vehicle 
speed 

(define Vehicle 
(new Object 

((speed number? 0)))) 

'Machine 
fuel V 

(define Machine 
(new Object 

((fuel symbol? no-val)))) 

(define Automobile 
(new (Vehicle Machine))) 

(fuel: Automobile 'gasoline) 

(?speed Automobile) 
(?fuel Automobile) 
(?fuel Machine) 

Automobile 
speed 
fuel 

0 
gasoline 

4. no-val 

Figure 15.5: An example of multiple inheritance in DESIGNER. 
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(new-class Queue () (1st () '())) 

(overload push ((q v) ((Queue? q)) (1st: q (cons v (?lst q))))) 
(overload pop ((q) ((Queue? q)) 

(if (not (?lst q)) (error 'pop "queue is empty.")) 
(let ((r (car (?lst q)))) 

(1st: q (cdr (?lst q))) 
r))) 

(overload as-list ((q) ((Queue? q)) (?lst q))) 

(class? Queue) 
(instance-variables Queue) 

(define q (instance Queue)) 
(instance? q) 
(class? q) 
(is-a q) 

(push q 1) 
(push q 2) 
(push q 3) 

=> true 
=> (1st ()) 

=> true 
=> false 
=> Queue 

(as-list q) => (1 2 3) 

Figure 15.6: Example of use of DESIGNER Class object. 

and that the important relation is -a correctly returns the class of an instance. Also, in the new-class 
form, the first empty parentheses are for a list of (possibly many) superclasses, thus providing support for 
multiple inheritance. In this particular example, no superclasses are specified. 

15.4 Preliminary Design/Synthesis — Four-Bar Linkage 

This Section describes a more complex example of the kinematic synthesis of a four-bar linkage given 
three precision points. The three point synthesis technique used here is taken from [34], pages 103-110. 

Figure 15.7 presents a schematic representation of the geometry of the four-bar linkage with various 

objects labelled, and a single link with its various parts labelled. The objects themselves are discussed 
below. 

The four-bar linkage is modeled as an object (4bar, see Figure 15.8) with five attributes, base-a and 

base-b are the base connections of the driver and output links respectively. The attributes input, 
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coupler 

output 4bar object 

input 

base-a base-b 

c-length 

shaft 
joint-a 

joint-b 

Origin of local 
coordinate frame 

Figure 15.7: Schematic geometry of 4bar and Link objects. 

Link object 
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coupler and output model the three moving links of the mechanism. 

(define 4bar 
(new Part 

((base-a Coord?) 
(base-b Coord?) 
(input Link?) 
(coupler Link?) 
(output Link?)))) 

(make-type-predicate 4bar) 

Figure 15.8: Definition of four-bar linkage object. 

Our definition of 4bar depends on three other objects: Coord, Part and Link. These objects are 
prototypes defined in the DESIGNER prototype library. Coord models 3D points. Part represents 
mechanical parts; descendants of Part may be components or assemblies, and are aggregates of other 
objects modeling a physical part's geometric and physical properties (i.e. material type, etc.). Link is a 
specialization of Part specific to the development of the four-bar linkage model, and is defined in Figure 
15.9. 

(define Link 
(new Part 

((c-length number-gtO? 1) 
(shaft Part?) 
(joint-a Part?) 
(joint-b Part?)))) 

(make-type-predicate Link) 

Figure 15.9: Definition of Link objects. 

The geometry of Link is a complex one which could be based on a solid model. Its attributes include a 
shaft and two joints. The joints are used to connect links to one another. In addition, Link has one other 

attribute: a characteristic length that represents the distance from one joint of the link to the other. It is 

used as a constraint on the geometry of the link and is generated as part of the solution of the three-point 

synthesis technique. The values of the shaft and joint attributes are no-va 1 by default; as the actual 

geometry of individual links is defined, we can add constraints to Link that will assure that the geometric 

properties of the shaft and joints maintain a relationship defined from the synthesis method via the 

link's characteristic length (see Figure 15.10). 
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(constrain Link ((c-length shaft joint-a joint-b) 
(:= c-length 

(:- (:intersect (?axis joint-b) (?axis shaft)) 
(:intersect (?axis joint-a) (?axis shaft)))))) 

(make-constructor Link (cl) (new Link () (c-length cl))) 

Figure 15.10: Geometric constraints for Link objects. 

The definition of Link introduces a new DESIGNER function, make-constructor. This function is 

meant for convenience and creates a constructor function that facilitates the instantiation of prototypes. 

In this case, make-constructor will create a function @Link that creates a new Link object and 

uses its single argument to initialize the link's characteristic length. Many, though not all, prototypes in 

DESIGNER have constructors defined for them. 

The three-point synthesis technique is implemented in DESIGNER as a method activated by the message 

(3pt -synthesis . . . ) and is given in Figure 15.11. 

A detailed explanation of the 3pt-synthesis method is unnecessary here. Essentially, the technique 

uses various angular and linear displacements of the four-bar linkage through the three prescribed points 

to generate enough information to create a new 4bar object that satisfies the input parameters. A series 

of examples taken from [34] were used to test the algorithm; our results were numerically identical to 

those given in the reference. The heart of the method is the last form, (new 4bar . . . ) , which actually 

creates a clone of 4bar and returns it. 

The author notes that the 3pt-synthesis method is not covered explicitly by HM itself because it is 

a procedural component of design; it is included here as a vehicle by which design models created with 

DESIGNER can be directly manipulated to perform useful design operations. 

This representation of a four-bar linkage is a parameterized model suitable for a number of purposes. If, 

for example, a kinematic analysis of the four-bar linkage were to be performed, the 4bar object could be 

extended to capture the information needed to constrain the components of the four-bar linkage assembly. 

These constraints can be specified in DESIGNER with the forms in Figure 15.12. 

The base points base-a and base-b are not considered part of the geometry of the linkage itself, but 

rather components of constraints placed on parts of the geometry. Specifically, the ends of the input 
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(overload 3pt-synthesis 
((D2 D3 phi2 phi3 gamma2 gamma3 ps12 ps13) 

((Complex? 02) (Complex? D3) (number? phi2) (number? phi3) 
(number? gamma2) (number? gamma3) (number? p512) (number? psi3)) 

(let ((Cphi2 (@Complex (cos ph12) (sin phi2))) 
(Cphi3 (@Complex (cos phi3) (sin ph13))) 
(Cgamma2 (@Complex (cos gamma2) (sin gamma2))) 
(Cgamma3 (@Complex (cos gamma3) (sin gamma3))) 
(Cpsi2 (@Complex (cos p5i2) (sin psi2))) 
(Cpsi3 (@Complex (cos psi3) (sin psi3))) 
(Z1 no-val) (Z2 no-val) (Z3 no-val) 
(Z4 no-val) (ZS no-val) (Z6 no-val)) 

(set! Z1 (/ (- (* D2 (- Cgamma3 1)) (* ( - Cgamma2 1) D3)) 
(- (* (- Cphi2 1) (- Cgamma3 1)) (* (- Cgamma2 1) (- Cphi3 1))))) 

(set! Z2 (/ (- (* (- Cphi2 1) 03) (* D2 (- Cphi3 1))) 
(- (* (- Cphi2 1) (- Cgamma3 1)) (* (- Cgamma2 1) (- Cphi3 1))))) 

(set! Z3 (/ (- (* D2 (- Cgamma3 1)) (* ( - Cgamma2 1) 03)) 
(- (* (- Cpsi2 1) (- Cgamma3 1)) (* (- Cgamma2 1) (- Cpsi3 1))))) 

(set! Z4 (/ (- (* (- Cpsi2 1) D3) (* 02 (- Cpsi3 1))) 
(- (* (- Cpsi2 1) (- Cgamma3 1)) (* (- Cgamma2 1) (- Cpsi3 1))))) 

(set! Z5 (- Z2 Z4)) 
(set! Z6 (- (+ Z1 Z5) Z3)) 

(new 4bar (base-a (@Coord 0 0 0)) 
(base-b (@Coord (?real Z6) (?imag Z6) (z 0)) 
(input (@Link (magnitude Z1)) 
(coupler (@Link (magnitude Z5)) 
(output (@Link (magnitude Z3)))))))))) 

Figure 15.11: Three point synthesis method. 
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(constrain 4bar 
((base-a input) 
(:locate input (lambda (p o) 

(and (= (?x p) (?x base-a)) 
(= (?y p) (?y base-a)) 
(= (?z p) (?z base-a)))))) 

((input coupler) 
(:locate coupler (lambda (p 0) 

(and (= (?x p) (?c-length input)) 
(= (?y ID) 0) (= (?z I)) OH) 

input)) 
((coupler output) 
(:locate output (lambda (p o) 

(and (= (?x p) (?c-length coupler)) 
(= (?Y p) 0) (= (?z ID) 0))) 

coupler)) 
((output base-b) 
(:locate output (lambda (p o) 

(and (= (?x p) (?x base-b)) 
(= (?y p) (?y base-b)) 
(= (?z p) (?z base-b))))))) 

Figure 15.12: Kinematic constraints for 4bar objects. 

and output links of the four-bar linkage are constrained to remain at the coordinates defined by the base 

points, though they are free to rotate, and successive links in the linkage are similarly constrained. In 

the constraint specification, base-a, base-b, input, coupler and output refer to attributes in 

a 4bar object; : locate is an overloaded message to any Part that takes two or three arguments. 

The first argument is an attribute whose value is to be spatially constrained. The second argument is a 

function definition (a lambda form) that specifies the nature of the constraint, and takes two arguments: the 

position and orientation of the attribute to be constrained. The optional third argument is another attribute 

in whose coordinate frame the spatial constraint is to occur. The representation of spatial coordinates with 

respect to non-global coordinate frames is reminiscent of the relative coordinate formulation of variational 

solid modeling taken by Fogle [75]; in that work, it is demonstrated that the use of relative coordinate 

frames can simplify the specification of spatial relationships. The current work with DESIGNER appears 

to corroborate Fogle's findings. 

The first constraint is between the base point base- a and the input link: : locate is used to constrain 

the position of input to map exactly to the position of base-a. The second constraint is between the 

input and coupler links, and constrains the origin of coupler to be at the end of input opposite 
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where input is attached to base-a. In this case, the constraint is defined with respect to the coordinate 

system of input. The other constraints are similarly defined. 

The 4bar object defined herein models a four-bar linkage that satisfies the input data at an abstract, 

conceptual level. Although the actual shape of the links has not been defined, their one essential property, 

their characteristic length, has been captured. The value of these attributes become constraints on the 

actual geometries of the links. 

This example demonstrates that DESIGNER is capable of more than just modeling design artifacts 

themselves; it provides the means to capture information about the entire design. For example, the 

3pt - synthesis method defines a relationship between the functional requirements of a four-bar link-

age, and the key design parameters that define the physical solution. This indicates that DESIGNER can 

represent the relationship between functional requirements of a design problem specification and the 

physical parameters that define a solution. Specifications expressed as generic functions acting on objects 

define relationships between the requirements of a design artifact and the objects themselves capture key 

design parameters that define the physical solution. This indicates that DESIGNER can represent the rela-

tionship between functional requirements of a design problem specification and the physical parameters 

that define a solution. 

15.5 Hierarchical Organization — Thermal Analysis of a Wall 

This final example shall focus on the organization of design information with DESIGNER. Specifically, 

we shall present (a) a parameterized model of a wall, and (b) a representation of steady-state heat flow 

for the wall model. This example is inspired by the material in [97]. It is noted here at the outset that 

the model presented below is not the only way one could represent a wall in DESIGNER; this particular 

model was chosen because (a) it matched the author's cognitive model of walls and (b) it is sufficient for 

demonstration purposes in this document. 

Throughout the following text, the reader may refer to Figure 15.13; this figure depicts graphically the 

structure of the wall model, including all objects as well as all inheritance and aggregation relationships. 
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15.5.1 Structural Modeling Considerations 

There are two important aspects that must be considered to generate a useful model of a wall: its geometry 

and its composition. 

The width and height of a wall are important in defining its relationship to other structural elements, but 

are not essentially tied to its compositionl. The constraints on wall width and height exist at the level of 

assemblages of many walls and thus are beyond our single-wall model; so, from the point of view of this 

example, height and width are arbitrarily defined values. 

The thickness of a wall, however, must be treated differently because it depends on the wall's composition. 

A wall is composed of various layers, each serving a specific purpose— load bearing, insulation, covering, 

and so on. Each layer is constrained according to the requirements of that particular wall, which in turn 

constrains the wall's overall thickness. So though the height and width of a wall are arbitrary (from the 

point of view of the wall model), its thickness is not. 

Therefore, we will represent height and width as purely geometric extensional attributes and thickness as 

an intentional attribute depending on the wall's composition. 

15.5.2 Thermal Analysis Modeling Considerations 

For the thermal analysis portion of this example, we will make use of the following physical relationships 

(drawn from [97] and a standard thermodynamics text [214]). 

The heat flow through a wall is represented approximately by: 

0 . ktA AT (15.1) 

where AT is the change in temperature through the wall from the warmer side to the cooler side, t and A 

are the thickness and area of the wall respectively, and k is the thermal conductivity of the wall. 

Furthermore, by analogy with electrical systems, we may define an overall coefficient of thermal conduc-

1For stress analysis and structural integrity, we would likely need to constrain the size of the wall based on its composition: 
it must be able to carry its own weight. However, we are only interested in thermal analysis for this example. 
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tivity, U, for a wall of many layers of constant area as: 

U = 
1 

where ri is the thermal resistance of the ith layer of the wall, defined by: 

15.5.3 Definition of Wall Prototype Objects 

(15.2) 

(15.3) 

We begin by defining a prototype for simple planar geometric Shape objects (Figure 15.14), with 

attributes of height and width. Shape objects will be used to define the major components of walls. 

The area of these shapes will be of importance in the thermal analysis, so we include the definition of 

an intentional attribute : area. Shape inherits from Geometry, an object defined in the DESIGNER 

prototype library which models an arbitrary spatial object, providing a local coordinate frame for the 

object and messages to perform various transformations. 

(make-type-predicate Shape) 

(define Shape 
(new Geometry 

((width number-gtO? 1) 

(height number-gtO? 1)))) 

(make-type-predicate Triangle) 

(define Triangle (clone Shape)) 

(make-type-predicate Rectangle) 

(define Rectangle (clone Shape)) 

; abstract prototype 

; subtype for triangles 

; subtype for rectangles 

(overload :area 
((t) ((Triangle? t)) (* (?width t) (?height t) 0.5)) 

((r) ((Rectangle? r)) (* (?width r) (?height r)))) 

Figure 15.14: 2D Shape objects. 

Next, we need to represent the notion of a layer of a wall. We shall assume that a single layer is composed 

of a single material and is of constant thickness. Layer objects are defined in Figure 15.15. For the 
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sake of the thermal analysis, we include a message definition for : t herm- r es i st , which returns the 

thermal resistance of a layer of a given thickness and material. 

(make-type-predicate Layer) 
(define Layer 

(new Object 
((material Material?) 

(thickness number-gtO? 1)))) 

(make-constructor Layer (m t) (new Layer 0 (material m) (thickness t))) 

(overload :therm-resistance 

((1) ((Layer? 1)) (/ (?thickness 1) (?therm-cond (?material 1))))) 

Figure 15.15: Layer objects. 

The Material prototype is defined in Figure 15.16; for brevity, we have included only one necessary 

property, thermal conductivity, and the few instances needed for this example. Thermal conductivity data 

was taken from [214]. Numeric values are in SI units. 

(make-type-predicate Material) 

(define Material 
(new Object ((therm-cond number-gtO? 1)))) 

(define brick,common (new Material () (therm-cond 0.69))) 

(define brick,face (new Material () (therm-cond 1.31))) 

(define glass,window (new Material () (therm-cond 0.78))) 

(define plaster,gypsum (new Material () (therm-cond 0.48))) 

(define wood,pine,yellow (new Material () (therm-cond 0.147))) 

(define wood,pine,white (new Material () (therm-cond 0.112))) 

(define wool,rock (new Material () (therm-cond 0.039))) 

(define air (new Material () (therm-cond 0.02624))) ; at 300K 

Figure 15.16: Material Prototype and Instances. 

In order to permit the creation of walls with more complex geometries than those described by Shape 

objects, we define a segment to be an area-wise component of a wall. Segments will be defined with 

Shape and Layer objects. We will also be able to use segments to define walls that have regions 

composed of different layers. However, before we define a prototype to represent wall segments, we 

must consider one other compositional element of walls: openings. An opening is intended to generalize 

the notion of passages through a wall. For this example, we will only consider doors and windows. 

An opening exhibits the same properties as segments: they occupy a certain area, and are composed 
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of possibly many layers (e.g. multi-paned windows). Since it is desirable to minimize the information 

content of our model, we will begin by defining a wallAtom object that will capture those properties 

common to both wall openings and segments (see Figure 15.17). It is noted that none of these prototypes 

will use the Shape prototype defined above for planar shapes. WallAtom and its descendants are used 

to capture information specific to walls other than their shape. We will, however, make use of the Shape 

prototype later. 

(make-type-predicate WallAtom) 

(define WallAtom (clone Object)) 

(overload :thickness 
((a) ((WallAtom? a)) 

(apply + (foreach-attribute a Layer? ?thickness)))) 

(overload :therm-cond 
((a) ((WallAtom? a)) 

(/ 1.0 
(apply + (foreach-attribute a Layer? :therm-resistance))))) 

Figure 15.17: Atomic wall components for openings and segments. 

The : therm- cond message calculates the overall coefficient of thermal conductivity of a WallAtom 

according to the mathematical model in Section 15.5.2. The instances of f oreach- at tr ibute 

gathers all attributes in WallAtom objects that are Layers, applies a function to them (?thickness 

and : therm-resistance respectively), and returns the list containing the results of the function 

applications. 

Now we can use Wal lAt om to define prototypes for wall openings and segments. The only real distinction 

between openings and segments is that segments may contain openings, but openings cannot contain other 

openings (i.e. a window cannot have another window as a component). 

(make-type-predicate Opening) 
(define Opening (clone WallAtom)) 

(overload :spec-heat-flow 
((o) ((Opening? o)) (* (:therm-cond o) (:area o)))) 

Figure 15.18: Prototype for wall openings. 

First, we define an Opening object in Figure 15.18. The specific heat flow of an Opening is de-
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fined as the rate of heat flow per degree of temperature, and is represented by the intentional attribute 

:spec-heat-flow. 

(make-type-predicate Segment) 

(define Segment (clone WallAtom)) 

(overload :opening-area 
((s) ((Segment? s)) 

(apply + (foreach-attribute s Opening? :area)))) 

;;; wall segment area = total area - opening area 

(overload :segment-area 
((s) ((Segment? s)) (- (:area s) (:opening-area s)))) 

(overload :spec-heat-flow 
((s) ((Segment? s)) 

(+ (apply + (foreach-attribute s Opening? :spec-heat-flow)) 

(* (:therm-cond s) (:segment-area s))))) 

(overload :heat-flow 
((s dt) ((Segment? s) (number? dt)) 

(* (:spec-heat-flow s) dt))) 

Figure 15.19: Prototype for wall segments. 

Second, we define a Segment object in Figure 15.19. In this case, we differentiate between the total area of 

the wall segment, the area of all the openings (represented by the intentional attribute : opening-area) 

and the area of actual wall material (represented by the attribute : segment-area). The specific heat 

flow ( : spec-heat - flow) of a segment is the sum of the specific heat flows of each opening and the 

specific heat flow of the rest of the wall. We finally define the attribute : heat-flow to calculate the 

actual heat flow through a given Segment for a given temperature difference. 

Next, we shall specialize Opening for both doors and windows. First, we define Door in Figure 

15.20. Door inherits multiply from both Opening and Rectangle: the former provides those aspects 

that represent design intent and function (at least, insofar as thermal analysis is concerned) as well as 

composition, whereas the latter provides those aspects representing its other geometric characteristics. 

The @Door constructor (created by make-constructor) simplifies the creation of single-layered 

doors. If some particular door has more than one layer (unlikely though that might be), it can be created 

using new. 

Various prototypes are created for different kinds of windows in Figure 15.21. 
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(make-type-predicate Door) 

(define Door (new (Opening Rectangle) 
((layer Layer?)))) 

(make-constructor Door (m w h t) 
(new Door () 

(layer (new Layer () (material m) (thickness t))) 

(width w) 
(height h))) 

Figure 15.20: Prototype object for doors. 

(make-type-predicate Wdw) 
(define Wdw (clone Opening)) 

(make-type-predicate Wdw,1Pane) 
(define Wdw,1Pane 

(new Wdw 
((pane Layer? (new Layer () (material glass,window)))))) 

(make-constructor Wdw,1Pane (t) 
(let ((w (clone Wdw,1Pane))) 

(thickness: (?pane w) t) 

w)) 

(make-type-predicate Wdw,2Pane) 

(define Wdw,2Pane 
(new Wdw 

((panel Layer? (new Layer () (material glass,window))) 

(gap Layer? (new Layer () (material air))) 

(pane2 Layer? (new Layer () (material glass,window)))))) 

(make-constructor Wdw,2Pane (t-panel t-gap t-pane2) 
(let ((w (clone Wdw,2Pane))) 

(thickness: (?panel w) t-panel) 
(thickness: (?gap w) t-gap) 
(thickness: (?pane2 w) t-pane2) 
w)) 

(make-type-predicate Wdw,1Pane,5) 
(define Wdw,1Pane,5 (@Wdw,1Pane 0.005)) 

(make-type-predicate Wdw,2Pane, 5-4-5) 

(define Wdw,2Pane,5-5-5 (@Wdw,2Pane 0.005 0.004 0.005)) 

Figure 15.21: Prototype objects for windows. 
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We begin by defining a simple Wdw object, specialized from Opening. Wdw is then specialized into 

single-paned (Wdw, 1 Pane) and double-paned (Wdw, 2 Pane) types. In both cases, glass is used as the 

material for the panes, and in the case of Wdw, 2 Pane, the interstitial space contains air. Constructors 

(@Wdw, 1Pane and @Wdw, 2 Pane) are created for convenience. Finally, in the last four lines of Figure 

15.21, two specific kinds of windows are created: Wdw, 1Pane , 5, a single-paned window with a 5 

millimeter pane of glass; and Wdw, 2 Pane, 5- 4 - 5, a double-paned window with two 5 millimeter panes 

and a 4 millimeter air gap between them. 

One last prototype needs to be defined: the wall itself. Since all the important functions for thermal 

analysis have been defined within Segment and Opening, the Wall object need not be much more 

than an aggregate used to gather together various Segment objects. Wall is defined in Figure 15.22. 

Our model provides intentional attributes for the overall area of a wall ( : area) and the total area of all 

openings in a wall ( : opening-area). It also provides a message : heat - flow that calculates the 

total heat flow through a wall for a given temperature difference. 

(make-type-predicate Wall) 
(define Wall (clone Geometry)) 

(overload :area 
((w) ((Wall? w)) (apply + (foreach-attribute w Segment? :area)))) 

(overload :opening-area 
((w) ((Wall? w)) 

(apply + (foreach-attribute w Segment? :opening-area)))) 

(overload :heat-flow 
((w dt) ((Wall? w) (number? dt)) 

(* (apply + (foreach-attribute w Segment? :spec-heat-flow)) 

dt))) 

Figure 15.22: Prototype object for walls. 

15.5.4 Example of Wall Model Usage 

We now present an example of the use of these prototypes to define a particular wall, and calculate the heat 

flow through it. The sample wall will consist of two segments, a large rectangular segment containing a 

window and a door, and a smaller triangular segment with no openings. Figure 15.23 defines these two 
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segments, and the wall they compose. 

(define segl 
(new (Segment Rectangle) ; Segment #1 

((door Door? (@Door wood,pine,white 1 2 0.06)) 

(wdw Wdw? (new (Wdw,1Pane,5 Rectangle) () 
(width 1) (height 0.5))) 

(outer Layer? (@Layer brick, face 0.1)) 

(core Layer? (@Layer wool,rock 0.1)) 
(inner Layer? (@Layer plaster,gypsum 0.01))) 

(width 4) (height 2.5))) 

(define 5eg2 ; Segment #2 

(new (Segment Triangle) 
((outer2 Layer? (@Layer wood,pine,white 0.005)) 

(outer Layer? (@Layer brick,common 0.1)) 

(core Layer? (@Layer wool,rock 0.1)) 

(inner Layer? (@Layer wood,pine,yellow 0.005))) 

(width 4) (height 1.5))) 

(define w 
(new Wall 

((s1 Segment? seg1) 
(s2 Segment? 5eg2)))) 

; The wall itself 

Figure 15.23: Two sample wall segments. 

The rectangular segment, segl, is composed of three layers: an outer layer of brick, a central layer of 

rock wool (for insulation), and an inner layer of plaster. The door is made of pine, and the window is 

single-paned. The triangular segment, seg2, is composed of four layers: an inner pine layer, a central 

layer of rock wool, and two outer layers, pine over brick. The wall object itself is just an aggregate of 

the two segments. 

Figure 15.24 shows three messages sent to the wall w, and the values returned; the last query returns the 

heat flow through the wall for a temperature difference of 20 degrees. 

(:area w) 
(:opening-area w) 
(:heat-flow w 20) 

=4. 13 
2.5 
1712.55391900931 

Figure 15.24: Messages sent to the sample wall. 

We can then change the window in wall w to be double-paned, to see what the saving in heat flow will 

be, if any. This is shown in Figure 15.25. We find that a double-paned window can greatly improve the 
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overall thermal insulation of the wall. 

(wdw: (?segi w) (new (Wdw,2Pane,5-4-5 Rectangle) () 

(width 1) (height 0.5))) 

(:heat-flow w 20) .> 213.064798857939 

Figure 15.25: Altering the sample wall. 

15.5.5 Observations 

This example demonstrates the conciseness with which relatively complex models can be created. The 

entire wall model as defined in this Section consists of less than 200 lines of code, and some of the model 

prototypes (i.e. Material, Shape) could easily be re-used in many other applications. 

Furthermore, because design intention is modeled in a relatively straight-forward manner, we conclude 

that analysis of design entity models created with DESIGNER can accurately reflect on the adequacy of 

our conceptual models of those entities. For example, both segments of the wall created in Figure 15.23 

inherit multiply from Segment and from descendants of Shape (i.e. Rectangle and Tr i ang 1 e). It 

is at this point that the geometric and compositional aspects of the model are combined. These aspects 

are, insofar as we have defined them here, independent. Their combination has been deferred to the point 

where it was absolutely necessary. We may have combined Shape and Segment objects earlier in the 

development of the model, but this would have led to an increased number of prototypes (i.e. there would 

have been prototypes for rectangular openings, rectangular segments, triangular openings, and triangular 

segments). This approach would have introduced a great deal of redundant information that would have 

made our model more difficult to comprehend. As well, the subsequent addition of other kinds of Shape 

objects (e.g. Circle) would have required the addition of circular opening and segment prototypes to 

maintain consistency with the rest of the model. But as we have done it here, we would only need to 

define the Circle prototype and use it in the creation of various wall segments as required. Thus, an 

analysis of the computational model of a wall in DESIGNER corresponds to an analysis of the conceptual 

model underlying the computational one. Such analysis can improve our collective ability to perform 

design. 
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Discussion 

DESIGNER represents a new computational paradigm for engineering applications combining the advan-

tages of functional and object-oriented programming paradigms in a seamless and usable system. The 

functional paradigm lets us use robust formalisms that ensure logical rigor of the resulting system, while 

object-orientation gives us the ability to model complex entities and relationships directly. Semantic data 

modeling provides a unique viewpoint on the nature of attributes. 

DESIGNER largely satisfies HM. Since HM minimizes impedance mismatches with respect to the user's 

cognitive model of design information by means of its isomorphism (see Part III), DESIGNER also mini-

mizes impedance mismatches with respect to the user's cognitive model. 

DESIGNER is not intended to manipulate data, satisfy constraints, perform analysis of design models, 

or database management. It is a static data modeling language. However, because of Scheme's meta-

circularity and its ability to operate with higher order functions, it is possible to extend DESIGNER to 

include dynamic data modeling capabilities (i.e. the capability to operate on and otherwise manipulate 

data as opposed to its specification). 

Experimentation with DESIGNER has included three major examples to date. Firstly, a class-like object has 

been successfully implemented using DESIGNER'S low-level prototyping facilities. This implementation 

captures all the basic properties of object classes as they are conventionally defined in languages such 

as SMALLTALK-80. This indicates that our computational model is as expressive as models used by 
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conventional object-oriented languages, yet simpler and more general than those models. 

The second example is the four-bar linkage model. This example demonstrates DESIGNER'S ability to 

capture quite arbitrary design information, and that it is not restricted to modeling the design artifact alone, 

but can include the artifact's functional specifications and design intent (e.g. the relationships between 

the specification of the design problem and its solution). The ability of DESIGNER to assist in modeling 

design artifacts in the conceptual stages of a design process are also indicated. 

Third, the example of structural and thermal modeling of walls demonstrates the abilities of DESIGNER and 

its underlying formal models to capture detailed technical information as well as more general conceptual 

information about designs. Also, the correspondence between DESIGNER computational models and users' 

conceptual models facilitates the analysis of designs in general. 

The current implementation of DESIGNER is quite compact. The object-oriented extensions to Scheme 

that form the core of DESIGNER amount to about 300 lines of code. The DESIGNER prototype library is 

only about 700 lines of code and includes circular lists, queues and stacks, complex numbers, 3D points 

and vectors, homogeneous 3D transformation matrices, coordinate frames, and some simple parametric 

solid primitives. DESIGNER currently has no graphics capabilities; but even so, the author feels it is a 

strong demonstration of the conciseness that can be achieved using object-oriented concepts in a formal 

functional framework. 

DESIGNER currently satisfies all the axioms of HM but two: views and generalization. DESIGNER does 

permit the creation of sub-objects (subsets), but does not capture the view relationship between an object 

and its sub-objects explicitly. Views are difficult to deal with because object constraints introduce coupling 

between attributes in an object. At this time, it appears that each object constraint implicitly defines a 

view uncoupled from other views; however, it is not clear that providing support only for such uncoupled 

views is sufficient. Suitable theory will have to be generated regarding the interaction between object 

constraints and views before the latter can be supported fully by DESIGNER. We note here that DESIGNER 

has fulfilled its role as a testbed for HM by providing us with this insight regarding its adequacy as a 

model of design information; however, it does not affect the logical validity of HM, which is preserved. 

Generalization (the inverse of specialization) can simplify (normalize) a hierarchy of objects. This 

simplification can bring to light relationships between objects — and hence between the design entities 

they model — that may have been obscured by the complexity of the initial hierarchy. Normalization 
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can also improve the efficiency of operations on the software model. However, there do exist some 

arguments [28,93] that strongly suggest normalization is of limited usefulness in engineering software 

systems. These arguments are based on the observation that normalization requires a stable schema 

(organization) of information to operate correctly. But schema definitions in design tend to exhibit a 

highly dynamic nature; normalizing a dynamic schema leads to unpredictable and possibly disastrous 

results. Additionally, generalization implies some fairly complex computation and certainly more so than 

specialization. For these reasons, the author has elected to defer addition of generalization in DESIGNER 

to future work. 

One final aspect of HM that is not directly supported by the current version of DESIGNER is that of 

dimensions of measurement, as defined in Section 9.5. Very little work has been done to support 

dimensions of measurement in computational environments; the author is only aware of the work of 

Cunis [217]. Because of the lack of available information on the treatment of dimensions of measurement 

in computational environments upon which to build this capability into DESIGNER, the author has elected 

to defer the matter to future work. 

The distinction between extensional attributes and intentional attributes permits the capture of various 

kinds of relationships (i.e. constraints) between attributes in a straight-forward manner, as well, this 

approach is integrated seamlessly into the functional paradigm, thus greatly simplifying the overall 

computational model. However, this does indicate a further relationship between the modeling of attributes 

and of constraints. Constraints relate entities at a given degree of abstraction, but logic dictates that the 

constraints themselves must exist at a higher degree of abstraction. This essentially defines a rule, or 

criterion, that governs the formation of constraint hierarchies. As was discussed in Section 14.7, the 

modeling of attributes as intentional or extensional depends on the requirements of the design model; 

this, in turn, will affect the constraint hierarchy of the model. More research is needed in the area of 

attribute modeling in order to define the relationship between attributes and constraints more clearly. 

This constitutes a future extension of HM which the author intends to undertake. This is another insight 

provided by DESIGNER regarding HM. 

DESIGNER employs a canonical message passing mechanism. Though unconventional, the author con-

siders there to be a significant advantage to this approach: the clean separation between function (using 

generic functions) and structure (using objects) provides a simple, intuitive computational model for 
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simulation of design artifacts and systems. Furthermore, the notion of self, and all the complications that 

arise from it, are avoided entirely. Although the evaluation of generic functions in the current implemen-

tation of DESIGNER is not particularly efficient, several techniques exist that can significantly improve its 

performance. 

In a multi-user environment such as a design group, generic functions offer another potential advantage. 

Individual group members may locally overload particular functions (because, for example, they are so 

often used by the group member) without affecting the objects and other data structures to which other 

group members would have access. This would significantly decrease the chances of accidental data 

corruption. 

Finally, the distinct separation of functions that act on objects (i.e. methods in classical object models) 

from the objects themselves permits the bundling together of groups of functions into modules providing a 

coarser form of functionality. These modules can be loaded automatically as required, and automatically 

freed when they are no longer needed, without affecting the data defining the design models themselves. 

For example, a single design model could be used in two different tasks (e.g. solid modeling and numerical 

analysis) by simply loading modules of generic functions that provide the functionality needed for each 

task (e.g. color graphical rendering for solid modeling, versus automatic mesh generation for numerical 

analysis). 

Even though inheritance is generally used in class-based systems, the author has found it to be be usable 

in a prototype-based system like DESIGNER, where, in conjunction with cloning, it has replaced both 

subclassing and class instantiation. Furthermore, the use of canonical message-passing eliminates the 

need for the user to be aware of occurrences of inheritance, and rather treat the relationship as the more 

intuitive notion of specialization. 

DESIGNER permits multiple inheritance only from parent objects that have sets of attributes disjoint from 

one another. Although this restriction does not exist in other object-oriented languages, the author is 

constrained to impose it because of the validity requirements of HM. Although the goal of maintaining 

validity is a desirable one, we must also ask ourselves if this kind of multiple inheritance is enough 

to satisfy the general requirements of engineering design. There is no simple answer to this question 

yet; indeed, there is some evidence to suggest that multiple inheritance per se is not needed at all, and 

that the abstractions it provides can be supplied by single inheritance combined with various forms of 
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aggregation [218]. In the meantime, the author conjectures that multiple inheritance of the kind defined 

by HM and supported by DESIGNER is sufficient. This is based on the grounds that a counter-example has 

yet to be found. Obviously, this issue requires further study. 

The formal denotational semantics of DESIGNER has yet to be defined. However, Scheme itself is a 

formalized computer language with a complete denotational semantics [183,184]. Denotational semantics 

is derived from set theory and the predicate calculus by way of the A-calculus. Since DESIGNER does not 

alter Scheme but only extends it within its own formal framework, there is a continuity of logical rigor 

from the formal domain model (HM) through to the actual implementation of DESIGNER. Nonetheless, 

formalizing DESIGNER'S extensions is a worthwhile goal to pursue in order to (a) further corroborate the 

validity of HM, (b) identify areas where the implementation of DESIGNER may be improved, (c) provide 

formal proof that DESIGNER in fact satisfies HM (from the point of view of computer science), and (d) 

provide formal tools to analyze design models generated with DESIGNER. 

There exist other various formal semantics (e.g. [208,2191) that define objects in functional programming 

environments. Some aspects of these efforts are similar to the approaches taken with DESIGNER. The 

author is therefore confident that a formal semantics for DESIGNER is possible without changes to Scheme's 

essential structure. 

Although the experience with Scheme has indicated to the author that it is a very useful language for such 

projects as DESIGNER, some difficulties remain: Scheme's syntactic forms can be rather clumsy; support 

is lacking for certain useful mathematical constructs (such as matrices); the language itself is not tuned to 

compute efficiently given the important mechanisms DESIGNER requires (i.e. generic functions and object 

encapsulation). Recent advances in programming language design, however, indicate that these problems 

may be solved adequately in the near term. 

There are many other directions in which DESIGNER can expand in the future. We mention some of them 

here to indicate the potential for growth. 

An argument has been made in [181] that functional programming can permit various degrees of parallelism 

in computation, and that due to the nature of engineering computing only certain kinds of coarse-grained 

parallelism can be expected to enhance performance. Elimination of side-effects and strict explicit control 

of program state vastly simplify parallelization of computation. Objects providing strict encapsulation of 

information, as in DESIGNER, meet this requirement and may provide the means by which granularity of 
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parallelism can be made more coarse. The inclusion of an object system in a functional language may thus 

be an ideal solution. Although DESIGNER does not currently support any parallelism, the author intends 

to investigate this possibility in the future. 

Another area where DESIGNER may find application is in system simulation. Advanced computer modeling 

and simulation of products has been gaining popularity [220] because of its potential to save a significant 

amount of time by eliminating the need for physical prototypes. The functional paradigm permits the 

straight-forward development of quite complex procedural units. Functions to measure time and generate 

signals are included in many implementations of Scheme. Detailed models of components and design 

artifacts are also possible in DESIGNER, owing to the object-oriented mechanisms it embodies. Thus, 

system simulation is also possible within the same computational model as are other kinds of engineering 

computing. 

Since Scheme can be used for symbolic manipulation, a system to symbolically manipulate mathematical 

expressions could be integrated with DESIGNER to provide extensive mathematical support of various 

kinds of analysis and synthesis in a seamless and integrated way. For example, algebraic functions can be 

overloaded to operate on symbolic expressions (in Scheme — and hence in DESIGNER as well — symbols 

such as "x" are acceptable data values that may be operated on). Furthermore, functions that manipulate 

symbolic representations of equations may be overloaded to provide numerical approximations if numeric 

data is provided. This would be particularly useful for constraint management [130]. 

The culmination of the research effort that the author has started and described herein will be a new 

computer language and associated computational model specifically geared to engineering design. The 

language and computational model would satisfy HM and be formally defined using denotational (or some 

other) semantics. This language will provide a computing environment for engineering that will be usable 

not only for conventional engineering computation, but also as a vehicle for the continued formal study 

of engineering design. 

We note that this approach is itself a strictly formal approach. It makes use of existing, proven tools of 

computer science and logic, rather than the more hap-hazard means by which many languages currently 

in use in engineering environments were developed. 



Part V 

CONCLUSION 



Chapter 17 

Final Discussion 

The contribution of this thesis has been to explain the nature of engineering design information in objective, 

formal terms. 

The formalization of design information must be treated independently of design processes which affect 

or otherwise manipulate the information. Because of its independence from design processes, such a 

formalization is universally applicable to any stage or aspect of design. The author has achieved this goal 

with the Hybrid Model of design information, introduced in Part III. It provides isomorphisms that let 

us view design information objectively, and its structured notation permits us to reason formally about 

design information. The abstraction mechanisms introduced in Chapter 10 are founded on ontologic 

considerations of design. They permit various organizational schemes to be developed, maximizing the 

amount of available explicit information; this in turn minimizes the amount of interpretation required, 

thus increasing confidence in the outcome of actions based on that information. Furthermore, by adhering 

to the rules regarding the extension of classical set theory, HM is proved valid with respect to its logical 

foundation (set theory); that is, HM is no less valid than is ZF. HM can facilitate continued research into 

design by providing a universal formal language for the specification of design information. Its use can 

improve communications between designers, contribute to the development of effective new taxonomies 

of design entities and processes, and lead to the creation of more powerful computerized designers' aides. 

The use of formal systems greatly clarifies our understanding of design information by helping to resolve 

difficulties arising from incomplete and vaguely defined nomenclature, managing the changes resulting 
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from an evolving notion of design, and eliminating sources of logical inconsistencies such as self-

reference. Insights of logic have lead the author to introduce conceptual tools — the layered structure of 

design (Section 6.1), and the notions of a design space (Section 6.2) and artificial science (Section 5.2) 

— to help organize our collective design and design research efforts. The results will assist in unifying 

otherwise incompatible techniques and methodologies by providing a robust and valid reference. 

In clearly separating the structure of design itself from the manner in which it is conducted (the what of 

design, versus the how of it), the author acknowledges the important role of the designer as the singular 

agent by which design is manifested. In this sense, logic is seen as the means by which the designer's 

creativity and intuition can be channeled in directions most likely to result in successful solutions to 

design problems, much as it has been in other "scientific" fields, and forcing us to think more clearly 

by providing a system wherein logical errors are more easily detected without restricting our freedom to 

express consistent, relevant information. 

In order to demonstrate the advantage of formal systems in design, HM is applied to the development 

of a new programming language for design (see Part IV). The DESIGNER language is meant to capture 

arbitrary design information in a flexible framework while largely satisfying HM. In so doing, we provide 

a bridge between design theory on the one hand and the development of practical computational tools to 

aid the designer on the other. This continuity of formal rigor has not been achieved before, and increases 

our confidence in the validity of the language. The unique approaches taken in DESIGNER (e.g. the use of 

prototypes rather than classes, and canonical rather than conventional message passing) are necessary to 

meet the requirements of design as a unique and unconventional information management domain. The 

brevity of its implementation in Scheme is suggestive of the clarity and elegance possible through the use 

of formal theories to guide the development of engineering software. 



Chapter 18 

Future Directions 

Future research directions for both HM and DESIGNER are discussed in detail at the ends of parts III and 

IV. Here, the author outlines in a more general sense what the future may hold for the work presented 

herein. 

The key relationship between HM as a formal system and design theory is the isomorphism the author 

has identified between set theory and design information. The advantage of a formal system with a 

precise notation is that it lets one see relationships between information in a far simpler and objective 

way than is possible with more verbose systems requiring significant interpretation (e.g. using the English 

language instead of mathematical logic). Further study of the axioms of HM will likely bring to light new 

relationships between kinds of engineering information, and thus improve our understanding of design 

on the whole. The discovery of new relationships may necessitate modifications or other extensions to 

HM; this feedback will be beneficial to the development of both HM and design in general. The particular 

issues that will require further investigation in the near term are aggregations (the primary means by which 

specific simple design entities are grouped into more complex entities) and constraints (the driving force 

behind the design process). 

Besides the implementation of programming languages for design, HM could be applied to a number of 

other areas of computer-aided engineering. 

The axiomatic form of HM makes it quite amenable to implementation with existing logic programming 
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languages (e.g. Prolog). The resulting "expert system" would not depend on heuristic knowledge, and 

would be useful as an analysis tool for design models generated using other computerized tools (e.g. 

DESIGNER). The use of heuristic knowledge, as has been indicated in the literature survey (Section 2) can 

markedly reduce the confidence level of expert systems by capturing "knowledge" the soundness of which 

cannot be proved. Since the number of axioms in HM is quite small, an expert system implementing it 

may be able to perform in a timely manner. 

Another area where HM could find use is in the generation of engineering databases. Many operations 

for object-oriented databases may be written in terms of the axiom of separation of set theory [193]. This 

implies a relationship between database theory and set theory (and hence HM) which appears promising. 

There is a well-established precedent in the literature for the general usefulness of object-oriented databases 

in engineering [56,102,106, 168,221,222]. 

One important difference between programming language design and database design is the notion of 

equality. Currently, in both HM and DESIGNER, identity is defined in terms of structure and behavior 

of objects; this means that identical objects are permitted to exist. However, in database theory, such 

identical entities are generally disallowed [223-225] to maintain the database in a normalized form; in 

other words, the conventional definition of identity in database theory differs from that we have accepted 

in this work. This discrepancy will have to be addressed before HM can be used to generate useful 

engineering databases. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, HM can be used to help teach design in an objective and rigorous 

maruier. It is a relatively small formal system that allows precise definition of terms, and a consistent 

system for the organization and presentation of information. The actual language of symbolic logic, as 

used in Part III of this document, need not be introduced immediately: key notions of any theory can be 

taught by example, as has been done by others [31,86]. However, the author feels that an introduction to 

formal systems and symbolic logic sufficient to understand HM would not be a lengthy undertaking and 

would prove a worthwhile pedagogic investment. 



Chapter 19 

Closing Remarks 

What is engineering design? 

This document began with that very question. It is useful now to return to it and determine what headway, 

if any, has been made towards answering it. Has the author's work presented in this document answered 

this question? The answer is: to a certain extent, yes. 

It may be argued that the question itself is not a particularly good one. It is too vague, too open to 

interpretation, and tends to invite oversimplified responses. Therefore, some provision is needed to deal 

with the inherent ambiguity. In keeping with the general tone of this work, the author regards the intention 

of the question "What is engineering design?" as being of a descriptive nature. That is, we do not wish 

to confuse this question with its procedural complement "How is engineering design performed?" 

Many of the parameters by which designs are judged are based on quantitative measures. This indicates 

that design is rooted in the physical world. A designer's "artistic" abilities are constrained insofar as the 

results of his efforts must comply with the exigencies of the physical world. Furthermore, upon reflection 

on the arguments made in this document, it is clear that any externalization of the design process may be 

subjected to logical analysis. Therefore, the author concludes design must be largely rational in nature. 

This is not a statement of fact, since the rationality of design is not directly observable; nor is the 

author's work to be construed as a (technical) proof of this notion. But the body of evidence herein — 

the arguments made in Part II, the definition of HM, and its use to create the DESIGNER programming 
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language — strongly indicate that design has a definite structure that can be treated formally, objectively, 

and rationally. 

We have intentionally said nothing about how design is performed. This issue includes the role of the 

human designer and is prone to effects (such as self-reference) that severely limit the applicability of 

formal techniques. Nonetheless, some very important headway has been made in this work, headway 

that represents a strong first step towards a better understanding of engineering design. Although it has 

traversed the spectrum from the theoretic to the practical, the central theme of this work has been to 

demonstrate that the use of logic can give us useful and relevant insights into the nature of design. The 

most important of all, in the opinion of this author, is that logic has been found to be sufficient to explain 

part of the problem: HM has given us the means of defining the nature of design information in formal 

and objective terms. It provides the means of capturing, analyzing and communicating design information 

effectively, efficiently and in a timely manner. It gives us, designers and design researchers, a framework 

to guide our thinking and our work, by providing a logical system to verify our ideas and thoughts. Upon 

this foundation new theories of the design process may be built, strengthening our understanding and 

improving our abilities to meet the challenges of the future. 



Part VI 

APPENDICES 



Appendix A 

Source Listings of Designer 

A.1 Designer Source 

This section lists the source of the Designer language. 

1 ;;; File : core.scm 
2 ;;; Description : Core Designer functions. 
3 ;;; Version : k 
4 ;;; Revised : 19-01-93 
5 ;;; Copyright : 1993 by Filippo A. Salustri 
6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 (require 'bench.o) 
9 
10 ;;; MISCELLANEOUS 
11 
12 (define-macro (warn fmt . 1st) 

13 '(print (format #f ,(string-append "Warning: " fmt) ,@lst))) 

14 
15 (define (announce->filename sym) 
16 (string->symbol (string-append (symbol->string sym) ".scm"))) 

17 
18 (define (filename->provide-stmt fn) (list 'provide ",fn)) 

19 (define (filename->require-stmt fn) (list 'require ",fn)) 

20 
21 (define-macro (announce . 1) 
22 '(begin ,@(map filename->provide-stmt (map announce->filename 1)))) 

23 
24 (define-macro (needs . 1) 
25 '(begin ,@(map filename->require-stmt (map announce->filename 1)))) 

26 
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27 (define (flatten-list 1st) ; '1st' is a list of lists. 

28 (let loop ((1 1st)) 
29 (if (null? 1) 
30 

31 (append (car 1) (loop (cdr 1)))))) 
32 
33 (define (andmap pred 1st) 

34 (let loop ((1 1st)) 
35 (if (null? 1) 
36 #t 
37 (if (not (pred (car 1))) 

38 #f 
39 (loop (cdr 1)))))) 
40 
41 (define (ormap pred 1st) 
42 (let loop ((1 1st)) 
43 (if (null? 1) 
44 #f 
45 (if (pred (car 1)) 
46 #t 
47 (loop (cdr 1)))))) 
48 
49 (define (filter pred 1st) 

50 (let loop ((1 1st)) 
51 (if (null? 1) 
52 '() 
53 (if (pred (car 1)) 
54 (cons (car 1) (loop (cdr 1))) 

55 (loop (cdr 1)))))) 
56 
57 (define not-found 'not-found) 
58 (define (not-found? x) (eq? x not-found)) 

59 (define no-val 'no-val) 

60 
61 (define (in-list? val 1st) 
62 (let loop ((1 1st)) 
63 (cond 
64 ((null? 1) #f) 
65 ((eq? val (car 1)) #t) 

66 (else (loop (cdr 1)))))) 

67 
68 ;;; TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
69 
70 (define (attribute? x) 
71 (and (vector? x) 
72 (eq? (vector-length x) 3) 

73 (eq? (vector-ref x 0) 'attribute))) 
74 
75 (define (object? x) 
76 (and (vector? x) 
77 (eq? (vector-length x) 4) 
78 (eq? (vector-ref x 0) 'object))) 
79 
80 (define (generic? x) 
81 (and (compound? x) 
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82 (equal? (procedure-lambda x) the-gf-definition))) 

83 
84 (define (function? x) (or (procedure? x) (compound? x))) 

85 
86 ;;; GENERIC FUNCTIONS 
87 
88 (define (make-signature sig) 
89 (vector (if (list? (car sig)) (length (car sig)) -1) 

90 (eval '(lambda ,(car sig) (and ,@(cadr sig)))) 

91 (eval '(lambda ,(car sig) ,@(cddr sig))))) 

92 
93 (define (eval-signature sig-lst arg-lst) 

94 (let loop ((sig-1 sig-lst)) 

95 (if (null? sig-1) 
96 not-found 
97 (if (and (or (= (vector-ref (car sig-1) 0) -1) 

98 (= (vector-ref (car sig-1) 0) (length arg-lst))) 

99 (apply (vector-ref (car sig-1) 1) arg-lst)) 

100 (apply (vector-ref (car sig-1) 2) arg-lst) 

101 (loop (cdr sig-1)))))) 

102 
103 (define (gf-setter name) 

104 (string->symbol (string-append "gfset-" (symbol->string name)))) 

105 
106 (define the-gf-definition '(lambda arg-1 

107 (incr-gfc) 

108 (eval-signature sig-1 arg-1))) 

109 
110 (define-macro (overload name sig-1) 
111 '(begin 
112 (if (not (bound? ',name)) 
113 (begin 
114 (incr-gf) 
115 (define ,name) 
116 (define ,(gf-setter name)) 

117 (let ((sig-1 '())) 

118 (set! ,name 

119 (lambda arg-1 

120 (incr-gfc) 

121 (eval-signature sig-1 arg-1))) 

122 (set! ,(gf-setter name) 

123 (lambda (new-sig-1) 

124 (set! sig-1 (append (map make-signature new-sig-1) 

125 sig-1)) 

126 '()))))) ; return nuthin. 

127 (,(gf-setter name) ' osig-1))) 

128 
129 ;;; LOW-LEVEL ATTRIBUTE FUNCTIONS 

130 
131 (define (Any? value) #t) 
132 
133 (define (gen-attribute) (vector 'attribute Any? no-val)) 

134 
135 (define (domain a) (vector-ref a 1)) 

136 (define (set-domain a d) (vector-set! a 1 d)) 
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137 
138 (define (value a) (vector-ref a 2)) 

139 (define (set-value a v) 

140 (if (or (eq? v no-val) ((domain a) v)) 
141 (vector-set! a 2 v) 
142 (error 'value "Constraint -s not satisfied for -s." (domain a) v))) 

143 
144 (define (attribute d v) 
145 (if (not (procedure? d)) 

146 (error 'attribute "Domain -s must be predicates." d)) 

147 (let ((a (gen-attribute))) 
148 (set-domain a d) 
149 (set-value a v) 
150 a)) 
151 
152 ;;; THE COPY FUNCTION 
153 
154 (define (copy thing) 
155 (let loop ((x thing)) 
156 (cond 
157 ((attribute? x) (attribute (domain x) (loop (value x)))) 

158 ((object? x) (clone x)) 

159 ((pair? x) (cons (loop (car x)) (loop (cdr x)))) 
160 ((vector? x) (let* ((v1 (vector-length x)) 
161 (nv (make-vector vl no-val))) 
162 (do ((i 0 (1+ i))) ((>= i v1) nv) 
163 (vector-set! nv i (loop (vector-ref x i)))))) 
164 (else x)))) 
165 
166 ;;; LOW-LEVEL OBJECT FUNCTIONS 
167 
168 (define (gen-object) 
169 (incr-go) 
170 (vector 'object '() '() '())) 
171 (define Object (gen-object)) ; the progenitor object. 
172 
173 (define (slots o) (if (object? o) (vector-ref o 1) '())) 
174 (define (add-slot o name v) 
175 (vector-set! o 1 (cons (cons name v) (vector-ref o 1)))) 
176 (define (add-slots o 1) (vector-set! o 1 (append 1 (vector-ref o 1)))) 
177 (define (set-slots o 1) (vector-set! o 1 1)) 
178 
179 (define (parents o) (if (object? o) (vector-ref o 2) '())) 
180 (define (add-parent o p) (vector-set! o 2 (cons p (vector-ref o 2)))) 
181 
182 (define (constraints o) (if (object? o) (vector-ref o 3) '())) 
183 (define (add-constraint o c) (vector-set! o 3 (cons c (vector-ref o 3)))) 
184 (define (add-constraints o 1) (vector-set! o 3 (append 1 (vector-ref o 3)))) 
185 
186 (define (: o name . v) 
187 (let ((s (assq name (slots o)))) 
188 (if (not s) (error ': "-s: no such slot name" name)) 
189 
190 

(if v 
(set-cdr! s (car v)) 

191 (cdr s)))) 
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192 
193 (define (resolve-object-name x) (if (symbol? x) (eval x) x)) 

194 
195 ;;; OBJECT CONSTRAINTS 

196 
197 (define (compile-constraint-spec c-spec) 

198 (eval '(lambda (obj) 

199 (let ,(map (lambda (x) (list x '(value (: obj ',x)))) 

200 (car c-spec)) 

201 ,@(cdr c-spec))))) 

202 
203 (define-macro (constrain obj . c-spec-1) 

204 '(begin (add-constraints ,obj (map compile-constraint-spec ',c-spec-1)) 

205 '())) 
206 
207 (define (eval-constraints obj constr-1) 

208 (let loop ((c-1 constr-1)) 

209 (if (null? c-1) 
210 #t 
211 (and ((car c-1) obj) 

212 (loop (cdr c-1)))))) 

213 
214 (define (check-object-constraints obj) 

215 (eval-constraints obj (constraints obj))) 

216 
217 ;;; HIGH-LEVEL ATTRIBUTE FUNCTIONS 

218 
219 (define (attribute-values->list obj) 

220 (map value (filter attribute? (map cdr (slots obj))))) 

221 
222 (define (attribute-names->list obj) (map car (slots obj))) 

223 
224 ;; for each attribute in obj satisfying pred, map fun. 

225 (define (foreach-attribute obj pred fun) 

226 (map fun (filter pred (attribute-values->list obj)))) 

227 
228 ;; extensions of 'andmap' and 'ormap' to object attributes. 

229 (define (forall obj pred) (andmap pred (attribute-values->list obj))) 

230 (define (exists obj pred) (ormap pred (attribute-values->list obj))) 

231 
232 ;;; HIGH-LEVEL OBJECT FUNCTIONS 
233 
234 (define (do-inheritance dest src) 
235 (add-slots dest (copy (slots src))) 
236 (add-parent dest src) 
237 (add-constraints dest (copy (constraints src)))) 

238 
239 (define (expand-from-clause obj 1) 

240 (cond 
241 ((list? 1) 
242 (for-each (lambda (p) (do-inheritance obj p)) (map resolve-object-name 1))) 

243 (else (do-inheritance obj (resolve-object-name 1))))) 

244 
245 (define (expand-with-clause obj 1) 
246 (for-each (lambda (spec) 
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247 (add-slot obj 

248 (car spec) 

249 (attribute (eval (cadr spec)) 

250 (if (cddr spec) 

251 (eval (caddr Spec)) 

252 no-val))) 

253 (let* ((n (car spec)) 
254 (q-name (string->symbol 

255 (string-append "?" (symbol->string n)))) 

256 (s-name (string->symbol 
257 (string-append (symbol->string n) ":")))) 

258 (if (not (bound? q-name)) 
259 (eval '(define (,q-name o) (value (: o ',n))) 

260 top-level-environment)) 

261 (if (not (bound? s-name)) 

262 (eval '(define (,s-name o v) 

263 (set-value (: o ',n) v) 

264 (if (not (check-object-constraints o)) 

265 (warn "Object constraints not satisfied."))) 

266 top-level-environment)))) 

267 1)) 
268 
269 (define-macro (new parent-spec with-spec . init-spec) 
270 '(let ((new-obj (gem-object))) 
271 (expand-from-clause new-obj ',parent-spec) 
272 (expand-with-clause new-obj ',with-spec) 
273 (if ',init-spec 
274 (begin 
275 ,@(map (lambda (x) 
276 (list 'set-value '(: new-obj ',(car x)) (cadr x))) 
277 init-spec))) 
278 (if (not (check-object-constraints new-obj)) 
279 (warn "Object constraints not satisfied.")) 
280 new-obj)) 
281 
282 (define (clone obj) 
283 (let ((new-obj (gen-object))) 
284 (do-inheritance new-obj obj) 
285 new-obj)) 
286 
287 ;;; OTHER OBJECT FUNCTIONS 
288 
289 (define (parent? child p) (in-list? p (parents child))) 
290 
291 (define (lineage obj) 
292 (if (not (object? obj)) 

293 
294 (cons obj (flatten-list (map lineage (parents obj)))))) 
295 
296 (define (ancestor? obj one) 
297 (if (not (object? obj)) #f) 
298 (let loop ((o obj)) 
299 (or (eq? o anc) 
300 (ormap (lambda (p) (loop p)) (parents o))))) 
301 
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302 (define-macro (make-type-predicate o) 

303 '(define (,(string->symbol (string-append (symbol->string o) "?")) x) 

304 (ancestor? x ,o))) 

305 
306 (define-macro (make-constructor o . rest) 
307 '(define ,(string->symbol (string-append (symbol->string 0))) 

308 (lambda ,@rest))) 
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A.2 Support/Utility Functions 

This section lists various functions used extensively in Designer, but which are not part of Scheme. 

1 ;;; File : Preamble.scm 

2 ;;; Description : basic functions and primitive overload
ings used throughout. 

3 ;;; Version : k 

4 ;;; Revised : 16-01-93 

5 ;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 

6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 ; 'orientation-euler' and 'orientation-rpy' from (ref paul]. 

9 
10 ; Constants   

11 
12 (define Pi 3.14159265358979323846) ; from /usr/include/math.h 

13 
14 ; Functions   

15 
16 (define (number-gtO? x) (and (number? x) (> x 0))) 

17 (define (positive? x) (and (number? x) (>= x 0))) 

18 
19 (define (rad->deg r) (/ (* 180.0 r) Pi)) 

20 (define (deg->rad d) (/ (* Pi d) 180.0)) 

21 
22 (define ** expt) 
23 
24 (define (matr1x44-x-matrix44 a b) 

25 (let ((res (vector 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1))) 

26 (do ((i 0 (+ i 1))) ((= i 4) res) 

27 (do ((j 0 (+ j 1))) ((= j 4) res) 

28 (do ((k 0 (+ k 1)) 

29 (v 0 (+ v (* (vector-ref a (+ (* i 4) k)) 

30 (vector-ref b (+ (* k 4) j)))))) 

31 ((= k 4) (vector-set! res (+ (* i 4) j) v))))))) 

32 
33 (define (vector4-cross a b) 

34 (vector (- (* (vector-ref a 1) (vector-ref b 2)) 

35 (* (vector-ref b 1) (vector-ref a 2))) 

36 (- (* (vector-ref a 2) (vector-ref b 0)) 

37 (* (vector-ref b 2) (vector-ref a 0))) 

38 (- (* (vector-ref a 0) (vector-ref b 1)) 

39 (* (vector-ref b 0) (vector-ref a 1))) 

40 1)) 

41 
42 (define (vector4-dot a b) 

43 (+ (* (vector-ref a 0) (vector-ref b 0)) 

44 (* (vector-ref a 1) (vector-ref b 1)) 

45 (* (vector-ref a 2) (vector-ref b 2)))) 

46 
47 (define (vector4-x-matrix44 v m) 

48 (let ((res (vector 0 0 0 1))) 

49 (do ((i 0 (+ i 1))) ((= i 4) res) 
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50 (do ((j 0 (+ j 1)) 

51 (a 0 (+ a (* (vector-ref v j) 

52 (vector-ref in (+ (* j 4) i)))))) 

53 ((= j 4) (vector-setl res i a)))))) 

54 
55 (define (scalar-x-vector4 s v) 

56 (vector (* s (vector-ref v 0)) 
57 (* s (vector-ref v 1)) 

58 (* s (vector-ref v 2)) 

59 1)) 
60 
61 (define (vector4---vector4 a b) 

62 (vector (- (vector-ref a 0) (vector-ref b 0)) 

63 (- (vector-ref a 1) (vector-ref b 1)) 

64 (- (vector-ref a 2) (vector-ref b 2)) 

65 1)) 
66 
67 (define (vector4-+-vector4 a b) 

68 (vector (+ (vector-ref a 0) (vector-ref b 0)) 

69 (+ (vector-ref a 1) (vector-ref b 1)) 

70 (+ (vector-ref a 2) (vector-ref b 2)) 

71 1)) 
72 
73 (define (vector4-magnitude v) 
74 (sqrt (+ (* (vector-ref v 0) (vector-ref v 0)) 
75 (* (vector-ref v 1) (vector-ref v 1)) 

76 (* (vector-ref v 2) (vector-ref v 2))))) 

77 
78 ; Order: rot(z,phi) + rot(y',theta) + rot(z",psi) 

79 ; 
80 (define (orientation-euler m) 

81 (let* ((phi (if (and (= (vector-ref in 9) 0) (= (vector-ref m 8) 0)) 

82 0 (atan (vector-ref in 9) (vector-ref m 8)))) 

83 (cphi (cos phi)) 
84 (sphi (sin phi))) 
85 (vector phi 
86 (atan (+ (* cphi (vector-ref in 8)) ; theta 

87 (* sphi (vector-ref in 9))) 
88 (vector-ref m 10)) 
89 (atan (- (* cphi (vector-ref in 1)) ; psi 

90 (* sphi (vector-ref in 0))) 

91 (- (* cphi (vector-ref in 5)) 

92 (* sphi (vector-ref in 4)))) 

93 1))) 
94 
95 ; Order: rot(x,psi) + rot(y,theta) + rot(z,phi) 

96 ; with respect to the global (fixed) frame. 

97 ; 
98 (define (orientation-rpy m) 
99 (let* ((phi (if (and (= (vector-ref in 1) 0) (= (vector-ref in 0) 0)) 

100 0 (atan (vector-ref in 1) (vector-ref in 0)))) 

101 (cphi (cos phi)) 
102 (sphi (sin phi))) 
103 (vector (atan (- (* sphi (vector-ref in 8)) ; psi 

104 (* cphi (vector-ref in 9))) 
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105 (- (* cphi (vector-ref m 5)) 

106 (* sphi (vector-ref m 4)))) 

107 (atan (- (vector-ref m 2)) ; theta 

108 (+ (* cphi (vector-ref m 0)) 

109 (* Sphi (vector-ref m 1)))) 

110 phi 
111 1))) 
112 
113 (define (list-last 1) (list-ref 1 (1- (length 1)))) 

114 
115 (define (list-intersect a b) (filter (lambda (x) (in-list? x b)) a)) 

116 
117 ; Overloadings   

118 
119 (overload :show 

120 ((o) ((object? o)) (format #f "An Object")) 

121 ((x) () x)) 



Appendix B 

Designer Prototype Library 

This chapter lists the object prototype definitions available in the Designer library. 

B.1. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Complex Numbers 

;;; File : Complex.scm 
;;; Description : complex numbers 
;;; Version : k 
;;; Revised : 14-01-93 
;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 
;;; Notes 

8 (announce Complex) 
9 
10 ;;; Prototype 
11 
12 (make-type-predicate Complex) 
13 (define Complex (new Object 
14 ((real number? 0) 
15 (imag number? 0)))) 
16 (make-constructor Complex (r i) (new Complex () (real r) (imag 
17 
18 ;;; Overloadings 
19 
20 (overload :zero? ((c) ((Complex? c)) 
21 (and (= (?real c) 0) (= (?imag c) 0)))) 
22 
23 (overload :magnitude ((c) ((Complex? c)) 
24 (sqrt (+ (* (?real c) (?real c)) 
25 (* (?imag c) (?imag c)))))) 

26 
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i))) 
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27 (overload :+ 
28 ((a b) 
29 
30 ((c n) 

31 
32 ((n c) 
33 
34 
35 (overload :-

36 ((a b) 
37 
38 ((c n) 
39 
40 ((n c) 
41 
42 
43 (overload :* 
44 ((a b) 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 (overload :/ 
51 ((a b) 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 (overload :show 
64 

((Complex? a) (Complex? b)) 
(@Complex (+ (?real a) (?real b)) (+ (?imag a) (?imag b)))) 

((Complex? c) (number? n)) 

(@Complex (+ (?real c) n) (?imag c))) 

((Complex? c) (number? n)) 
(@Complex (+ n (?real c)) (?imag c)))) 

((Complex? a) (Complex? b)) 
(@Complex (- (?real a) (?real b)) (- (?imag a) (?imag b)))) 

((Complex? c) (number? n)) 
(@Complex (- (?real c) n) (?imag c))) 
((Complex? c) (number? n)) 
( Complex (- n (?real c)) (?imag c)))) 

((Complex? a) 
(@Complex (- ( 

( 
(+ ( 

( 

(Complex? b)) 
* (?real a) (?real 
* (?imag a) (?imag 
* (?real a) (?imag 
* (?real b) (?imag 

((Complex? a) (Complex? b)) 
(if (:zero? b) 

(error ':/ "Complex divisor is zero ")) 
(@Complex (/ (+ (* (?real a) (?real b)) 

(* (?imag a) (?imag b))) 
(+ (* (?real b) (?real b)) 

(* (?imag b) (?imag b)))) 
(/ (- (* (?real b) (?imag a)) 

(* (?real a) (?imag b))) 
(+ (* (?real b) (?real b)) 

(* (?imag b) (?imag b))))))) 

((a) ((Complex? a)) (format #f "(-s -s)" (?real a) (?imag a)))) 
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B.2 3D Spatial Coordinates 

1 ;;; 
2 ;;; 
3
4 ;;; 
5 ;;; 
6 ;;; 
7 
8 (announce Coord) 

9 (needs Transform) 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 

File 
Description 
Version 

Revised 
Copyright 
Notes 

Coord. scm 

3D Coordinates (4vector). 

k 
14-01-93 
1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 

;;; Special functions   

(define (vector4->Coord v) 
(@Coord (vector-ref v 0) (vector-ref v 1) (vector-ref v 2))) 

; Coord prototype  

(make-type-predicate Coord) 
(define Coord (new Object 

((x number? 0) (y number? 0) (z number? 0)))) 

(make-constructor Coord (xv yv zv) (new Coord () (x xv) (y yv) (z zv))) 

(overload :show ((c) ((Coord? c)) 
(format #f "(-s -s -s)" (?x c) (?y c) (?z c)))) 

(overload :as-vector ((a) ((Coord? a)) (vector (?x a) (?y a) (?z a) 1))) 

(overload :magnitude ((c) ((Coord? c)) (vector4-magnitude (:as-vector c)))) 

(overload :normalize ((c) ((Coord? c)) 
(let ((m (vector4-magnitude (:as-vector c)))) 

(@Coord (/ (?x c) m) (/ (?Y c) m) (/ (?z c) m))))) 

(overload := ((a b) ((Coord? a) 
(and (= (?x 

(= PY 
(= (?z 

(overload :cross 

(Coord? b)) 
a) (?x b)) 
a) (?y b)) 
a) (?z b))))) 

((a b) ((Coord? a) (Coord? b)) 
(vector4->Coord 
(vector4-cross (:as-vector a) (:as-vector b))))) 

(overload :dot ((a b) ((Coord? a) (Coord? b)) 
(vector4-dot (:as-vector a) (:as-vector b)))) 

(overload 
((Coord? c) (Transform? t)) 
(vector4->Coord 
(vector4-x-matrix44 (:as-vector c) (:as-vectors t)))) 

((number? s) (Coord? c)) 
(vector4->Coord (scalar-x-vector4 s (:as-vector c)))) 

((Coord? c) (number? s)) 
(vector4->Coord (scalar-x-vector4 s (:as-vector c))))) 
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54 
55 (overload :-

56 ((a b) ((Coord? a) (Coord? b)) 

57 (vector4->Coord 
58 (vector4---vector4 (:as-vector a) (:as-vector b))))) 

59 
60 (overload :+ 
61 ((a b) ((Coord? a) (Coord? b)) 

62 (vector4->Coord 

63 (vector4-+-vector4 (:as-vector a) (:as-vector b))))) 

64 
65 ; Subtypes   

66 
67 (define Origin (clone Coord)) 
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B.3 

1 
2 
3 

Cuboid Parametric Volumes 

;;; File : Cuboid.scm 

;;; Description : cube-like geometry. 

;;; Version : k 
4 ;;; Revised : 14-01-93 
5 ;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 
6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 (announce Cuboid) 
9 (needs Geometry) 
10 
11 (make-type-predicate Cuboid) 

12 (define Cuboid (new Geometry 
13 ((x number-gtO? 1) 
14 (y number-gtO? 1) 

15 (z number-gtO? 1)))) 
16 (make-constructor Cuboid (xv yv zv) (new Cuboid () (x xv) (y yv) (z zv))) 

17 
18 (overload :volume ((c) ((Cuboid? c)) (* (?x c) (?y c) (?z c)))) 
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B.4 Coordinate Frames 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 (announce Frame) 
9 (needs Transform Coord) 

10 
11 (make-type-predicate Frame) 

12 (define Frame (clone Transform)) 

13 ;;; no constructor yet. 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

File 
Description 
Version 
Revised 
Copyright 
Notes 

(overload 
(overload 

Frame. scm 
a coordinate frame. 

13-01-93 
1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 

:position ((f) ((Frame? f)) (:* Origin f))) 

:orientation ((f) ((Frame? f)) 
(vector4->Coord 
(orientation-rpy (:as-vectors f))))) 

(overload :invert ((f) ((Frame? f)) 
(let ((o (:orientation f)) 

(nf (clone Frame))) 
(:z-rotate nf (- (?z o))) 
(:y-rotate nf (- (?y o))) 
(:x-rotate nf (- (?x o))) 
nf))) 

(overload :translate 
((f x y z) ((Frame? f)) 

(mat: f (?mat (:* f (:translation x y z)))))) 

(overload :x-rotate 
((f r) ((Frame? f)) (mat: f (?mat (:* f (:x-rotation r)))))) 

(overload :y-rotate 
((f r) ((Frame? f)) (mat: f (?mat (:* f (:y-rotation r)))))) 

(overload :z-rotate 
((f r) ((Frame? f)) (mat: f (?mat (:* f (:z-rotation r)))))) 
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B.5 Generalized Geometric Entities 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 (announce Geometry) 
9 (needs Frame) 
10 
11 (make-type-predicate Geometry) 
12 (define Geometry (clone Frame)) 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

File 
Description 
Version 

Revised 
Copyright 
Notes 

Geometry. scm 
3d geometric specs - solid objects. 

13-01-93 
1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 

(overload :volume ((g) ((Geometry? g)) 
(error 'Geometry "Must be implemented in subtypes."))) 

(overload :locate 
((g p wrt) ((Geometry? g) (function? p) (Geometry? wrt)) 

(p (:- (:position g) (:position wrt)) 
(:orientation (:* (:invert wrt) g)))) 

((g p) ((Geometry? g) (function? p)) 
(p (:position g) (:orientation g)))) 
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B.6 3D Lines 

1 ;;; File : Line.scm 
2 ;;; Description : parametric line segments in 3D 

3 ;;; Version : k 
4 ;;; Revised : 14-01-93 
5 ;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 
6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 (announce Line) 
9 (needs Transform Coord) 
10 
11 ;;; Line prototype 
12 
13 (make-type-predicate Line) 
14 (define Line (new Object ((start Coord?) (end Coord?)))) 
15 (make-constructor Line (a b) (new Line () (start a) (end b))) 
16 
17 (overload := ((a b) ((Line? a) (Line? b)) 
18 (and (:. (?start a) (?start b)) 
19 (:= (?end a) (?end b))))) 
20 
21 (overload :* ((1 t) ((Line? 1) (Transform? t)) 
22 (@Line (:* (?start 1) t) (:* (?end 1) t)))) 
23 
24 ;;; Based on solution in [ref zeid] [p 244-245) 
25 ;;; There is a degenerate case if 1 line is in the plane formed by the origin 
26 ;;; and the other line. This is dealt with in the 'if'. 
27 (overload :intersect 
28 ((a b) ((Line? a) (Line? b)) 
29 (let ((bx (:cross (?start b) (?end b))) 
30 (da (:- (?end a) (?start a)))) 
31 (if (= (:dot bx da) 0) 
32 (let ((shift (:translation 0 0 1))) 
33 (:* (:intersect (:* a shift) (:* b shift)) 
34 (:translation 0 0 -1))) 
35 (:+ (?start a) 
36 (:* (- (/ (:dot bx (?start a)) 
37 (:dot bx da))) 
38 da)))))) 
39 
40 (overload :show 
41 ((1) ((Line? 1)) 
42 (format #f "("a "a)" (:show (?start 1)) (:show (?end 1))))) 
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B.7 Generalized Physical Parts 

1 ;;; File : Part.scm 
2 ;;; Description : a physical part. 
3 ;;; Version : k 
4 ;;; Revised : 14-01-93 
5 ;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 
6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 (announce Part) 
9 (needs Geometry) 
10 
11 (make-type-predicate Part) 
12 (define Part (clone Geometry)) 
13 ;;; no constructor yet 
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B.8 Queues 

1 ;;; File : Queue.scm 

2 ;;; Description : FILO lists 

3 ;;; Version : k 
4 ;;; Revised : 13-01-93 
5 ;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 

6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 (announce Queue) 
9 (needs List) 
10 
11 ;;; Prototype 
12 
13 (make-type-predicate Queue) 
14 (define Queue (clone List)) 
15 (make-constructor Queue arg-1 
16 (let ((o (clone Queue))) 
17 (for-each (lambda (x) (:push o x)) arg-1) 

18 o)) 
19 
20 ;;; Overloadings 
21 
22 (overload :push ((q v) ((Queue? q)) (:append! q v))) 
23 
24 (overload :pop ((q) ((Queue? q)) 
25 (if (:empty? q) (error ':pop "nothing left to pop.")) 

26 (:chop! q))) 
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B.9 Circular Lists 

;;; File : Ring.scm 

2 ;;; Description : circular list objects. 

3 ;;; Version : k 
4 ;;; Revised : 13-01-93 
5 ;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 
6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 (announce Ring) 

9 
10 ;;; Prototype 
11 
12 (make-type-predicate Ring) 
13 (define Ring (clone Object)) 
14 (add-slot Ring '1st '()) 
15 (add-slot Ring 'offset 0) 
16 (make-constructor Ring 1 
17 (let ((o (clone Ring))) 
18 (: o '1st 1) 
19 o)) 
20 
21 ; Overloadings 
22 
23 (overload :first ((r) ((Ring? r)) 
24 (: r 'offset 0) 
25 (list-ref (: r '1st) 0))) 
26 
27 (overload :length ((r) ((Ring? r)) (length (: r '1st)))) 
28 
29 (overload :as-list ((r) ((Ring? r)) (vector->list (list->vector (: r 'lst))))) 
30 
31 (overload :next ((r) ((Ring? r)) 
32 (let ((1 (length (: r '1st)))) 
33 (if (= 1 0) 
34 (error ':next "zero-sized ring.")) 
35 (: r 'offset (modulo (1+ (: r 'offset)) 1)) 
36 (list-ref (: r '1st) (: r 'offset))))) 
37 
38 (overload :peek-next ((r) ((Ring? r)) 
39 (let ((1 (length (: r '1st)))) 
40 (if (= 1 0) 
41 (error ':peek-next "zero-sized ring.")) 
42 (list-ref (: r '1st) 
43 (modulo (1+ (: r 'offset)) 1))))) 
44 
45 (overload :prev ((r) ((Ring? r)) 
46 (let ((1 (length (: r '1st)))) 
47 (if (= 1 0) 
48 (error ':prev "zero-sized ring.")) 
49 (: r 'offset (modulo (1- (: r 'offset)) 1)) 
50 (list-ref (: r '1st) (: r 'offset))))) 
51 
52 (overload :peek-prev ((r) ((Ring? r)) 
53 (let ((1 (length (: r '1st)))) 
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54 (if (= 1 0) 
55 (error ':peek-prev "zero-sized ring.")) 
56 (list-ref (: r '1st) 
57 (modulo (1- (: r 'offset)) 1))))) 
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B.10 Stacks 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

File 
Description 

Version 
Revised 
Copyright 
Notes 

7 
8 (announce Stack) 

9 (needs Queue) 

10 
11 ;;; Prototype 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 ;;; Overloadings 

21 
22 (overload :push ((s v) ((Stack? s)) (:prepend! v s))) 

Stack. scm 
FIFO lists 
k 
13-01-93 
1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 

(make-type-predicate Stack) 
(define Stack (clone Queue)) 
(make-constructor Stack arg-1 

(let ( Co (clone Stack))) 
(for-each (lambda (x) (:push o x)) arg-1) 

o)) 
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B.11 Geometric Transforms 

1 ;;; File : Transform.scm 

2 ;;; Description : 3d transforms (4x4 matrices) 

3 ;;; Version : k 
4 ;;; Revised : 14-01-93 
5 ;;; Copyright : 1992 by Filippo A. Salustri 

6 ;;; Notes 
7 
8 (announce Transform) 
9 
10 ;;; Prototype 
11 
12 (make-type-predicate Transform) 
13 (define Transform 
14 (new Object 
15 ((mat vector? (vector 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1))))) 

16 ;;; no constructor -- probably useless anyways. 
17 ;;; maybe could use Loci as arguments in a constructor in the future. 

18 
19 ;;; Overloadings 
20 
21 (overload :show ((t) ((Transform? t)) (format #f ""a" (?mat t)))) 
22 
23 (overload :as-vectors ((A) ((Transform? A)) (vector-copy (?mat A)))) 
24 
25 (overload :* ((A B) ((Transform? A) (Transform? B)) 
26 (new Transform () 
27 (mat (matrix44-x-matrix44 
28 (:as-vectors A) (:as-vectors B)))))) 
29 
30 (overload := ((A B) ((Transform? A) (Transform? B)) 
31 (equal? (?mat A) (?mat B)))) 

32 
33 ; Subtypes  
34 
35 (define IdentityTransform (clone Transform)) 
36 
37 (overload :scaling ((x y z) ((number? x) (number? y) (number? z)) 
38 (new IdentityTransform () 
39 (mat (vector x 0 0 0 
40 0y00 
41 0 0 z 0 
42 0 0 0 1))))) 
43 
44 (overload :translation ((x y z) ((number? x) (number? y) (number? z)) 
45 (new IdentityTransform () 
46 (mat (vector 1 0 0 0 
47 0 1 0 0 
48 0 0 1 0 
49 x Y z 1))))) 
50 
51 (overload :x-rotation ((x) ((number? x)) 
52 (new IdentityTransform () 
53 (mat (vector 1 0 0 0 
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54 
55 
56 

57 

0 (cos X) (sin x) 0 

0 (- (sin x)) (cos x) 0 
0 0 0 1))))) 

58 (overload :y-rotation ((y) ((number? y)) 
59 (new identityTransform () 

60 (mat (vector (cos y) 0 (- (sin y)) 0 

61 0 1 0 0 

62 (sin y) 0 (cos y) 0 

63 0 0 0 1))))) 

64 
65 (overload :z-rotation ((z) ((number? z)) 
66 (new IdentityTransform () 

67 (mat (vector (cos z) (sin z) 0 0 

68 (- (sin z)) (cos z) 0 0 

69 0 0 10 

70 0 0 0 1))))) 
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